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The objective of the thesis is to present data upon which
the management of the Oregon otter-trawl fishery can be based.

In addition, a history of the Oregon trawl fishery is presented.
A summary of gear development by many of the vessels in the

Oregon fleet is presented in table form.
The principal species studied are the English sole

(yaro2=1 vetulus), petrale sole (Eopsetta 12rdan1), and
Dover sole (icrostomus pacificus). For these three species
the time of spawning, length at maturity, and relation of
length to weight are determined. In addition, the number of

egfis produced by English and Dover sole at various sizes is

calculated.
In 1948 and 1949 a total of 5,643 bottom fish were tagged

from otter trawlers operating from Astoria. Almost all of
these fish were English, petrale, and Dover sole, and all but
a few were released in the area between Viillapa bay and
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Tillamook Head. Returns from the taing give no indication
of significant migrations north and south along the coast, but

a small amount of exploratory winter fishing resulted in
recovery of tatsged :Dover sole in waters deeper than 200

fathoms. These Dover sole had been tagged during the summer

in much shallower water.
The growth of sole of the three species etudie is

computed from the tag returns.
General comparisons of rates of tag return are made with

other tagging experiments of a similar nature along the Pacific

Coast.

Otolithe of English, petrale, and Dover sole are used to

calculate growth rates and compute age-frequency curves. It
Is concluded that otoliths are not completely satisfactory for

determining the age of these species.
An analysis of the condition of the stocks of ;nglish

sole, petrale sole, Dover sole, and rockfish is made using the

landing records for the period 1942-47, inclusive. The English

sole were not completely exploited in 1947. During this

period, the petrale sole declined in abundance at least 50 per

cent. The Dover sole declined some in abundance, and the

condition of the rockfish stocks is obscured because of the

several species that enter this category.
Fnglish, petrale, and Dover sole were measured at the time

commercial landings were made and these data are analyzed for

the years 1948-51, inclusive.



In 1950 the catches of Ore,:,on otter trawlers at sea were

sampled to get a measure of the amount of discard of both
scrap fish and undersized English, petrale, and Dover sole.
Approximately 17 per cent of the Dover sole, 33 per cent of
the petrale sole, and 27 per cent of the English sole were
discarded at sea because they were too small. Approximately

one-half of the total catch at sea by weight was discarded.
An analysis is made of the relationship of the mink-

raising industry to the otter-trawl fishery. The species

composition of the milk food is determined from market

samples. An estimate is made of the total amount of fish fed

to mink in Ore6on in 1J49 based on information obtained from

questionnaires. The effect of the fishery for mink food on
the stocks of fish of the various species is discussed.
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INTROUCT i ON

Prior to World War 11 there was practically no research

relating to the otter-trawl fishery of Oregon. After the war
the research division of the Oregon Fish Commission was

re-established and enlarged, and beginning in the summer of
1947 research was activated on the marine fisheries of Oregon.
There had been some work done on the marine fisheries of
Oregon in the late 1930's and early 1940's but almost all of
it was centered on the pilchard and albacore fisheries.

Because of the importance of the otter-trawl fishery, an
outline of study was drawn up in the fall of 1947. The

objective of the study was to gather and analyze the basic
information and aata necessary to the formulation of a manage-
ment program for this complex fishery. This thesis presents
an analysis of much of the data gathered primarily during the
first 4 years of the study.

The first market sw-,Dles of landin-s were taken in

January, 1948. ' Irt ain6 has continued to the present time,
although the procedures have been somewhat modified. Much of

the information on the biology of the species studied is based
upon results obtained from sampling the mbrket landings.

it was early recognized that knowledge of the migrations
of the principal species of sole was essential to a management

program. Therefore, in the spring of 1948 a program of tagging
mainly English, petrale, and Dover sole, the three principal
species of sole in the landings, was begun. The apdendix



gives the scientific and common names of all species

mentioned in this thesis.
It was also early recognized that an analysis of the

conditions of the stocks of the principal species taken by the
otter-trawl fishery should be undertaken. Therefore, an

analysis of the past statistics of the fishery was begun, and
with the passing of the years the statistical system has been
refined and the metLods of analysis have been made more

precise. As an adjunct to the statistical approach for deter-
mining the condition of the stocks market measurements have

been taken to ascertain the length-frequency distribution of
the principal species of sole, and otolitha have also been
collected for age analysis.

The first trips at sea aboard otter trawlers made it
evident that there was considerable wastage, both of small fish
of species landed as human food and of so-called scrap fish for
which there was no market. As a result of these field
observations, a program of samplin6 the catch of the otter
trawlers at sea was begun in 1950. This program will be

repeated at intervals of a few years to determine what chanEes,
If any, take place in the catches at sea, and also in the
amount of wastage of fish at sea.

One of the very first controversies encountered when the
otter-trawl study oegan was with regard to the mink-food

fishery. As a result, a rather complete study has been carried
out of the relationship of the otter-trawl fishery to the
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mink-raising indu.litry. This study has become even more

important because the mink-raising industry has expanded and

is now almost completely dependent upon the otter-trawl

fishery as a source of food.
Although the Oregon otter-trawl fishery is relatively new

(the permanent phase of the fishery dates only from the late
1930's), there has been a great change in the gear and methods
used during this period. There has also been a considerable
change in the personnel of the fleet and many of the pioneer
fishermen have either retired, entered new activities, moved
out of the area, or died. Therefore, it seemed important to
document the course of the Oregon otter-trawl fishery, and this
has been done by a search of old records and by interviews with
fishermen and packers who pioneered the otter-trawl fishery.

The principal species in the Oregon otter-trawl landings
are the English, petrale, and Dover sole and in more recent
years Pacific ocean perch, one of the rockfish (Figures 1 and
2).
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Figure 1. English sole (1), petrale sole (2), and Dover sole (3)
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Figure 2. Pacific ocean perch 



EIL;TORY OF THE FISEERY

Early Records

Although otter trawling did not become firmly established
in Oregon until about the beginning of World War IX, many

attempts had been made prior to this time to establish a
fishery. before the invention of the otter-trawl sear, the
beam trawl was commonly used in Europe, and the first drag

fishing in Oregon waters was with this gear. In 1684 the

36 ton schooner, Carrie B. Lake, fished with a beam trawl just
outside the Columbia River (Pacific Fisherman, March, 1914).
This fishery was carried out successfully in 1885, but on
January 3, 1886, the vessel and its crew of three were lost.
Later the steamer l'olphen was built and made 40 trips between
April and October, 1887, out she proved a failure. Late in

1888 the Yaquina Deep ea Fishing Company of Yaquina Bay,

Oregon, purchased the steam schooner George H. Chance, and this

vessel fished the Heceta Bank. The venture was not successful

because of lack of markets.
The earliest mention of otter trawl gear along the Pacific

Coast is found in the Pacific Fisherman of June, 1903, which
states that plans were being made to fish with this gear off
peen Charlotte Islands for halibut. In May, 1905, this same

magazine "in answer to numerous inquiries" carried an article
on the operation of otter-trawl gear. It was not until 1905
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that the otter trawl was introduced into New "gland by the
Spray (Scofield, 1948).

The August, 1906, issue of Pacific Fisherman !-Autes that
Richard Oboe was in Seattle for the purpose of introducing the
Patent Beamless Trawl. Evidently this gear was not accepted by
the Seattle fishermen because in 1906 Captain Richard Oboe
joined with F. P. Kendall and F. Barnes of Portland to
introduce the otter-trawl net in Oregon waters (Pacific
Fisherman, June, 1908). The September, 1908, issue of Pacific
Fisherman gives a description of this gear and its operation.

On June 2* 1906, the 50 horsepower otter trawler Evie

made its initial voyage under the command of Captain Obee.

A catch of 3,000 pounds of mixed ocean fish resulted from 1 1/2
hours of fishing in an area about 10 miles north of the
Columbia River lightship. Among the species recorded as being

taken wore ling cod, black cod* halibut* flounders, groupers,
and refuse fish. A ready market was reported for the catch

(Pacific Fisherman* July, 1906).
However, Captain Oboe was not satisfied with the perform

anee of the Evie. he believed that a heavier, more powerful

vessel of 100 to 120 horsepower was needed for propelling the
boat and workinE, the winch. He stated that the winch must be

able to withstand the strain of lifting a heavy net aboard
worked by 300 fathoms of 5/3 rope.

Captain Obee said that off Great Britain 38,000 pounds of
herring were netted by s:r.orteninL the towing warps, putting
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engines to full speed, an taking flying dashes at schools of
the fish. Even in tnis early year fisherman were thinking
about the modern mid-water trawl.

It was Captain Obee's desire to charter a more powerful
boat at Astoria with the hope of catching salmon. His last
recorded activity was in 1909 when he became associated with
the Oregon Deep Sea Fishing Company. This company fished a
gas schooner off the coast of Oregon, but the operation was not
successful.

Meanwhile in British Columbia waters the trawlers ,Flamingop

and Celestial Empire fished for halibut several months during
1906. This venture was not successful, and it was believed
that halibut avoided the trawls. In the following years other
attempts were made to use steam trawlers in British Columbia

waters, but no extensive fishery developed until the first
World War. After this war the British Columbia fishery again
suffered a relapse.

The next recorded attempt to establish a trawl fishery in
Oregon waters was in 1912, when the Oregon Coast Fishing

Company opened a plant at bay City, Oregon. Their fishing
vessel, the Vida, encountered a heavy storm on her first trip
and suffered extensive damages This venture was then
abandoned, although a fairly good catch was made (Pacific

Fisherman, March, 1914)*

An interesting prophecy was made in the Pacific Fisherman
or October, 1914, regarding the catches the federal research
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vessel Albatross made with a beam trawl off Yaquina Light.

About 250 sand dabs were taken and it was predicted that
"ultimately this will be one of the most profitable species
taken from these banks as the demand for them from San

Francisco is very heavy at present, and the same will be true
elsewhere on the Pacific Coast when their excellent eating
qualities become better known." Unfortunately these fish are
still scorned for hurlan consumption in Oregon and their only
market is as food for mink.

Early in Vey, 1915, another attempt was made to establish
a trawl fishery operating from Lay City, Oregon (Pacific
Fisherman, July, 1915). The Union Fish Company chartered the

steam tug Georg., R. yosbwal (66 net tons) and outfitted her
with a beam trawl. On the first trip about 4,000 pounds of
sole and rockfish and a few small halibut were taken. However,

the market was poor and the vessel was transferred to Astoria.
One of the crew members of the Vosbers, Mr. Jess Hayes,

who now lives in bay City, Oregon, provided some additional
interesting information regarding these trips. Mr. Hayes said

that the VosberA used otter-trawl gear rather than a beam trawl
as stated in Pacific Fisherman. This vessel was 105 feet in

length with a crew of live. It was equipped with a winch on

each side and used cable tow lines.
Mr. Hayes gave the followini: account of the operation.

About a dozen trips were lAade in a period of a month or so
before the venture was abandoned because of market problems.
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Fishing was carried out between Newport and Astoria within the

60 fathom line. About 800 pounds of fish were taken the first
drag and sold at 10 cents a pound, which was a very good price

and even exceeds the amount modern trawlers receive for their
product. However, the receiving plant was able to handle only
a ton of fish, and when a landing of 6 tons was made, the price
dropped to 2 cents a pound.

Mr. Hayes also told of z beam trawl operation carried out
by Captain Dodge about 1900 or possibly a little before then.
Captain Dodge carried freight with the Elmore cannery steamer
harriaon between Astoria and Tillamook* however, he also

fished along the way, catching alostly crabs with a 24-foot
beam trawl.

In September, 1919, the torpedo boat Ace was remodeled and

equipped for otter trawling off Oregon and Washington (Pacific

Fisherman, September, 1919). In Kay, 192) this vessel
discontinued operations in Puget Sound and off the coast be-
cause of no market (Pacific Fisherman, Aay, 1920).

During the early spring of 1920 the otter trawler Ituna
was chartered by the Reedsport Fish Company, Reedeport,

Oreson. No fish were landed, however, because the vessel went

down near San Francisco while underway to Oregon waters.

Otter trawling in Puget Sound waters was pioneered in 1926

or 1927 by the vessels Henrik Ibeeen and Pronto. In 1933

M. H. Bror don Jr. fishing the Zsrembo made the first real
smccess of otter trawlin, in offshore waters of Washington near
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CaJe Flattery (Pacific Fisherman, April, 1935). In 1935 the

Warren H. and the Grizzly were also working out of 6eatt1e and

fishing offshore waters (Pacific Fisherman, June, 1935).
Considerable experimental trawling (probably with paran-

zella -ear) was done off southern Oregon in 1933 (Pacific
Fisherman Yearbook, 1934). These were undoubtedly vessels sent

into Oregon waters from California. In 1934 Clyde Chase, head

of the Coast Fisheries at Reedsport, employed the 75 foot otter
trawler E. A. 'Smith to bring in bottomfish (Pacific Fisherman,

;eptember, 1934).
The recent or permanent phase of the Oregon trawl fishery

began in mid-April, 1937, when the San Francisco paranzella

trawlers, International No. 2 and No. 6, owned by the ban

Francisco International Fish Company, started dragging out of

the Columbia River. E. F. Horgan was in charge of the

operations located in the Northwestern Ice and Cold Storage

Company Building at Astoria. On the first trip 7,000 pounds

were taken, mostly petrale sole. The fish were dressed headless

and shipped to San Francisco. These vessels made 46 one-day

trips and caught 509,000 pounds of which 296,000 pounds were

petrels sole. The venture was then abandoned (Pacific

Fisherman, August, 1937).

The following account of a trip by these paranzella

vessels is given in a letter from Mr. Vernon brock, director,
Division of Fish and Game, Territory of Hawaii, and at that

time a biologist with the Oregon Fish Comission.
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To the best of my recollection, the catch wasrather better per unit haul at Astoria than at San
Francisco. Three hours was the usual length of
drag at San Francisco whereas an hour and a half
would suffice to fill the net at Astoria. The
catch was sorted into boxes and placed in a hold
or else sorted into bins on deck and the catch was
measured in terms of the numbers of boxes taken, a
box weighin6 140 pounds. A big catch would be 100
to 110 boxes. The catch taken on the trip in April,
1937, consisted of pointed nose sole, petrale,
starry flounder, 60 boxes of these, two species of
rock cod, a few crabs mostly females of the common
commercial species, skate, dogfish and shark which
were discarded, a couple of halibut, chicken size,
big blenny eel, a few small tom cod and an octopus
with about a 10 foot spread.
At about the same time, in the spring of 1937, the Roy

Chase Fish Company opened at Reedeport, Oregon, with plans to
fillet the catch of the 60 foot otter trawler Waseca. The

kiueen also made deliveries of bottomfish at Reedsport in
1937 (Pacific Fisherman, May, 1937).

Mr. Sam Scott, the captain of the Waseca, has reported in
personal conversation that his was the first otter-trawl vessel
to fish regularly off the Oregon coast. Captain Scott got his
idea from watching urauers in Puget Sound, where the industry
had become well established. The Waseca was purchased at Gig

Harbor and converted from a purse seiner. The vessel was

fished out of Reedsport during the summer of 1937, and in 1952

this same boat, still owned by Sam Scott but now operated by
Sam Scott, Jr., was sunk in a collision with the dragger Pear;
Harbor off Newport.

Except for his own vessel, the first otter-trawler vessel
Captain Scott saw in Oregon was the Queen, which Mr. Earl
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McCarty brought down in 1937 to fish for the Roy Chase Fish
Company.

. In 1938 the otter trawlers Verona, operated by Mr. Lee

McMillan, and the Harold J. operated by Mr. Earl McCarty, began

fishing in Oregon waters. In 1939 these three vessels
attempted to establish markets in various ports from Astoria
to Coos bay. However, the competition from California firms
was intense. During this same year Mr. bill White fished with
the Warren H. for the Yaquina bay Fish Company, owned by Mr.

William Penter. About the same time Mr. Sam Scott fished with

the Waseca for the same company.

The first recorded otter trawling at Coos bay took place
in December, 1938, when the Albacore, Ernie McCoy captain, and

the Rogue, Harry Hallmark captain, caught rockfish, dogfish,
and occasionally substantial quantities of sea scallops
(Pacific Fisherman, January, 1939).

During 1940 the otter trawlers Trio, Foster, Rio Janeira,
and New Zealand delivered mostly petrale sole at Newport.

There are no reports of trawl landings at Astoria from
1937, when the paranzella operations took place, until the
summer of 1939. At that time Captain George Moskovita brought

the New Zealand from Puget Sound to fish for crabs. The

lighter Puget Sound crab pots were not satisfactory for use off
the Columbia River, so Captain Moskovita turned to otter
trawling. Durin.- the summer of 1939 no market could be found

except for mink food. Day trips were made without ice and the
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fish sold for 1 3/4 cent a pound. The towing lines were of
rope and were hauled in with the nigerhead and coiled on deck.
Fishin6 was in depths of 15 to 50 fathoms off North head and

near the Columbia River 1L;htship. In the fall of 1939* New
England Fish Company became interested in this operation and

accepted fish for filletin,i; brought in by the New Zealand.
Captain Moskovita reported that these were still day trips
with no ice. Landings were made at night and the crew of the
vessel did the unloading.

The first substantial landings in Astoria were made in

1940 when 20 vessels landed an estimated 2 million pounds of
dogfish at 6/50 a ton and 700,000 pounds of food fish. The

petrale sole sold for one to three cents a pound. Bottom fish
were filleted at Paragon Fish Company and New England Fish
Comoany. During 1940 the center of the otter-trawl fishery
shifted from Newport to Astoria. With the outbreak of the war
in 1941 the otter-trawl fishery in Oregon rapidly expanded.
Almost all species caught found a ready market. Near the

height of the fishery in 1945* 73 vessels delivered about 26
million pounds of bottom fish in Oregon ports.

At the close of the war markets rapidly dwindled* and by
1948 the catches were severely restricted. In 1949 the otter
trawl fishery received another serious blow when synthetic
Vitamin A and foreign imports of fish livers made it
unprofitable to fish for dofish shark. In 1953 the bottomfish
market was depressed and 44 vessels landed 10 million pounds
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of fish for human consumption and 5 million pounds for animal
food. Astoria was the only port receiving bottom fish for
filleting in any quantity, although three vessels fished
principally for mink food at Newport. Many of the former

otter-trawl vessels have cnangea to other types of fishing
such as albacore, troll salmon, and crab.

Table 1 gives the total pounds landed of all species
combined for the period 1942 through 1953. In 1953 the landing
statistics were first separated into human-food fish and mink
food.

Table 1

Annual Oregon otter-trawl landings
(to nearest 100,000 pounds)

* This is the first year for which accurate mink food
statistics are available. The "pounds landed" includes
5 million pounds of .7,ink food.

Year Pounds Landed

1948 20,100,000

1949 16,000,000

1950 20,200,000

1951 22,000,000

1952 21,300,000

1953* 15,400,000

Year Pounds Landed

1942 13,700,000

1943 29,500,000

1944 20,700,000

1945 26,000,000

1946 25,500,000

1947 14,100,000
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Length of Trips and Length of Drags

In 1939 and 1940 all the fishing off Newport was day

trips. Usually only two drags of about 1 to 1 1/2 hours

duration were made, and 20,000 pounds of petrale sole were
taken (this was all that could be marketed). The trips
gradually became longer, and by the mid-1940's most vessels

fished 2 or 3 days each trip. Before 1942, the length of the
trips from Astoria was limited by the capacity of the plants
to freeze fish. With the installation of better equipment in
the plants, the vessels comnlonly fished from 3 to 5 days. The

length of the trips changed little from 1942 to 1952.
In general, the duration of individual dra,-s has increased

from 1 1/2 hours to 2 or 3 hours In recent years. Drags of

1 1/2 hours were comnon as late as 1950.

Development of ()ear

Captain Sam Scott has given the following account of the
gear he first used for otter trarling with the 60 foot, 45
horsepower Waseca. The net was small, of the Western type, and
the webbing often came from salmon nets. Scofield (1948,

P. 38) cIves a complete doscription of a Western (box-type)

trawl. The towlines as described by Captain Scott were of

1 1/4 inch rope, 200 fathoms in len4;th. The vessel had no

drums, but aid have a ni6gerhead on each side. The line was

coiled on the deck. After a year or so of otter trawling with
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this gear Captaincott installed drums and cables for towing.
In the spring of 1942, Mr. Edwin Niska a biologist with

the Oregon Fish Comission stationed at Astoria, gave the
following description of a typical otter-trawl net in uce at
that time.

Two mesh sizes are used in the otter-trawl nets:
3 1/2 inch No. 96 cotton in the cod end and in the
intermediate; 4 1/4 inch go. 27 cotton in the body
and the wincs. The cod-end is 65 meshes long, the
intermediate is 25 and both are 100 limtshes around.
The body of the net is 100 meshes long, 65 meshes
deep at the wing, and tapers to a size comparable
with the 25 meshes at the intermediate. The bottom
of the opening, Is 75 meshes across, sometimes cut
to form a "V", and it is hung to a lead line which
has approximately 100 pounds of lead. The top of
the opening Is about 60 meshes longer than the
bottom, but it is only 65 meshes across. The wings
are 100 meshes long and taper on the top side from
65 meshes at the opening to 40 meshes at the ends
which are connected to the shear boards with 20
fathoms of line. Shear boards are of 2-inch wood,
3 feet by 6 feet and are re-enforced with iron
straps and shoes so that the total weight is about
450 pounds each. Half inch steel cable wound on
drums on the deck is fastened to the shear boards.
The balloon type of net MS introduced in 1942 for

rockfish. This type of net opens hid, and became standard for
rockfish in 1945. Rockfish do rot live as close to the ocean
floor as the various flounders, and therefore it is advanta
geous to have a net that does not dig into the bottom, but has
a higher opening to allow the capture of fish swimine; above

the bottom of the ocean.
The early nets were ?seed down the side, and when loads

were too heavy to lift to the deck, the net was unlaced and the
catch brailled aboard. 'dope splittin-, straps were introduced in



1939 but did not prove successful. In 1942 cable splitting
straps were successfully adopted, and in 1943 were in general
use.

In 1954 Puusti and Company Hardware in Astoria constructed

nets of the type shown in F la e 3. They described this as a
typical Easterntype net.

In order to document the history of gear and vessel
improvements, otter-trawl captains and former captains of
Oregon vessels were interviewed. The information obtained from

these interviews has been summarized in Table 2. The vessels

have been divided into four roups according to when they first

started otter trawling. Group 1 vessels began operations prior

to 1942; group 2 in 1942 and 1943; Yroup 3 in 1944 and 1945;

and group 4 subsequent to 1945.
Column 1 indicates that there has not been a great change

In length of vessels through the years. Some of the very

smallest and the very largest vessels have ceased operations
in the last few seasons, but in general the length of the
vessels still is centered around 60 feet. There is, however,

a definite increase in the fish holding capacity, from an
average of 26 tons in group 1 vessels to 36 tons in group 4
vessels.

The oldest vessel in the Oregon fleet is the Jenzi F.

Decker, a former halibut sailing schooner built in 1901. This

vessel is still otter trawling from Astoria. Figure 4 shows

the Jennie F. Decker in full sail in her early glory. This
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Figure 3. Diagram of a common type of ottertrawl net now used by
Oregon fishermen, the 400 eastern Puustinet made of cotton



Vessel

Andrew Jackson 65
Kinche3.6 56
Mary R. 52
Marian F. 68
Oakland 60
Panda 52
Huth Ellen 56
Silverland
Thelma II
TrAlee
* Gar present

Table 2
Data on vessels and equipment

Otter Trawlers Which Started Operations Prior to 1942
Fish Year of Installation

Length Cap. Year Direction Dandy-Line Iron Stabi
Feet Tons built hadio Fathometer Finder hear tAke Loran lizers

68
60
62
but

30 1936 1945 1945
30 1941 1941 1941
25 1925 1941 1944
24 1927 1940 1940
21 1931 1946 1941
20 1926 1947 1946
17 1927 1946 1946
20 1901 1953 1944
75 1926
15 1927
20 1936 1945 1945
22 1908 A

17 1911 1947 1950
20 1939 1952 1952

Otter Trawlers
50 /942
25 1941 1942 1942
17 1915 1947 1944
50 1928 1941 1943
35 1920 1943 1944
20 1939
27 1943 1943 1943
60 1931 1941 1941
20 1926
37 1941 1942 1942

nstallation a te unknown

1939

1944
1940
1943
1944
1946
Unk.

1940
1938

1932

hich Started Dperating in 1942 and 1943
1942
1945
1944
1942
1942

1943
1941

1944
N

1945 1938 N N

N N N

1944 N N N

1944 1940 N N

1943 1940 N N

1946 1945 1950 N

1941 1944 1951 N

1944 1952 N 1953
-.. A N N

N N N

1951 1945 1949 N
N N N

N 1952 N

1950 N 1952 1952

N N N

1943 1941 1949 N

1947 1950 1050 1953
1946 N 1951 N

1948 1944 N N

N N N

N 1943 1950 1951
1948 N N N

* * a N

1951 I942_125119IA_- Nothing reported

Albacore 60
Destiny 57
Empire II 56
Flint 60
Foster 53
Harold J. 48
Ida Ate 57
Jennie F. Decker64
Paul L. 72
Sarah S. 45
Trego 54
Verona 50
Vvaseca 60
itashington 52



Table 2 (continued)
V1111111111P

Vessel

Jtter Trawlers Which Started Operations Prior to 1942
Drum Capacity Vieigut of Doors

horsepower Fathoms Pounds Original Use
of

Data
Complete

to:Original Present Original Present Original, Present

Albacore 150 100 4111P 300 500 750 3.T. 1954
Destiny 135 135 375 375 200 775 0.T. 1954
Empire II link. 115 300 300 550 550 O.T. 1948
Flint 70 250 250 300 750 1200 L.L. 1949
Foster 80 165 300 300 200 400 Ti'. 1949
barold J. 45 150 200 450 800 1953
Ida i;se 60 150 300 550 300 870 O.T. 1953
Jennie P. Decker 40 170 Unk. 400 Unk. 550 1954
Paul L. 130 130 400 400 900 900 P.S. 1948
Sarah E. 45 145 300 300 500 500 Tr. 1943
Trego 80 165 400 400 300 845 Tr.-L.L. 1954
Verona 70 A 500 500 1937
ivaseca 45 60 300 300 500 400 P.S. 1952
iashington 90 165 200 700 500 690 Ti'. 1954

Otter Trawlers Which started Operating in 1942 and 1943
Andrew Jackson 65 110 350 350 750 '750 O.T. 1944
Kinchelloe 110 110 375 375 700 700 0.T.-Cr. 1954
Mary R. 90 160 350 650 600 600 P.S. 1954
Marian F. 90 150 350 450 750 850 P.S. 1954
Oakland 60 115 300 300 700 700 P.S. 1950
Panda 115 115 300 300 550 550 Cr. 1946
huth Ellen 100 100 500 500 500 500 O.T.-Cr. 1954
Silverland 1/0 110 400 400 850 850 P.S. 1951
Thelma II 75 75 500 300 700 '700 L.L. 1954
Tralee 100 100 400 400 740 850 O.T. 1954

0.T. - Otter Trawl Long Line Tr. Troll Purse Seine
Cr. - Crab



Vessel

trTe
Fish

Length Cap. Year
Feet Tons Iu lit

Tab 2 (continued

1944
1945
1952
1945
1945
1946
1944
1949
1944
1945
1945
1946
1945
1949
1945
1945

943
1950
1944
1944
1944
1.946
1943
1944
1944
1945
1945
1946
1945

1945
1945

1946
1951
1949

1947
1947
1946
1948
1946

1947

1345
1948
1948

1940 1953
1449 1951 1953

N 1949 N

1944 1951 1952
1946 1950 N

1947 N

A 1950 1952
N 1954

1949 1951 N

1946 1950 N

1945 1949 1952
1945 1949 N

1949 1952 1953
1945 1950 N

1945

Otter Trawlers Which Star ed Operating Subse ant to 1945
Alten
C. T. Holland
Donna Mae
Ella Amp
Faymar
Georgene
Margaret E.
Memories
hel-hon-Dic
Nestucca
Pacific Queen
San Antonio
Valhalla 11
Washington

73
56

103
5$
48
65
64
65
57
56
65
65
49
70

43
17

20
20
60
56
50
30
30
50
31
30
42

1913
1940
1943
1944
1945
1945
1949
1947
1946
1946
1946
1920
1945

926

1946
1947
1950

1950
1947
1950
1947
1951
1946
1946
1945
1946
1947

1946
1947
1946
1954
1950
1947
1953
1947
1949
1946
1946
1947
1946
948

1946
1947
1953
1950
1950
1947
1953

1948
1946
1947
1947
1946

948

01411,

1947
1948
1954
1950
1947
1953
1947
1949
1946

1949
1946

8

1946
1953
1951
1947
1952

1953

1948
1946
1951
1948
1946

94

Betty 62 38 1922 1940
Coolidge 11 70 40 1927 1950
Daphne 49 22 1944 1944
Dare 52 30 1944 1946
Galaxy 70 50 1944 1945
Harold A. 74 55 1927 1946
Jimm7 Boy 68 55 1941 1944
'Aarigold 75 35 1943 1948
OreEonian 65 25 1912 1944
Prowler 65 32 1944 1945
Rose Ann Hess 56 30 1943 1946
Sea Breeze 11 52 25 1945 1946
L'alirley Lee 71 60 1944 1945
oilver tueen 58 30 1942 1949
Trask 64 60 1944 1945
YagOna 01 100 1945 1945

2

51

1951
1949
1953
1951
1952
1950
1949
1952
1950



Table 2 (continued)
Jtter Trawlers Which Started Operating in 1944 and 1945

Alton 135 300 400 400 750 750 L.L. 1954
C. T. holland 60 225 250 700 850 850 O.T. 1954
Donna #.ae 400 400 500 500 1000 1000 Aavy APC 1954
glla Mae 125 85 600 300 550 550 Shark 1954
Faymar 110 165 300 300 450 675 J.T. 1953
George no 265 200 300 450 745 1954
Uargaret E. 150 150 500 500 1010 1010 0.T. 1954
Memories 135 135 400 700 700 700 O.T. 1954
Nel-hon-bic 175 175 500 500 550 550 O.T. 144
Nestucca 120 175 350 350 450 850 0.T.Tr. 1954
Pacific (Zile=
San Antonio

150
165

150
120

350
400

350
400

750
600

750
785

oel, 1954
1954

Valhalla II 150 /50 400 600 GOO 850 0.T. 1954
Washini:tan 120 150 300 600 960 960 It; 1954

Vessel
Eorsepower

Lrum Capacity
Fathoms

ileight of Doors
Pounds 3rio3na1 Use

of VesselOri-inal cresent Ori_inal Present Ori'7inal Present
Betty 65 150 350 440 750 1000 P.Z*
Coolidge II 135 150 400 400 900 950 P.6.
Daphne 60 60 400 400 700 700 0.T.-Tr.
Dare II 125 125 350 350 450 550 0.T.
Galaxy 90 90 450 600 675 675 J.T.
Harold A. 135 150 350 350 750 900 I) S
Jimmy Boy 150 150 300 500 700 700 P.5.
Marigold 75 150 300 400 550 730 eleasure
0reconian 75 150 400 400 500 900 Packer
Prowler 60 200 300 300 685 685 ).T.
Rose Ann Hese 80 112 300 300 450 650 0.T.
Sea Breeze II 135 135 300 300 750 750 0.T.-Tr.
6hir1ey Tme 250 250 600 600 BOO 800 o.T.
Silver kueen 75 150 400 400 350 700 11.6,
Trask 175 175 500 500 735 BOO 0.T.-Tr.
Yaquina 250 #.50 600 600 975 1150 J.T.

Otter Trawlers Which .Aarted Operating Subsequent to 1'345

Data
Complete

to:
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1951
1954

boat1954
1954
1947
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1949
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Figure 4. The Jennie F. Decker in 1901
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picture was taken by Webster and Stevens of .Seattle and was

kinaly loaned from the files of the International 2acific
halibut Commission. The photograph in Figure 5 is of this
vessel as she is today.

About one-half (26 of the 54 vessels for which information
is available) were constructed prior to 1940. Fourteen of
these were built in the 1d20's, a period of prosperity, but
only six in the depression years of the 1930's. between 1940

and 1945, both years inclusive, the otter-trawl fleet expanded
rapidly and in this period 23 of the 54 vessels were construct-
ed. Subsequent to 1945 only five of the 54 vessels were
constructed, the last one in 1949. Most of the newer vessels

were constructed especially for otter trawling, but the earlier
boats were converted from some other type of fishin, mainly
purse seining and halibut long lining.

Gradually as the fishinc gear became heavier and more
complex and fishing operations extended into deeper waters,
more powerful engines were installed. Group 1 vessels

originally were powered by engines with an average of 84 horse-

power, but group 4 vessels have an average of 184 horsepower.
As the f1sIng extended into deeper water, the alount of cable
on the drums increased from an ori6ina1 average of about 300

fathoms for group 1 boats to an average of 475 fathoms for

group 4 vessels. The weight of the otter boards (commonly

called doors) also Increased as the nets became larger and
fishing extended in deeper water. originally each otter board
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Figure 5. The Jennie F. Decker in 1956
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of group 1 vessels weighed an avera,:e of 468 pounds, but the

otter boards of group 4 vesels average 788 pounds.

One of the most ilaportant developments in auxiliary oar

was the use of fathometers which were first installed in 1940

or 1941 and in t,eneral use by 1944. ;4ith this device the otter

trawlers know at all tiams the depth of the water and can stay

in any desired depth. Radio direction finders were introduced

in 1939 or 1940, and by 1945 practically all of the fleet used

them. Radios for communicating with one another and with shore

were used first in about 1941 and most of the fleet had radios

by 1944.
The dandy-line gear with which the doors could be stopped

off and the ground cables wound in on the drums was introduced

into Oreon in 1943. In 1946 this gear was in com-on use.

Cod-ends were of 96 thread and single until rope, hog rink;

cod-ends were introduced in 1942 by Ralph home on the Grace E.

In 1943 most of the vessels used rope cod-ends, and instead of

the meshes being tied with knots, hoi rin6s were used as

clamps. This type of cod-end then declined in popularity. In

1947 the use of double cod-ends came into common practice. The

cod-ends were doubled by folding over approximately the last

25 meshes to make a double bag. This t::pe of cod-end is still

very popular.
The most recent major Improvement was the introduction of

loran by the Dare II and the Ruth Ellen in the fall of 1949.

This instrument has since come into common use. It Is a
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navigational device which enables the captain of a fishing
vessel to locate himself on the fishing grounds in any weather
within a radius of a few hundred yards.

Subsequent to 1951 stabilizers appear to be gradually
coming into use on otter trawlers. These are devices for

decreasing the amount of roll the vessel makes at sea.

Fishing Areas

The early fishing was carried out close to the ports of
Newport and Astoria and in relatively shallow waters of from

20 to 50 fathoms or leas. The principal fishing area near
Newport was between ::Jtonewall bank, just to the south of

Newport, and Depoe bay, about 20 miles north. Gradually the

boats worked into deeper water. In 1949, depths of 100 fathoms

were commonly fished and in 1952 fishin,3 for Pacific ocean
perch was carried out usually in waters from 100 to 200

fathoms, By 1953 several vessels had fished experimentally for
Lover sole and Pacific ocean perch off the Columbia River in

depths to 300 fathoms. Tnis fishing was carried out in late
winter, mostly, in an effort to locate Dover sole before they
miErated inshore in the spring.

During World ilar 1.1 much of tiie fishing by Astoria boats

took place between Tillamook Head, about 20 miles south of the

Columbia River, and ivillapa bay, about 25 miles north of the

Columbia. Other srt,as ii,shed by the Astoria fleet included
the grounds to Cape Lookout, 33 miles farther south and
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Destruction Island, 60 miles farther north. The Astoria

vessels also gradually fished deeper waters, moving out from

a maximum of about 60 fathoms in 1943 to 90 fathoms in 1949*

In 1945 and vAe several Astoria vessels including the
Metekla, St. Patrick, Sitka, Marian F., and Kincheloe made
trips of from 10 uays to 2 weeks to the do6fish grounds off
.i5rdney Inlet, Vancouver Island. Scg-le vessels even went as

far north as Ketchikan. The trips usually took place in April
or early May, and after making a catch of dogfish for the
livers, the vessels loaded up with petrale sole for the return
journey*

During World War II years, and even shortly thereafter,
otter trawlers operated out of several Ore-on ports. Coos Bay

had a thriving fishery during the war, but in 1953 only an
occasional load of fish, mostly for mink food, was landed at
this port. Otter trawlers also landed lesser quantities of
fish at Tillamook Day and Depoe Hay. In 1953 no landinza were

wade at either of these ports.



BIOLOGY OF TM .10!-,18h, PaRALE, AND LOVi'a 60-7,E

Time of Spawning

Examination of the 6onads established not only the size

at maturity, but also the time of spawning of the female
.
:.n81ish and petrale sole taken in the vicinity of the Columbia

River mouth. For each sample taken during the spawning period

in the winter of 1947-49 through 1950..51, the per cent of
mature females which had completed spawning during the season

was calculated. The data for both species for the various
seasons were combined in a single figure (Figure 6). The

sDawning period of the English and petrale sole appears to be

alost identical. The first spawning of both species usually

takes place in November. December and January are months of

heavy spawnixv which diminishes in February, and by March

spawning is substantially completed. There continues to be

some spawning into May, and it is not unusual to see a female

petrale sole turgid with ova in mid-summer.
The exact time of spawning of the Dover sole has not been

determined in Oreon waters. In late October, when the last

samples were taken before the fish became unavailable for the

winter, the females were approaching the spawning condition.
In early May, when the Dover sole reappeared on the fishing

grounds, the females had spawned. These observations indicate

the spawning period of the Dover sole is much the same as for

the English and petrale sole. This conclusion is suoported by
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the find n::s of Ha7erman (1952) that Dover sole spawn off

nortIlcrn California principally in December, January, and
February.

r ngth at Maturity

Mien length-frequency samples were taken, the gonads of
the English, petrale, and Dover sole were examined and their
stage of development recorded. During the winter months at

the time of spawninb it is relatively simAe to determine
whether both sexes of Lnglish and petrale sole are mature.
Dover sole were not available to the fishermen during the
winter, probably because they migrate into deeper water to
spawn. Most of the data on length at maturity of the female
Dover sole have been gathered during the period from May through

October. It is not quite so easy to distinguish the mature
from the immature females during this period, but it is believed
that the data gathered have been quite accurate. The mature,

spent ovaries are flabby, reddish, and generally much longer
than the immature ovaries. The latter are firm and clear, and
usually only an inch or two in lenc,th. No attempts were made

to distinguish the immature from the mature testes of Dover
sole.

During the period from January, 1948 through the winter

of 1950-51, a total of 2,000 English sole ovaries from fish
between 14 and 33 cm. were examined. Many more ovaries from

fish over 38 cm. were also examined, but since they were all



mature, the data were not tabulated. At 26 cm. a small
percentage of the females were mature (Figure 7). Interpreting
these uata in relation to age inUicates that some of the fish
in the commercial lanuini.ja with 3 rings on the otolith
(commonly designateu as 3-ring fish) were mature, most of the
4-rin° fish were mature, anu practically all of the 5-ring
females were mature (see section on age and growth). The

length-frequency curves for female English sole (Figure 52)
establish that the great majority of the females landed by the
fishing vessels have spawned at least once. However, the

length-frequency curves do not include the fish discarded dead
at sea because of their sall size, many of which are immature.

The male English sole become liature at a smaller size than
the females (Pigure 7). because of the smaller number of mLles

exawined the data were Lrouped with class intervals of 3 cm.
some males as small as 21 cm. were mature, most were mature at

26 cm., and practically all males over 'Oil cm. were mature.
Lecause of tneir sr.iall size at maturity, and small average
size, most mature 4,ales uo not enter the commercial fishery and
spawn comparatively unmolested.

During the period from January, 1948, through the winter

of 1950-51, 1,492 petrel° sole ovaries were examined. The.

smallest mature feales were about 31 cm. in length, at 40 cm.
about one-half were mature, and practically all females over
45 cm. were mature.

The growth data iro fish in the commercial landing
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(Figure 30) indicate that petrele sole females 40 cm. in length
(50 per cent of which were mature) were mostly 6-rinc, fish.

The length-frequency data (Ftlure 55) establish that about
one-third of the females in the commercial landings were

smaller than the size at which 50 per cent were mature. Again

these data disregard the small, imgature females discarded dead
at sea.

The condition of 267 testes of petrele sole was also
recorded. The JAales first became mature at about 29 cm.
(Figure 8). At about 36 cm. 50 per cent of the :hales were
mAture and practically all males over 38 cm. were mature.
About one-third of the males landed were smaller than the 50
per cent maturity size. The growth data (Figure 30) indicate
that most of the males at the 50 per cent maturity size in the
commercial landings were 5-ring fish.

The male petrale sole mature at a smaller size and a
younger age than do the females. For these reasons mature
males are more likely to escape capture by the otter-trawl nets
than are the females.

During the May to October period of 1948 and 1949, 2,086

Dover sole ovaries from fish smaller than 49 cm. were examined.
Many more ovaries uf fish over 49 cm. were examined, but the

totals were not computed because all of these fish were mature.
Female Dover sole first became mature at about 33 cm.; at 38 cm.
a,)proximately 50 per cent were mature, and almost all fish
over 42 cm. were _nature (Figure 9). These data are very
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similar to those presented by Hacerman (1952) for Jover sole
landed at Eureka.

About 15 per cent of the female ;;over sole landed by the

commercial fishery were smaller than the size at which 50 per
cent were mature. Again, fish too small for the markets were
discarded at see. The growth data (Figure 31) indicate that
at the 50 per cent maturity size the female Dover sole in the
landings were mostly 5-ring fish.

Fecundity

Ovaries were taken in 1949 and 1950 from 15 English sole

30 cm. throu6h 43 cm. in length and 22 Dover sole 42 cm.

through 57 cm. in length. The Dover sole ovaries were taken

in October and early November when the fish were still in

relatively shallow water (less than 100 fathoms) prior to the
movement into deep water to spawn. These fish were mostly

from the area off the Columbia River, although a few were from

off Destruction Island, in Washington. None of the over sole
ovaries showed any indication that eggs were being extruded.

The En-lish sole ovaries were from fish taken in the area
off the Columbia River durinL the spawning season, as late as
February 6. Although every effort was made to select fish
which showed no indication of eggs being extruded, it is
possible that Lome o1 the ova might have been lost. The

agreement with the ova counts made by Smith (1936, unpublished
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data supplied through the courtesy of the Washington Department

of Fisheries) supports the observation that little loss of ova
occurred through spawning (Figure 10).

The ovaries were preserved in 10 per cent formelin until
the counts were made In the summer of 1951. The first step in
the counting procedure was to dry the ovaries at room
temperature from 1 to 3 days, until the ova could be easily
teased from the ovary with a needle. Each ovary from a single
fish was then weighed on an analytical balance. Then a cross

section was cut from the ovary and immediately weighed, after

which the ova were teased from the section.
Next the eggs from the cross section were mixed as

randomly as possible in liquid agar-agar in a petri dith.
After the agar-agar solidified, a counting plate (a circular
piece of black cardboard the size of the petri dish divided
into six equal sectors, and small subdivisions) was placed
under the petri dish to facilitate counting the ova. It was

possible to count all of the Dover sole ova in the petri dish,
but only one-sixth of the area containing ova of a petrale or
English sole could be counted in a reasonable time because of

their small size. The counts for the latter two species were
multiplied by six to obtain the number of ova in the section.
The weight of the section was then divided into the total
weight of the ovary, and the factor obtained was multiplied by
the number of ova in the section to give the total number of
ova in the ovary.
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Table 3
Total number of ova in each ovary from a 354 cm. English

sole, computed from single cross sections
and from the three sections combined

Sections were made from the anterior, middle, and poster-
ior parts of left and right ovaries from a 354 cm. English sole
to determine the variation in total counts that would result.
These data are given in Table 3.

The large amount of variation among the totals computed
from each cross section made it evident that more than one

section was necessary for reliable results.
However, it was thought that even three sections from

each ovary might not be sufficient, so paired sections were cut
from the anterior, middle, and posterior parts of left and
right ovaries from a 33 cm. English sole. The resulting counts
are given in Table 4.

Because of the relatively small variation between the
total counts calculated from the three sections combined of
Set A and Set I for botn left and right ovaries, and because
of limitations of time, it was decided to limit the sampling

Left Ovary itt-7ht Ovary

Anterior section 550,000 743,000
Middle section 347,000 476,000
Posterior section 612,000 729,000
Three sections combined 498,000 664,000
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Table 4
Total number of ova in each ovary from a 33 em. English

sole, computed from various combinations of cross sections

of each ovary to an anterior, middle, and posterior section.
The reliability of the estimates of Dover sole ova is

greater than for English sole because a greater proportion of
the ova was counted (an entire section rather than one-sixth
of a section).

The numbers of ova calculated from each English and Dover

sole are given in Table 5 and plotted in Figures 10 and 11.
For comparison, the counts made by Smith (1936) for Puget Sound

English sole are also plotted in Figure 11. The results are
quite similar, althou6h the smaller aalount of variation in the
Puget Sound data suggests that the sampline, procedures involved

might have been more adequate. 614th separated all the ova
from the ovary and then weighed and counted a sample of the

ova, but he does not mention the size of the sample. This

Left Ovary Rigrit Ovary
Set A Set B Set A Set b

Anterior section 219,000 233,000 266,000 280,000

Middle section 244,000 178,000 245,000 249,000

?osterior section 227,000 239,000 324,000 230,000

Three sections
combined 230,000 212,000 275,000 252,000

All six sections
combined

both seta 221,000 264,000
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Table

Total number of ova in each fish

30 327,600

314 557,300

321 369,000
33 484,400

1,266,100

35i 1,181,800

35i 633,200

36 712,300

561 811,300

38i 1,251,400

38i 986,900

39 706,900

40 751,900

401 1,292,900

43 1,566,200

421

43

44

44i
451

451

45i

461

48

48i

49i

51

51i

52

52

52fr

54

54

54i

57

571

64

51,900

77,700

68,400
75,700

100,600

50,500

80,200

142,900

99,100

119,900

122,900

137,700

183,900

191,600

134,100

192,200

132,100

142,100

148,300

162,400

265,800

256 700

English sole Dover sole
Length of Fish humber Length of Fish Numoer
in Centimeters of Ova in Centimeters of Ova
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method is not complicated by the presence of ovarian membranes

in the sample.
No attempt was made to fit a curve to the data, but the

general relationship of size to numbers of ova is evident.
Ensliah sole maturing at about 32 cm. comtonly have about

400,000 ova, whereas larger fish of 40 cm. are more likely to
have about one million ova.

Dover sole do not have nearly as many ova as English sole.
A 42 cm. Dover sole is likely to have only about 65,000 ova,
but an English sole the same size has about 20 times as many
(1,300,000). Only a small percentage of the Dover sole are
larger than 57 cm. (Fiure 58) and would be expected to have
over 200,000 egit:s. Hagerman's 0.952) fecundity estimates for

42 to 64 cm. Dover sole from northern California are sliiihtly
higher than the estimates reported here. No counts were made

of petrels sole ova.

Relationship of Length to Weight

For studies requiring conversion of numbers of fish to
pounds, or vice versa, it is essential to know the lencth-weight
relationahip of the species. For example, this relationship is
used in the section of this thesis relatin to the sampling of

the catches at sea. It is also necessary to know the relation-
ship of length anu a6e to weight when solving problems
Involving increase in size of the fish over a period of time.
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For example, if the natural mortality rate of a species is

known, and the relationship of length (and age) to weight is

known, the average size and age at which loss of weight from

natural causes exceeds :_ains by Growth can be calculated.

The length-weight data were collected during the spring,

summer, and early fall of 1948 and 19490 and the formulas are

for the average condition that exists during this period. This

is the period of heaviest landings, when information on the

length-weight relationship is most likely to be needed. During

late fall and winter, immediately before and after spawning,

the relationship between length and weight is undoubtedly

different from the formulas presented in this thesis. The fish

weighed were from the area between Willapa Bay and Tillamook

Head,

The standard formula W e ari was used to depict the

length-weight relationship, where W is the weight, L is the

length, and a and b are constants to Le determined. When the

data were plotted on log-log paper, a linear relationship

resulted for both male and female English, petrel°, and Dover

sole. As examples, Figure 12 illustrates the data for English

and petrels sole females.
The formula was written in the form log W log a / b

log L, and the values of a and b were determined by fitting a

straight line to the logarithms of L and W, using the method

of least squares. The weights were averages for each one-

centimeter class interval, and in the computations, the
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averages were weighted by the frequency at each interval.

The formulas that resulted are given in Table 6.
The curves are drwn from these formulas in Figures 13,

14, and 15. The length-weight relationship co.4iputed from the

formulae is given in Table 7. The lines between the weights
in Table 7 indicates the ranges for which data are available.
The weights outside these ran6es are extrapolated. The

length-weight relstionsuip determined by Hagerman (1t)52) for
Dover sole landed at *Eureka over a period of an entire year
is very similar to the usta presented in tras thesis.

Tagging

Introduction

On April 27, 1948, bottom fisw 1,ere tagged for the first
time off the Oregon coast. The procedure established on this
trip aboard the otter-trawl vessel Marian Fe, and followed on
all subaequent trips, was for a biologist to accompany a fish-
ing vessel and tag fish from the commercial catch. This

procedure was necessary because Ore-on does not have a research

vessel. In almost all cases the captains and crews of the
fishinL vessels were very cooperative. The only expenses

aboard the fishing veszels were for meals and the market price
of the fish tagged.

The principal objective of the tagging program was to
determine the amount of nigration undertaken by the three



Species

Sole

Petrale Sole
Dover Sole

English Sole

Petrale Sole
Lover Sole

English Sole

Petrillo Sole

Dover Sole

Table, 6

Lene:th-wel6ht forri-lias of Enl1h, potrale and Dover sole

= 0.0000346 L2.339

0.00000723 r,34344

0.0000326 T, 2.382

log W = 2.83891 log 7%

lo- = 3.34364 log L

log V, = 2.88185 log T,

Expressed in togs

- 4.46149

5.14074

4.48649

t 0.0000110 7,3167

0.00000500 L3459

0.0000205 L3.018

log W 3.18651 lo z - 4 95970

log W 3.45852 log - 5.30083

log W r. 3.01760 lo 4.6879?

Standard Error of 'Estimate

0.01225 0.28396

0.01732 0.02450

0.00805 0.02915

F I a
.1.410.1.0001.111100011...0.114 ker/Ooka*..
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Caloulated length

+OM wt,(lbs)
males

Wt.(lbs)

Table 7

eight relationships for male and female Dover,
English, and petrale sole

es
.(lbs

nglish
Females
Wt.(lbs)

Petrile
Males Females
t.(lbs) v,t.(lbs)

Length

25 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4
26 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 26
27 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 2? 27

28 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 28
29 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 29
SO 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 30
31 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 31
32 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 32
33 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 33
34 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 34
35 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.1 35
36 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.2 36
37 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 37
38 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 38
39 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 39
40 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.8 40
41 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.9 41
42 1.6 1.7 1.7 2.0 2.1 42
43 1.7 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.3 43
44 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.5 44
45 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.7 45
46 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.7 2.9 46

Length Dov



Table 7 (continued)

47 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.9 3.1 47
48 2.3 2.5 2.5 3.1 3.3 48
49 2.4 2.6 24.7 3.3 3.6 49
50 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.5 3.8 50
51 2.7 3.0 3.1 4.1 51
52 2.9 3.1 3.3 4.4 52
53 3.0 3.3 3.5 4.7 53
54 3.2 3.5 3.7 5.0 54
55 3.4 3.7 3.9 5.3 55
56 3.6 5.9 4.1 5.7 56
57 3.7 4.1 4.4 57
58 3.9 4.4 4.6 6.4 58
59 4.1 4.6 4.9 6.8 59
60 4.3 4.8 5.2 7.2 60
61 5.1 5.4 7.6 61
62 5.3 5.7 8.0 62
63 5.6 6.0 8.5 63
64 5.9 6.3 9.0 64
65 6.1 6.7 9.4 65
66 6.4 7.0 10.0 66
67 6.7 7.3 10.5 67
68 7.0 7.7 11.0 68
69 7.3 8.0 11.6 69
70 7.7 8.4 12. 70
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species studied. It is of primary importance in any study of
a fishery to know whether the stocks of fish are isolated or
whether there are migrations between the various fishing
areas. Another objective was to determine the amount of growth

made while the fish were at liberty. There was also the
possibility that some measure of the fishing intensity might
be determined.

blethcxis

The equipment used for tagging consisted of Petersen tires
and nickel pins, tagging pliers, a live box, a net for taking
fish from the live box, celluloid sheets for recording the
data, pencils, and a illeasuring board. The live box was 50

inches long, 21 inches deep, and 27 inches wide at the bottom.
The two sides sloped in toward the top, which helped to prevent

splashing. The box was made of waterproof plyboard. On top

of the live box and at one end was a removable measuring board.
Usually only one biologist made a tagging trip because of

the inconvenience caused when more than one extra person was

aboard. before the first drag on the fishing ;rounds was
completed, the biologist set up his gear. Tags and pins were

placed in a convenient location and the tagging box was filled
with water. Celluloid sheets were on hand to record the

tagging data.
As soon as the contents of the net were emptied on the

deck of the vessel, the tagger picked out usually from 30 to
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80 lively fish in good condition and placed them in the live
tank. The salt water in the tagging box was renewed from time

to time with sea water from the vessel's wash-down hose.
A fish to be tagged was removed from the live tank with

a dip net and the total length measured and recorded to the
nearest one-half centimeter on the measuring board. The fish
were graded as to condition into three categories. Lively

fish with no apparent injuries were classified No. 1; fish
with a slight split in the fin or other minor marks and/or
not quite so lively were No. 2; those with more serious
injuries and in obviously poor condition were No. 3. The

species length, tog number, condition, and in the ease of the
En6lish sole, sex, were recorded on the celluloid sheet* The

sex of the English sole can be readily determined, except in
some cases with small fish, by holding the fish up to the
light so that the ovary (extendinb posteriorly from the
visceral cavity) becomes visible if dresent throu,sh the trans-
lucent flesh.

In addition to recording the tagging information, the
biolcw.ists kept a los,, of each trip on forms provided for the
purpose. These forms provided essential information such as

the time each drag started and ended, the area fished, direc-
tion of the drag, anu temperature of water. Also an estimate

was made of the percentage by numbers of each species in the
catch and the percentage of each species discarded at sea.

Almost all of the tagging was done in the area between
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Willapa Bay on the north and Tillamook Head on the south, a

distance of about 45 nautical miles (Figure 16). Fish were

tagged in waters from 5 fathoms to 90 fathoms in depth. This

is the area in which the activity of the Astoria fleet was
concentrated. Some tagging was done outside of this area
because occasionally the captain of a vessel decided to fish
a different location during the course of a trip. The area

to be fished depended on the judgment of the captain, although
usually the general area in which fishing was to be carried
out was decided before leaving the dock.

Tagging extended through the summers of 1948 and 1949.

Most of the tagging in both years was carried out in July
and Au6ust.

In a tagging program it is just as important to recover
the tags as to put them out. It has been the policy of the
Oregon Fish Commission not to pay rewards for the recovery of

tags, so it was necessary to use other means to insure recovery
of the tags. Before the tagging program was begun, posters

advertising the program were placed in practically all fillet
plants from Seattle to San Francisco. The Washington State

Department of Fisheries and the California Bureau of Marine

Fisheries aided in the recovery program. Biologists talked
with many workers in the fillet plants to gain their coopera-
tion. A letter was sent to the captain of each vessel in the
Oregon fleet explaining the program and each captain was also

interviewed in person by a biologist.
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Individuals find1r tagged fish were requested to record
the area of capture, name of vessel making the capture, and
the date. Often only part of tL:s information was given but
in most cases the required data could be obtained with a few
additional inquiries. The fish witn the tag in place was
usually frozen until collected by a biolozist. Occasionally
only the tag was recovered. liuring the season of heavy
fishing biologists checked each fish plant at least twice a
week and often aaily.

atsalt taitged

During 1948 and 1949 a total of 5,648 fish (26 species)
and 11 Dungeness crabs were tagged on boats operating from

Astoria (Table 8). A few of these were tagged outside the
Willapa bay to Tillamook Head area. Most of the fish tagged
were English sole, petrale sole, and ;.)over sole, the three most
important species of bottom fish. Tags were placed on 2,532

English sole, 2,066 Dover sole, and 670 petrale sole. These

three species accounted for 93 per cent of the tagged fish and
crabs. Fewer petrale sole were tagged than the other two
species, because tnis species was encountered less frequently.
The 44 fish in the wiclassified catezpry in 1948 resulted from
the loss of data from part of one trip. A few fish tagged in
1949 were also placed in the unclassified category for various
reasons.

Some attempts were made to tag three of the most important
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Table 8

Numbers of fish tagzed and recovered from trips
made out of Astoria

(Includes some fish tagged outside the regular tagging area)
.,..1104.1..11.1111.4411...11101.111.111...

Spec lea

Number
Tagged
in 1948

Arrowtooth Sole 1
Bellingham Sole 2
Black Rockfish 9
Chinook Salmon 3
Crab, Dungeness 11
Dogfish Shark 39
Dover Sole 474
English Sole 857
Halibut 0
Idiot (Spiny-
cheeked Rockfish) 1

Ling Cod 32
Petrale Sole 171
Ratfish 0
Red Rockfidh 0
Rex Sole 7
Rock Sole 0
Sablefish 18
Sand Dab 0
Sand Sole 11
Skate, big 0
Slender Sole 0
Soup-fin Shark 1
Starry Flounder 10
Sturgeon, Green 17
Sturgeon, White 3
True Cod 4
Yellow-tailed
Rockfish 44

Unclassified 44

TAAL 1,759

Recoveries Recoveries
from 1948 from 1949

(to Jana, Tagged
Tagging Number

1954) in 1949
(to Jana,
Tagging

1954)

4 0
7 o
1 o

1 1 o
1 o o
1 2 o

49 1502 156
64 1675 141

1 0

0 0
1 28 2

12 499 40
1 0
1 0

11 0
1 0

35 a
2 o

1 2 o
2 0
1 o
0 0

1 lo 1
1 o o

o o
1 o

2 15 o
s o

3,900
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species of rockfish. No success Wes had with the red rockfish

because specimens even from relatively shallow water did not

survive. The yellow-tailed or greeh rockfish, particularly
when caught in relatively shallow water of 15 or 20 fathoms,
seemed to survive tag-ine best, and two fish have been
recovered after beine free about 3 years. The black rockfish
did not appear to react quite as well as the yellow-tailed
rockfish under tagging treatment and none has been recovered,

ors affecting taE recovery

There are many factors which tilight affect the recovery of

tagged fish. Among these are the following:

Varying fishin-, intensity.
Corrosion of the pins.

3* Condition of the fish at the time of tagging.
Size of the fish tagged.
Sex of the fish tagged.
Difference in technique amonb the taggars.

Number of fish tagged per drag.

Depth of capture of the fish to be tagged.
Equipment available on the tagging vessel.
Roughness of the sea.

Efficiency of recovery of the tagged fish.
Attempts have been made to determine the effects of some

of these factors. The lack of precise data makes it difficult



to measure the effect of fishing intensity except in 'eneral
terms. vuring 1948 and 1949 market conditions for bottom fish

were generally poor and consequently fishing intensity was

sporadic. However, the demand for bottom fish improved

considerably in 1950 and 1951 ard the fishing intensity was
heavier during these two years. The best measure of intensity
available during this period was the total number of trips
made during a month, but even this was obscured by the lack of

knowledge of the area fished.
Probably the ,ost serious defect influencing the returns

was caused by corrosion of the nickel pins. After it became

evident that there was considerable corrosion taking place,
all of the recovered pins were saved. Only a few pins were

saved which had been recovered within 6 months of the time of

tagging.
The fins from fish which were recovered in 6 month periods

after tagging were graded as to condition (Table 9). Each pin

was examined carefully and broken in several places. The pins

were examined with a hand lens. Those with no discernible

defects were classified as No. 1; those with small defects such
as sli-ht wear around the head of t. le pin or some indications

of brittleness were classified as No. 2; those with major
defects such as hollowness or considerable wear around the

head of the pin were No. 3. Because most of the defects were

either at the head of tLe pin or at the knot on the opposite

side of the fish, the classification was further broken down
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Table 9

Condition of tag ng pins by time intervals after release

Months Condition of Head
After Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Release No. Per No. Per No. Per
Cent Cent Cent

Condition of Knot
tirade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3
No. Per No. Per No. Per

Cent Cent Cent

Into head condition and knot condition. The total number of

classifications of bead condition and knot condition are not
equal because some of the heads or knots were cut with a
pliers and discarded*

There were not enough heads of pins in the 0-6 months

category to give a reliable index of the corrosion. However,

in the 6-12 months interval 65 per cent of the heads were
graded as No. 1. This percentage steadily decreased until at
30-36 months there were no heads graded as No. 1. The No. 3

category increased from 22 per cent at 6-12 months to 86 per

cent at 30-36 months.
The knots did not corrode as badly as the heads. In the

0-6 months period 80 per cent were classified No. 1 and at the
30-36 months period 32 per cent were No. 1. There were no

0-6 2 50 2 50 0 0 12 80 320 0 0

7-12 29 65 6 13 10 22 33 73 2 5 10 22

13-18 10 40 5 20 10 40 32 52 3 5 27 43

19-24 7 32 5 23 10 45 16 40 12 30 12 30

25-30 6 16 17 46 14 38 16 42 8 21 14 37

31-36 0 0 2 14 12 86 6 32 6 32 7 37
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No. 3 pins at 0 6 months and 37 per cent at 30-36 months.

There is such a large percentage of defective pins,
particularly after one year in the ocean, that the recovery
rates can only be used In the most general way. This affects
particularly any study of mortality rates from tagging.
Forrester and Ketchen (1955) and Calhoun at al (1951) have
also reported on the corrosion of pins used for tagging in
salt water.

because the condition of the fish was recorded at the
time of tagging, it was possible to evaluate the effect of
condition on subsequent returns. Tagging was necessarily done
from commercial fishing vessels so each fish before being
tagged was subjected to the rigors of a regular commercial
drag of usually 1 1/2 to 2 hours. Commercial treatment of the
fish undoubtedly caused them to be weaker than if tagging had
been done from an experimental vessel. From an experimental

vessel the drags could be of short duration and the fish
could be handled more carefully.

The combined recovery rates from the 1948 tagging through

1951 and the 1949 tagging through 1952 were less from the

No. 2 and much less from the No. 3 fish than from the No. 1
specimens (Table 10).

It might be argued that among the No. 1 specimens there

was a greater proportion of large fish than among the No. 3
specimens and that therefore the diflerential in recovery rate
was a function of size and not condition. Ho ever, an analysis
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No. 1
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Table 10

Recovery rates of English, petrel., and Dover sole
classified as to condition

Condition
No. 2

Condition
No. 3

of the data proves that there is not a greater proportion of
large fish among the No. 1 English and petrale sole (Table 11).
In the case of the Dover sole there is some indication that
such a difference exists. However, if the condition of the
Dover sole at the time of tagging haa an effect on the rate of
recovery in addition to the effect of size, this can be

demonstrated by comparing the recovery rates of Dover sole
greater than 42 cm. in length (size at full recruitment) with
those both greater than 42 cm. and in No. 1 condition. If
there is no appreciable difference, then the condition of the
fish probably did not influence the rate of return. This has
been done and the rate of return of all Dover sole larger than
42 cm. is 8.0 per cent, but for Dover sole both larger than
42 cm. and in No. 1 condition the return is 14.9 per cent
(1948 and 1949 tagging combined, returns to January 1, 1952).

Per Cent Recovered
English sole 9.4 6.4 2.2
Petrale sole 10.0 3.4 1.7
Dover sole 12.5 8.1 4.1
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Table 11

Proportion of the three conditions of tagged fish in the
various size groups (1948 and 1949 data combined)

English Sole
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent

Tagged Tagged Tagged Tagged

Condition 1

Condition 1

125

AIIIMINIWIMMENSIMA

Dover Sole
Condition 2 Condition 3
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent

Tagged Tagged Tagged Tagged

Petrale Sole
Condltion 2 Condition 3

4.0111111.14.
41111111014111W

162 15.2 39 26.9

587 55.0 83 57.2

318 29.8 23 15.9

<33 530 33.3 148 25.6

33..42 993 62.3 381 66.0
>42 70 4.4 48 8.3

1593 577

Per Cent
Tagged

No.
Tagged

Per Cent
Tagged

28.3 52 21.8

60.8 153 64.0

10.8 34 14.2

239

ho.
Tagged

Per Cent
Tagged

42 63.6

75 60.0

8 6.4

No.
Tagged

Per Cent
Tagged

176 21.0

466 55.7

195 23.3

837 1067 145
/1111t0e,

Length
In cm.

<37

37-46

>46

Length No.
In cm. Tagged

37 102

37-46 219

>46 39

360

No. Per Cent
Tagged Tagged

10 15.4

43 66.1

12 18.4

65



vommosos

<33 218
33-37 98
38-42 2
43-47 0

>47 0

<33
33-37
33-42
43-47

>47
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This demonstrates a marked influence of the condition at time
of tagging upon the rate of return of Dover sole even among

fish fully recruited to the fishery.
In order to derlonstrate any possible difference in the

rate of return of tss6ed English sole caused by difference in
sex or size, the tag returns frau the 1940 tagging through
December, 1951, and the 1949 experiments through December,

1952, were grouped by sex and size (Table 12).

Table 12
Per cent of tagged English sole recovered

by sex ana size groups
.1.11111=11110*

Length Number Number Per Cent Amber Number Per Cent
in cm. Ta6ged Recovered Recovered Tagged Recovered Recovered

Recoveries from 1948 Tagging through Deccaber, 1951
6 2.8 32
a 8.2 232
1 50.0 93
o 0.0 a
0 0.0 1

2 6.3
26 11.2
11 11.8

2 25.0
100.0

Hecoverie8 from 1949 through 1952Tagging December,

283 9 3.1 92 4 4.3
112 5 4.5 415 45 10.8

3 0 0.0 398 59 14.8
2
0

1 50.0
0 0.0

101
8

12
1

11.9
12.5

lee Females
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It is evident from these tables that there is a trend
toward a greater recovery rate as the fish approach the size
of full recruitment. The fish under 33 cm. in length are
smaller than the usual discard size, and for this reason a
smaller return is expected. Also they have a greater chance
of slipping through the meshes of the net than fish of a
larger size. These L'Aall fish, if captured again before they
are of a commercially desirable size, might easily be discarded
unnoticed when the fish are sorted at sea. Some of the tagged

fish from 33-37 cm. i1ht also be discarded in this manner.
There is no appreciable difference in the percentage of
recovery of fish in the size groups larger than 37 cm.,
particularly from the 1949 experiment when greater numbers were

tagged and recovered. These larger fish are fully recruited
to the fishery and the effects of incomplete recruitment on
the tag returns disappear. A chi-square test of the hypothesis
that the recovery rate is the some among the various size
groups tested in the four categories of Table 12 Is rejected at
the 5 per cent level for 1948 males and 1949 females. In these
two categories the trend toward a greater recovery rate with
an increase in size is statistically siglificants For the 1949

males and 1948 females the chi-square test was not significant.
A comparison of the recovery rates of !Isle and female

English sole in the two size groups in which males were tagged
in effective numbers (<33 and 33-37 cm.) shows that in all of
the four groups (two groups from the 1943 and two from the 1949
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tagging) the females were recovered at a higher rate than the
males. However, this could easily be explained, particularly
in the 33-.37 cm. s,..ze group, by the fact that moat of the
females are in the upper ran4,e of this size group, while most
of the males are in the lower range. because the rate of
return of tags increases with the size of the fish, the
difference is probably caused by size rather than sex. It is
difficult to group in such a way that this size difference is
overcome and still retain significant numbers of tagged fish
in a group. In the size group smaller than 33 cm. the
distribution of the lengths of the fish of each sex is more
alike than in the 33-37 cm. group.

because of the small number of petrels sole tagged and
recovered, the returns from the 1948 and 1949 tagging were

combined (Table 13). To make the recovery periods equal,
returns from the 1948 ta6g na were used through December, 1951,

and returns from the 1949 tagging through December, 1952.

Although there is a trend toward a greater recovery rate anions
the larger fish, the hypothesis that the recovery rates are the
same among all size groups is not rejected when tested by
chi-square. This is to be expected for two reasons. The first
Is that the petrale sole is a broader, stiffer species, and the
smaller fish ao not escape through the meshes of the net as
readily. The second reason is that the petrale sole commands
a higher price than the otner flatflah and therefore the
fishermen sort more closely for size and are not as likely to
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Table 13

Per cent recovery of petrele sole by size groups,
1948 and 1949 tatAing combined

(iiecoveries from 149 tagzin6 through December 1951.
and 1949 tagging through December 1952)

discard this species.
Dover sole, also, exhibit a higher recovery rate among

the larger fish (Table 14). Fish under 37 mm. are mostly

Table 14

Per cent recovery or Dover sole by size

1948 tagctrig, recoveries throu&h December, 1951
<37 vl 3 3.3

37-46 253 22 8.7
47-56 115 17 14.8

>56 /a 1 7.7

1949 tauing, recoveries through December, 1952

<3C 114 7 6.1
36-43 394 34 8.6
46-55 64 9.4

>55 3. 0.0

262 12 4.6
828 BO V.7
'23 44 13.6

74 14 18.9

rength in Number Aumber Per Cent
Centimeters Tagi,:ed Recovered Recovered

Length In Number Number Per Cent
Centimeters Tagged necovered hecovered
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discarded. The hypothesis that the recovery rate in 1948 is
the same for fish leas than 47 cm. in length as it is for fish
larger than 46 cm. is rejected at the 0.02 level. For the
1949 data the hypothesis that the recovery rate is the same
in the four size groups is rejected at the 0.001 level.

Another factor which might affect the rate of recovery
is a possible difference in technique among individual
taggers. The recovery rates to January 1, 1952, among the
three principal taggers from the 1949 tagging ranged between

3.0 per cent (tagger No. 2) for Dover sole and 14.9 per cent
(tagger No. 3) for English sole. The high recovery rate for
English sole tagged by No. 3 is explained by the fact that
this biologist picked predominantly large English sole to tag.
It has already been demonstrated that the recovery rate from
large fish is in general greater than that from smaller fish.
The low recovery rate for Dover sole tagged by No. 2 may be
partially explained by the fact that most of these fish were
gut out on the last tagging trip of the season. They there-

fore were not exposed to the heavy fishing intensity of the
summer season as long as fish tagged on previous trips. The

tagger with the 14.9 per cent recovery rate for English sole
had only a 3.4 per cent recovery rate for petrale sole. Other

factors such as size of fish tag6ed and season of tagging have
contributed to obscuring any possible difference caused by
variation in the performance of the taggers.

As explained previously, all fish to oe tagged were
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placed in a tagging box filled with water. Because of the
limited capacity of the box, there might be a relationship
between the number of fish placed in the box and the rate of
recovery of tagged fish. Fish crowded in the box might be
weakened, resulting in a lowered recovery rate.

A preliminary examination of the data indicated fewer fish
per drag were tagged in areas where the water was deep. The

sea is usually rougher In the deep waters farther from shore
and this has an adverse effect both on fish and sometimes also
on the taggera. In addition, it takes a longer time to bring
the fish to the surface and this also weakens them. Factors
such as the above make it difficult to get large numbers of
fish for tagging in deep water. To eliminate any possible
effect of depth on recovery rate, only fish tagged in waters
less than 50 fathoms deep were used to determine if there is
a relationship between number of fish tagged and the recovery
rate.

To get a measure of the effect of number of fish tagged

on recovery rate, the recovery rate fr_im the 1949 tagging of
English, petrale, and Dover sole combined when less than 40

fish of all species were taged was compared with the rate when

60 to 103 fish (the maximum) were tagged. When the smaller

numbers were tagged, the recovery rate to January 1, 1952, was

15.1 per cent and when larger numbers were tagged, it was

11.6 per cent There els-Jeers to be Baal relation between
numbers tagged and recovery rate. Graphical presentation of
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the data also indicates a slight relation between number
tagged and recovery rate (Figure 17). However, a chi-square

test of the hypothesis that there is no difference in the
relationship of tagged fish recovered to those not recovered
when less than 40 and 60 to 105 fish, respectively, were
tagged yields a P value between 0.05 and 0.10. Therefore the
hypothesis is not rejected and it is concluded that there was
no difference in the recovery rate under these conditions.

Because of the similar recovery rates of the three species
to January 1, 1952, (9.0 per cent for English sole, 9.0 per
cent for Dover sole, and 7.6 per cent for petrele sole) it was
felt that the recovery rates could be combined in the preceding
and some of the subsequent analyses of conditions affecting

recovery rates. Although the recovery rate of petrels sole
was slightly less than that for the other two species, any bias
caused by this slight difference would tend to be minimized by
the fact that only 12 per cent of the tagged fish of all three
species were petrels sole. Furthermore, the tatsging of petrale

sole did not take place at any particular time or place but
was fairly evenly scattered throughout all trips. Therefore,

any real aifferences in recovery rates caused by aifferences
in the conditions of tagGing shoula not be obscured by the
slightly smaller recovery rate among the petrel° sole.

In the preceding analysis of the relation between number
of fish tagged and per cent recovered it was suggested that
there was a relation between depth of ta. ing and per cent
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recovered. Roughness of the sea and poor condition of the
fish after being brought up from deep water have been mentioned

as factors which mi6ht depress the rate of recovery from deep
water tagging. In audition, the fish have farther to go to
return to the bottom and are exposed to predators in the
descent. In the analysis of depth of water in relation to tag
recovery the results of the 1949 tagging for the English,
petrale, and Dover sole were again combined. The mean recovery

rate to January 1, 1952, for fish tagged In relatively shallow
waters of less than 45 fathoms was 10.3 per cent, and the rate
for fish tagged in waters 45 fathoms or more was 6.5 per cent.
The percentage recovery from deep water tags was considerably
less than from shallow water. Graphing of the data also shows
an indication of a relationship between depth at tagging and
per cent of recovery (Figure 18).

A chi-square test of the hypothesis that there is no
difference in the relationship of tagged fish recovered to
those not recovered when tagging in depths less than 45 fathoms
and greater than 44 fathoms, respectively, yields a P value
less than 0.01 and the hypothesis is rejected. This supports
the belief that tagging in deep water decreases the percentage
return of tagged fish.

Further analysis by species of the tag returns by depth
proved that for all three species (English, petrels, and Dover
sole) the returns were ;renter in shallow than deep water.
However, chi-square tests indicated that the difference was
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significant at the one per cent level for Dover sole, only.
It was thought that boats better equipped for tagging

might yield higher rates of return of tagged fish. The mean

recovery rate to January 1, 1952, of fish tagged from each
vessel in 1949 ranged from 6.9 to 11.5 per cent for the
English, petrels, and Dover sole combined. However, there

was MOTV variation in the returns from the same boat on

different trips than among the mean rates of each of the seven
vessels. For examples the recovery rates of one vessel on two
different trips were 1.8 and 13.5 per cent. The recovery

rates from five trios of another vessel ranL;ed between 5.8 and

15.7 per cent. till another vessel on which the water pump

could not be used to aerate the water in the live tank when
the vessel was under way had a rate of tag return of 11.5 per
cent. The mean for all vessels was a 9.2 per cent tag return.
There is no evidence suggesting a correlation between
Individual tagging vessels and success of tag return.

In an attempt to measure the effect of the condition of
the sea at the time of tat%ing on the rate of tag return, each
drag during the 1949 season was placed in one of three

categories. All of the English, petrale, and Dover sole
tagged in a calm sea were combined and the recovery rate to
January I, 1952, was found to be 7.3 per cent. The recovery

rate for fish tagged in a moderate sea was 8.8 per cent, and
In a heavy sea it was 6.0 per cent. Althouj,h the recovery rate

was leas from fish ted in a heavy sea, the difference is
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slight, and a chi-square test does not reject the hypothesis
that there is no difference in the relationship of tagged
fish recovered to those not recovered when tagging under the
three sea conditions.

Most of the factors examined in the previous paragraphs
are so interrelated that it is difficult to separate their
effects. There are two or perhaps three conditions which

influence the rate of return enough to be emphasized. It is
first of all important to tag only fish in the best possible
condition, especially when the returns are to be used for
population estimates. In order to tag fish in good condition,
tagging should be carried out as far as possible under ideal
sea conditions and with the best possible equipment. This

suggests that tagging from a commercial vessel under ordinary
fishing conditions is not the beat method, althou,:;11 sometimes

it is the only method. available. ::,econd, only fish which are
large enough to be fully recruited into the fishery should be
used for establishing mortality rates, aria third, there is a
definite sug6estion that the aepth of water at the tagging
location has an effect on the rate of recovery.

There was some loss of information from tags which were

not turned in or from those turned in with incorrect informa-
tion. In order to arrive at an estimate of this loss in
Astoria, tagged fish were placed in the holds of fishing
vessels at sea without the knowledge of the crew. From 1949
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to 1951, 16 tagged fish were placed in the holds and 14 of
these (88 per cent) were recovered. The rate of recovery was

very good, at least in Astoria, and in a tagging experiment
where it is important to have all possible returns, a correc-
tion factor could be applied. However, in only 7 of the 14

recoveries was the correct boat reported as having brought in

the tag. Such a mistake can easily be made because often
tagged fish are not found until after they have been unloaded
and mixed with the catches from other boats. This mistake

would occasionally result in recording an incorrect migration,
but the error may not be important because boats landing at
the same time have often fished in the same general area. This

Is especially true for Dover sole because fishin8 during the
period under discussion was almost all in the sane general

area. Even for the other two species, fish landed at the same
time tended to come from the same area.

Migration

Probably the most important results to IA obtained from
the tagging experiments are those dealing with the amount of

migration the fish exhibited. Schools of fish from off the

Columbia River, for example, might conceivably migrate to

Destruction Island, off the northern iashint-,ton coast, and
there be subjected to a heavy fishery by the Seattle otter
trawl fleet. Flatfish from off Newport or Coos bay might move

south into northern California waters and there be fished
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heavily by the Eureka fleet. Since each of the states
regulates fishing in its own waters, it is necessary to know
whether mana-eent practices put into force by Ore6on will need
the cooperation of either or both of the adjoining states, or
even Canada, to be effective.

Tables were constructed showing the numbers and percent-
ages of tagged fish recovered leas than 30 miles, between 30
and 89 miles, and farther than 89 miles from the point of
tagging (Tables 15, 16, and 17). These tables include
recoveries from the 1948 tag6 ng through December, 1951, and
from the 1949 tagging through December, 1952.

The Dover sole appeared to migrate north and south less
than the other two species* There were 39 recoveries through

December, 1951, from the 1948 tauing, 38 recoveries were made
through December, 1952. Four of these were between 30 and 69

miles from the tagging location and there was one questionable
recovery farther than 39 miles (Table 17). It should be
pointed out that prior to 1950 there was little fishing for
Dover sole SlOflLl the Oregon and Viashington coasts except on the

grounds off the Columbia iiiver. In 1950, a Dover sole fishery
was started off Destruction Island (northern lashirwton) and in
1951 there was a Dover sole fishery off Newport. There was,

however, a heavy fishery for Dover sole off Eureka, California
during the entire period.

The returns from the two tagging years have been combined

for each of the three species in Tables 18, 19, and 20. These
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Distance in miles from
Tagging Point
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Table 15

Movement of English sole

1948 Tagging
01101.1.11111110110r

Recoveries through December, 1951

1949 Tagging
Recoveries through idecember, 1952

Table 16

Movement of petrel° sole

1949 Tagging

Distance in miles from Recoveries through December, 1952
Tagging Point Number Per Cent at each Distance

Recoveries through December, 1951
Number Per Cent at each Distance

5 45.5
3 27.3
3 27.3

Number Per Cent at each Distance
46 82.1

0 0.0
10 17.9

Number Per Cent at each Distance
107 90.7

3 2.5
S 6.1

<30 25 86.2
30-39 4 13.8

>89 0.0
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Table 17

Movement of Dover sole

1948 Tagg

Table 18

Movement of English sole

Recoveries through December, 1951
Number Per Cent at each Distance

1949 Tagging

Recoveries from 1948 and 1949 Tagging Combined

Distance Recoveries through December, 1951, for 1948
in Miles from Tagging and December, 1952, for 1949 Tagging
Tagging Point Number Per Cent at each Distance

<30 38 97.4
30-89 1 2.6

>39 0.0

Distance in Miles from Recoveries through December, 1952
Tagging Point Number Per Cent at each Distance

<30 119 96.0
30-89 4 3.2

>89 1 (doubtful) 0.8

<30 153 87.9
30-89 3 1.7

>89 18 10.3



Distance 
in Miles from 

Taggine Point 

Table 19 

Movement of petrale sole 
.41114008.0. 

Recoveries from 1V48 and 1949 Taring Combined 

Distance hecoveries through December, 1951, for 1948 in Miles from Tagging and 1)eo,imber, 1952, for 1949 Tagging 
Tagging Point Number Per Cent at each ;distance 

Table 20 

Movement of Dover sole 

Recoveries through liecember, 1951, for 1948 
Tagging and iiecember, 1952, for 1949 Tagging 

Number Per Cent at each Distance 

<30 30 75.0 
30-89 7 17.5 
>39 3 7.5 

<30 157 96.3 
30-89 5 3.1 
>89 1 (doubtful) 
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tables give no evidence of large-scale migrations. Occasionally

an English or petrale sole migrated to waters off Eureka, over
300 miles to the south or to northern Washington waters, 150
miles to the north. Uost of the tagged fish of these two
species, however, exhibited little migration and the Dover sole
were particularly non-migratory in a north or south direction.

However, there is a definite movement of the Dover sole
in October from the fishing grounds presumably to offshore
spawning areas. There were practically no Dover sole taken

comiercially between October and the following May during the

period of this tagein, study. That such an offshore movement

takes place is indicated by three recoveries made in April,
1950, by the boat Valhalla II and one in November, 1951, by the
boat Ida Mae. These four fish were tagged in from 27-40
fathoms off the Columbia River. The Valhalla IT caught throe
tagged Dover sole while engaged in an exploratory trip into
waters of 200 fathoms southwest of the Columbia River. The

Ida Me captured a tagged Dover sole southwest of the Columbia
River in 210 fathoms* Ordinarily vessels fishing out of
bstoria had not fished in waters much deeper than 100 fathoms
at this time, although deep dragging gear is now becoming
common.

These recoveries from deep waters demonstrate one weakness

of a tagging program to determine migratory habits wherein the
intensity of fishinL on the various grounds is different but
cannot be measured bocatlae of a lack of data. In this case,
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recoveries of Dover sole in waters over 200 fathoms have been

few, probably because there nes been little fishing in waters
of this depth. TAkewiee, if there are no boats, or only a few
boats fishing up or down the coast from a tagging area, there
will be fewer recoveries made than under conditions of a heavy
fishery. The number of tag recoveries should be weighted by
the intensity of fishing to depict the migrations accurately.
however, during the period of tag recoveries there were
heavily fished areas both to the north and south of the
Columbia River. The lar6e Seattle otter-mtrawl fleet fished
the grounds off northern Washington and Vancouver Island. At

Newport, about 100 nautical miles south of Astoria, there was
another sizable fleet of vessels which fished the nearby
waters. There were usually about three vessels fishing out of
Coos bay, which is 80 miles south of Newport, and off northern
California arm southern Oregon there was a heavy fishery by the

Eureka fleet. Thus, even though the tag recoveries cannot be

weighted exactly by the fishing intensity in the various areas,
any considerable migration from the area off the Columbia

River would be apparent. It is possible that because the Dover
sole fishery along much of the Oregon and Washim,ton coast was

not intense during 1948 and 1949# the tag returns of Dover sole

indicate less migration than actually occurred.
It right also be said that the efficiency of tag recovery

was much greater in Astoria than in the other ports. This is
undoubtedly true, but fortunately since the time of first
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tagging in 1948, there has been at least one biologist
stationed at each of the principal ports where tags might be
recovered, and had any 1ar6e numbers of tagged fish been

landed they would almost surely have been detected.
During the period of heavy winter storms between the last

part of October and into March otter-trawl trips are infrequent.
There is a possibility that during this period one or more of
the species might have made extensive spawning migrations and

then returned to the principal fishing grounds in the late
winter and early spring without such migrations having been
detected. In order to get some measure of a possible seasonal
migration, the year was divided into four parts, and in each
part the number of tag recoveries from the 1948 and 1949

tagging and the distance from the tagging point were recorded.
Recoveries to December, 1951, are given for the 3.948 tagging

and December, 1952, for the 1949 tagging (Tables 21, 22, and

23).

There is some indication of a differential migration by
season for the English sole (Table 21). Six (32 per cent) of
the 19 recoveries in the period from December through February

were from fish which had migrated at least 89 miles. This

percentage is considerably greater than for the other three
periods, and indicates that there may be a greater migration
of English sole in the winter during the spawning season than
In the other 6easons.

Even if a winter migration were definitely proved to take



Dec ..Feb.

March-May

June-Auisust

1<30
30-89

>89

1<30
30-89

>89

<30
30-89

>89

1<30
30-89

>89
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Table 21

Seasonal recoveries of English sole from 1948 and 1949
tagging combined

Recoveries from 1948 tagging through 4)ecember, 1951,
and 1949 tagging through December, 1952

13
0
6

22
2
3

52
1
6

66

3

place, any mana6ement practices by Oregon would not be

o'estly affected because a hi.'h percentage (Figure 39) of
the total annual catch of English sole is taken durirki' the
spring, summer, and early autumn, when the fish have presumably

returned to the fishing grounds. During the winter when more

of the fish might be in other areas, there is little fishing
because of stormy weather. The development of successful

winter fishing methods could, of course, alter this situation.
The few petrale sole recovered from a known area give no

Indication of a seasonal miGration Aurine the spawning period

Recovery Distance in Miles from
Period Point of Tagging Number of Recoveries



(Table 22).

Dover sole were rarely taken in the winter, and conse
quently no tagged fish were recovered in the winter during
the period of this investigation (Table 23).

Although little migration has been demonstrated for any
of the three flatfish studied, it is of interest to note the
direction of movoalent tnat does take place. The recoveries

of English sole do not indicate either a predominately
southerly or nosft,erly migration (Table 24). Fish recovered

less than 30 miles from the tagging area were regarded as

88

Table 2'
Season recoveries of petrale sole from 1948 and 1949

tagging combined

Ltecoveriee from 1940 taggin6 through December, 1951
and 1949 tagging throuch Oecember, 152

Recovery Distance in Miles from Number of hecoveries
Period Point of Tagging

Dec .'Feb. <30 3
30-89

>09

March lay <30
30-09 5

>89

June..August <30 a
30-09 2

>39 2

Sept .-Nov. <30 13
30-89 0

>39 1



Table 23

Seasonal recoveries of Lover sole from 1948 and 1949
tagging combined

Recoveries from 1948 tagging through December, 1951,

stationary, From the 1948 and 1949 tagging combined, there

were 10 recoveries to the north and 11 to the south. The

statement can again be made that the intensity of fishing to
the north and south will influence the number of tags
recovered. As mentioned previously, there is considerable
otter trawling both to the north and south, although the exact
Intensity cannot be measured in either direction with the
available statistics.

There have been few recoveries ol petrels sole where areas
of capture were known, but the small amount of aata does not

and 1949 tagcinc: through Jecember, 1952

Recovery
Period

Distance in Mies from
Point of Tag6ing Number of Recove

Dec.-Feb. <30
30-89

>89

March May <30 4
30-89 1

>89

June-August <30 89
30-89 3

>89 1

Sept, -ov, <30
30-89

64
1

>89



Direction of mi,.ration of English sole

Year of Hecove
1948 1949 1950

Per Per Per

Table 24

1948 Tagging

1949 Ta6ging

Year of hecove

195/
Per

TOTAL

Per

TOTAL

Per
No. Cent

Ito. Cent No. Cent No. Cent o. Cent
Stationary (<30 miles 24 85.7 16 76.2 3 60.0 2 40.0Migrated North 2 7.1 2 9.5 1 20.0 1 20.0Migrated Zotith 1 3.6 3 14.3 0 0.0 0 0.0Migration Unknova, 1 6.6 0 0.0 1 20.0 2 40,0

Stationary (<30 miles)
Migrated North
Migrated South
Migration Unknown

54
2

3

91.5
3.4
0.0
5.1

36
2
6

11

65.5
3.6

10.9
20.0

17
0

5

77.3
0.0
0.0

22.7
1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

No. Cent
45 76.3

6 10.2
4 6.8
4 6.8

1949 1950 1951 1952
Per Per Per Perao. Cent s Cent No. Cent No. Cent

107 78.1
4 2.9
7 5.1

19 13.9
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indicate a distinct movement either to the south or to the
north (Table 25).

Another type of movement might be a gradual dispersal

from the point of tagging. Such movement woula be demonstrated

if the length of time the fish were at liberty were correlated
directly with the distance from the tagging site. This does

not appear to be the case, either for the English or petrale
sole (Tables 26 and 27). The Dover sole, as explained before,

exhibited little 416rat1on of any sort. Data from the 1948

and 1949 tagging years have been combined in this analysis.

Growth

Recoveries of tagged fish not only indicate the amount of
movement, but should also make it possible to measure the

growth of the fish after tagging. As mentioned previously,

most of the recoveries were made from the fish houses, where

the usual procedure was to freeze tagged fish until they were
picked up by a biologist. The fish were then measured in the

laboratory after they hau thawed. The sex was determined and

the left otolith removed and stored. Information of

importance, such as time and place of tagging, size when
tagged, and area of recovery was then entered on a hand punch

card of the same type described in the section on analysis of

statistics.
The lapse of time and the treatment of the tagged fish

after being recaptured and before being measured could possibly



Stationary (<30
Migrated North
Migrated South
Migration Unknown

Table 25

Direction of migration of pe rale sole

1948
Per
Can

1948 Tagging

Year of Recov
1949

Per

ea)

1
1

1949 Tagging

Year of cov

1950
Per

. Cent

1951
Per
Cent

TOTAL

Per
0. Cent

No, Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent

Stationary (<30 miles) 10 90.9 9 60.0 4 57.1 2 100.0 25 71.4
igrated North 0 0.0 1 6.7 1 14.3 0 0.0 2 5.7

Migrated South 0 0.0 1 6.7 1 14.3 0 0.0 2 5.7
Migration Unknown I 9.1 4 26.7 1 14.3 0 0.0 8 17.1

16.7 2 100.0 1 50.0 0 0.0 4 33.3
50.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 50.0 4 33.3
16.7 0 0.0 1 50.0 0 0.0 2 16.7
16.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 50.0 2 16.7

1949 1950 1951 1952 TOTAL
Per Per Per Per Per
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Table 27

Relationsnip between the number of days at liberty after tagging and the distance
from the point of tagging (1948 and 1949 tagging combined)

Petrale Sole

Days Out bistance in es From Tagging Site

0-30 31-60 61-90 91-120 121-150 151-160 181-210 211-240 240-270 271-300

0- 60 6 1 - 1 00 OW 00

61-120 1 .. .. 1 MI 00 00

121-180 1 - - - 00

181-240 1 .. - - WO

241-300 4 1 1 - AM

301-360 3 .. .. .. 00 4110

361-420 0 - - - 00 00 41W

421-480 / . .. - 00 4110

481-540
541-600

1
2

-. .
-

-
-

011,

41W

410

OM AO MI

601..660 1 - - .. OW

661-.720 1 1 - - 00 WO
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have some effect on the length of the fish. Often the tagged

fish were frozen 2 or 3 aays before being measured. Even when

the tagged fish were recovered at the dock there was generally
an interval of 2 or 3 days following the capture of fish
during which time the fish were usually stored in ice in the
fish hold.

In order to test the effect of various types of handling
and storage on the fish, biolo-ists went to sea aboard otter
trawl vessels and measured and taged English, petrels, and
Dover sole as soon as possible after the fish were brought
aboard. The fish were tagged with Petersen numbered discs so

that they could be identified again. All measurements were

made to the nearest millimeter on a measuring board.
On October 16# 1950, 41 Dover sole were raeasured at sea.

Fish were selected to cover the size range caught. Measure-

ments were made as soon as possible after the catch was brought

aboard. However, because of a rough sea some of the fish were

not measured until 3 hours had elapsed. After being tagged,

the fish were iced in the same manner as the remainder of the

catch.
On October 17# 39 more Dover sole were measured, tagged,

and iced. Rough seas prevented further fishing and the boat

proceeded to port on the afternoon of October 17.
The next day all the Dover sole were measured again when

the catch was unloaded. Twenty-two i)over sole from the catch

of October 16* and 25 from October 17 were iced in a box which
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was kept on the cement floor of the fish house for 2 days.
This treatment duplicated the normal procedure for handling
fish prior to filleting.

The remaining 33 Dover sole, 19 from October 16 and 14

from October 17, were measured at the time of unloading and
placed in the freezer for 48 hours. Then they were thawed and

measured once again.

The fish iced in the fish house for 48 hours were measured
again at the end of this period and then placed in the freezer.
After 5 days they were removed, thawed, and measured for the

last time.
The various treatments caused a distinct shrinking of the

Dover sole. In order to picture this graphically, a horizontal
base line was drawn to represent the lengths of the Dover sole
when first measured (Figure 19). A scale in millimeters at
right angles to, and downward from, this line was drawn, and
this scale measures the amount of shrinkage. The mean

shrinkage for fish between 298 ram. and 459 ma. and the mean

shrinkage between 459 mm. and 604 mm. were calculated. The

mean lengths of the fish in these two size categories were also
calculated. The mean lengths were plotted against the mean

amount of shrinkage in both size categories and lines drawn

through the points.
The fish taken October 16 and measured at the dock showed

a mean shrinkage of about 7 rms. Those taken October 17 and

measured at the dock shrank an average of 4 ram.
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Figure 19. Shrinkage resulting from commercial handling of Dover sole, the circles
represent the mean lengths in each size group plotted against the mean
shrinkage
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Dover sole taken October 16 and measured after 2 day in

the freezer shrank an average of 9 mm. Those taken October 17

and measured after 2 days in the freezer shrank an average of
7 nin

Dover sole from the October 16 catch shrank an average of
4 mm. after being iced for 2 days, and 9 =I. after 2 days in
Ice and 5 days in the freezer. Fish taken October 17 shrank

3 mm. and 8 mm., respectively, after similar treatment.
There is some difference in the amount of shrinkage of

Dover sole taken October 16 and those taken October 17,

particularly in the measurements made at the time of unloading
the catch. As would be expected, the fish caught first shrank
the most, in general, and the differences gradually
disappeared with length of storage.

Because an avera6e correction factor to be applied to
total length measurements was desired, the data for the 2 days
at sea were combined (Figure 19). Two days at sea is a
practical time period to use for obtaining correction factors
because usually the companies wanted 4)over sole to be landed

within 48 hours. The mean shrinkage was as follows: fish
measured at the time of unloading in the fish plant, 5 mm.;
after 2 days in ice in the fish plant, 4 mm.; after 2 days in
the freezer, 8 mm.; after 2 days In ice and 5 days in the
freezer, 9 mm. These shrinkages were all calculated by using
the lengths taken at sea as the base measurement.

The measumaents in this experiment were all made in
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millimeters, but when live fish were tagged at sea all
measurements were made to the nearest one-half cm. Therefore,
any corrections applied to the length of the tagged fish at
the time of recovery must be in intervals of one-half em. The

results of the experiments on the shrinkage of Dover sole
indicate that any measurement of tagged fish taken after the
fish was iced should he increased by one-half cm., and measure-

ments taken after the fish was frozen should be increased by
one cm.

This same type of experiment was carried out for English
and petrale sole on a trip at sea aboard the otter-trawl
vessel Marian F. on February 27 and 28, 1951. On February 27,

60 Engliah sole and 40 petrels sole were selected from the
catch, the length of each was recorded to the nearest milli-
meter, and the fish were tagged and Iced. The next day, the
lengths of 40 English sole and 60 petrale sole were recorded,
and the fish tagged and iced. These fish were selected to
cover the size range captured. All fish were measured within
one-half hour of the time they were brow,ht aboard.

On March 1# the sea was rough and the vessel proceeded

into port. The tag6ed fish were again measured when the catch

was unloaded durin, the -norning of March 1. Fifty fish of each
species (English and petrale sole) were iced in the storage
bins of the plant. The other 50 fish of each species were
placed in the freezer. On March 3$ the fish iced in the bins
were again measured and then placed in the freezer. During
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the same day the fish placed in the freezer March 1 were again
measured. On March 12, the fish which had been moved from the

bin to the freezer were measured for the last time. This

period in the freezer was longer than is usual with tageed
fish, because a large quantity of frozen produce was moved
into the freezer and blocked the removal of the experimental
fish.

Graphs similar to those constructed for the Dover sole
were made to illustrate the shrinka-e of the English and
petrale sole (Figures 20 and 21). The English sole shrank an
average of 4 mm. from the time they were measured on the boat

until they were measured in the fish plant immediately after
being unloaded from the boat. After 2 days of being iced in
the bins of the fish plant, the English sole still exhibited
a mean shrinkage of 4 mm. English sole frozen for 2 days
after being unloaded shrank an average of 6 mm. Those iced

for 2 days in the fish plant and then frozen 9 days shrank an
average of 7 mm. All figures given represent shrinkage from
the first measurement on the boat. Because the range of the
shrinkage of the English sole caused by these various treat-
ments was between 4 and 7 mm., a correction factor of one-half

cm. vas added to all recoveries of tagged English sole.
The mean shrinkage of the petrale sole was very similar

to that of the English sole. From the boat to the dock there
was a shrinkage of 3 mm, Petrels sole held another 2 days in
ice after being unloaded at the fish plant also shrank an
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Figure 20. Shrinkage resulting from commercial handling of English sole, the circles
represent the mean lengths in each size group plotted against the mean shrinkage
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average of 3 mot. Those measured et the dock and then frozen
2 days shrank an average of 6 ram. The fish kept in ice 2 days
in the fish plant and then frozen for an additional 9 days
also shrank an average of 6 mm. All of the various treatments
resulted in a shrinka-e closest to one-half cm. so this figure
was used as a correction factor for each recovery of tagged
petrale sole.

These experiments show that English, petrels, and Dover
sole shrink when held in ice or when frozen. The shrinkage is
greatest in frozen fish. Moat of the shrinkage takes place in
the first day or two after freezing or icing. The results
indicate a correction factor of one-half cm. should be added to
the lengths of all tugged English, petrale, and Dover sole
after recovery except that one cm. should be added to the
length of Dover sole which have been frozen. The appropriate
correction factors were applied to the recoveries of tagged
fish of the three species under study. This could be done

because at the time of recovery the condition (fresh or frozen)
oI the tagged fish was recorded.

In order to arrive at a measure of the annual increase
in length of English sole, the recoveries were grouped into
periods of 11 thro101 13 months, and 22 through 26 months
between the time of tagging and recapture. The small fish grow
at a faster rate than the large ones and the females at a
Laster rate than the males (Figures 22 and 23). This is
consistent with the results shown by the otolith studies.
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Females smaller than 39 cm. had a mean growth of 1.9 cm.

during the 11-13 month period and females larger than 39 cm.

had a mean growth of 0.9 cm. Males of all sizes combined
exhibited a mean growth of 0.6 cm. dLring this period. Females

under 39 cm. at liberty from 22 to 26 months exhibited a mean

growth of 3.8 cm. There were not enough recoveries of females

larger than 39 cm. at liberty 22 to 26 month* to ,rive a reliable
mean, nor were there enough recoveries of males to be of value.

The same time periods were used to group the returns of
tagged Dover sole, and the same growth pattern resulted, except
that the few returns of males at liberty 11 through 13 months
exhibited no pattern. The small fish in general increased in
length more rapidly than the Large ones and the females more

than the males (Figures 24 and 25). Female Dover sole snorter
than 45 cm. in length which wer(t at liberty 11 through 13
months had a mean growth of 1.9 cm.; those 45 cm. and larger,
a mean growth of 1.0 cm. All males combined exhibited a mean
growth of 0.8 cm. during the 11 through 13 month period between

the time of tagging and the time of recapture. Dover sole

females under 45 cm. at liberty 22 through 26 months showed a

mean growth of 3.1 cm. Females 45 cm. and over showed a mean

growth of 1.6 cm. The four males recovered exhibited a mean
growth of 1.8 cm.

Not as many recoveries of petrele sole have been made as
of the other two species under study. The recoveries of fish
at sea from 9 through 12 months after being tagged were grouped
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together. The same pattern of growth Is shown as for the
other two species (Figure 26). The mean growth of the females

of all lengths was 2.5 cm. and the LIales 0.8 cm. There were

not enough returns to make an analysis for a 2 year peri3d.
In general, tagged English, petrale, and Dover sole

appear to grow at a slower rate than unta6ced fish. This is
demonstrated by comparing the growth rates calculated from
tagging with the growth rates calculated by determining the
age from otoliths. The tag evidently has an adverse effect on
growth.

Rates of kw% return

The rates of tag returns will be treated in only the most
general terms. There were returns from tagged fish of 11
different species, but only the English, petrale, and Dover
sole were tagged in appreciable numbers (Table 8). The total
rates of recovery for these three species are quite similar
(Table 28). From the more extensive tagging carried out in
1949, the rates of recovery to January 1, 1955, ranged from
7.8 per cent for the petrels sole to 10.1 per cent for the
Dover sole. In general, the Dover sole appear to be fished
more intensely than the English and petrels sole.

It has been emphasized previously that fish in the best
condition when tagged and fish fully recruited to the fishery
generally yield the highest rates of tag recovery. Using the

returns from fish both in the hest condition and fully
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Table 28

Recaptures of tagged English, petrale, and Dover sole
(includes only fish tagged between Tillamook Head and Vtillapa bay)

Species
Year Number

Tagged Tagged

Recoveries
During Tagging
Tagging Year
Year Plus One

Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent

Tagging
Year

Plus Two
Per

No. Cent

Tagging
Year

Plus Three
Per

No. Cent

English Sole 1948 819 28 3.4 21 2.6 5 0.6 5 0.6
1949 1516 59 3.9 55 3.6 22 1.5 1 0.1

Petrels Bole 1948 166 6 3.6 2 1.2 2 1.2 1 0.6
1949 423 11 2.6 15 3.5 6 1.4 1 0.2

Dover Sole 1948 474 4 0.8 12 2.5 11 2.3 17 3.6
1949 1540 45 2.9 56 3.6 38 2.5 12 0.8

Recoveries 41.1.

Tagging Year Tagging Year
Species Plus Four Plus Five Year Unknown TOTAL

No. Per Cent No, Per Cent No. Per Cent
English Sole 0 0.0 0.0 1 60 7.3

0 0.0 0.0 137 9.0

Petrale Sole 0 0.0 0 0.0 11 6.6
0 0.0 0 0.0 53 7.8

Dover Sole 4 0.8
3 0.2

0.2
1 0.1

49
155

10.3
10.1



Recaptures of tae d, petrale, and Dover sole in No. 1 condition and fully
recruited to the fishery

(English sole 38 cm. and over, petrale and Dover sole 43 cm. and over. Fish tagged
between Tillamook Head and Willapa bay)

Species

Eng i h Sole

Petrale Sole 1948 16
1949 33

Dover Sole

Species

English Sole

Petr le Sole

Dover Sole

Year Number
Tagzed Tagged

1948 77
1949 324

1948 110
1949 245

During
Tagging Year
o. Per Cent
6 7.8

21 6.5
2 12.5
2 6.1

Table 29

TaGging Year
?luta One

Per Cent

:coverio

Recoveries
Tagging Year

Plus Two
No. Per Cent

Tagging Year
Plus Three

No. Per Cent
5 6.5 1 1.3 3 3.9

22 6.8 7 2.2 0 0.0
0 0.0 1 6.2 1 6.2
3 9.1 0 0.0 0 0.0
2 1.8 4 3.6 6 5.5

6.5 5.3 1.6

Tagging Year
Plus Four

Ho. Per Cent

Tagging Year
Plus Five

No. Per Cent
Year Unknown

0 0.0 0 0.0 010

0 0.0
0 0.0 0.0
1 3.0

0.9 0.0
0.8

1 0.9
4.5

T)TAT,
No* Per Cent

15 19.5
50 15.4

4 25.0
6 18.2

14 .7
46
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recruited to the fishery would perhaps dive more meaningful

rates of return than those calculated for the entire experiment.
However, the number of fish which fulfill both these require-
ments is not great (Table 29). Only the returns from the 1949

tagging will be used in this brief analysis because of the
small numbers of recoveries from the 1948 taggirw
these requirements. The rates of return, to January 1, 1954,
for all the fish ana for fish both in the best condition and
fully recruited to the fishery are as follows: for English
sole 9.0 per cent for the former and 15.4 per cent for the
latter; for the petrale sole 7.8 per cent and 18.2 per cent;
and for the Dover sole 10.1 per cent and 18.8 per cent. There

were only 33 petrels sole tagged in 1949 which were both in
the best condition and fully recruited to the fishery.

The percentages of recoveries in themselves mean little,
but they may be of some significance when compared with other

experiments of a similar nature. Because of an unknown loss

of tags due to pin corrosion, even such comparisons must be
used with caution. At the time the Oregon tagging began there

had been no published reports of the results from tagging
English, petrel., or over sole. Since then, tagging informa-
tion has been presented from Washington and British Columbia

with regard to Erwlish and petrels sole, but no results have
been published for Dover sole.

Pruter and Van Cleve (1954) have analyzed the results
obtained from tagging English sole in Holmes Harbor, Puget
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sound. They tag6ed with Petersen discs and stainless steel
(Type 302) pins. 6tainless steel seems to possess maximum

durability in sea water (Forrester and Ketchen, 1955).
Between December 26 and 31, 1952, a total of 2,741 English
sole from 21 to 50 cm. in length, inclusive, were tagged in
Holmes Harbor, and during a special season from January 1 to
February 13, 1953, 556 (20.3 per cent) were recovered.
Principally because of selectivity by the nets and by the
fishermen, only fish 30 cm. or more in length were considered
in the population estimates. In this size range, 28.6 per cent
of the tagged fish were recovered. In the Astoria tagging
area, English sole 38 cm. or more in length were considered to
be fully recruited, and using fish of this size which were in
No. 1 condition, 13.5 per cent were recovered in about one

year. Using the ratio of recaptures of nickel pins to stain-
less steel obtained by Forrester and Ketchen at the end of the
first year (0.66:1.00) to adjust the recoveries, yields a

return of 20.4 per cent in about one year. Thus the adjusted
percentage of recovery in a year was leas than the percentage
recovery in a month and a half in Holmes Harbor. It must be
emphasized tnat the Holmes Harbor season was a special one

during the winter when there was an excellent market for fresh
fish, and these factors increased the fishing intensity.

Ketchen (1953) tagged 3,003 Livlish sole with a size range
from about 25 to 50 cm. in British Columbia waters. This is
very similar to the size range of fish tagged near the mouth
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of the Columbia River. He does not mention the type of pin,
but it is known that nickel pins were being used by the
Canadians at that time. Tagging was carried out in April, and
by the end of the season in October, about 42 per cent of the
tagged fish had been recovered. This, again, indicates a
fishing intensity much hi6her than that off the Columbia River
in 1948 and 1949.

Cleaver (1949) has tabulated the results of several
European experiments on flatfish, selected at random, during
periods of time when the intensity of fish ng was heavy. This
table is here reproduced (Table 30).

Table 30
Some percentages of recovery from European tagging experiments

Kattegat
and Baltic
Shetlands
Norway

It
ft
*
It
Pt

Iceland
ft

S. vul aria
R. kiut onus

Pe platens&
*

22.3
74
46
23
9.2

29.4
20.9
36.5
38.2
35.2
29.5
48.8
3.5

26

Author Tagging Area Species Per Cent
Year Recovery
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The periods over which recoveries were made in these

experiments were similar to those of the Oregon experiments.

In all of the examples except two the recovery rates of the
European experiments were higher, and usually considerably
higher, than the recovery rate of English sole in the best
condition and fully recruited when tag6ed in 1949. These

figures might indicate that the fishing intensity on the
heavily fished European grounds is greater than for English
sole in Oregon waters, but particularly because of the pin
corrosion such a conclusion must be viewed with caution.

There is one tagging experiment with which the recovery

rates of petrale sole can be compared. In 1942 and 1943,

Cleaver (1949) tagged petrale sole off the coast of northern
Washington. The recovery rates for these experiments to
November 30, 1945, were 22.1 per cent for fish tagged in 1942,
and 21.5 per cent for fish tagged in 1943. The amount of time

over which these recoveries were made conforms closely with

the Oregon studies and the size ran6e of the fish in the two
studies is comparable. In fact, the two experiments are
similar in most respects. Nickel pins were used in both

experiments and tagging was carried out from commercial ves-
sels. The rates of recovery from the Oregon experiments (6.6

per cent from the 1948 tagging and 7.8 per cent from the 1949

tagging) are about one-third those for the Washington tagging.
The conclusion to be reached from this comparison is that
fishing intensity for petrels sole in the Astoria area was much
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leas during the 1948-53 period than it was off northern
Washington from 1942 through 1945.

There are no published reports of tagging experiments on

Dover sole which can be used for comparison with the Oregon
experiment. The recovery rate for fish both in the best
condition and fully recruited to the fishery was 16.3 per cent
from the 1949 ta&ine, considerably less than most of the
European experiments cited. Again, any conclusions regarding

the relative fishing intensities of the two areas must be
viewed with caution.

It was apparent during the 1951 fishing season that an
abnormal number of Dover sole tags were being recovered from a
trip made in October, 1948. There were no recoveries in 1948
from the 142 fish tagged because this trip was one of the last,
if not the last, made by a commercial vessel for Dover sole in
1948. In 1949, 10 recoveries were made; in 1950, 5 recoveries;
and about 2 or 3 should have been expected in 1951 at this rate
of decrease. Instead of the 2 or 3 recoveries expected, 15
tagged fish were taken in 1951. A total of 30 recoveries were
made, to January 1, 1952, yielding a recovery of 21 per cent.

One possible explanation for this relatively large tag
return in 1951 is a large increase in fishing effort. However,

the landing statistics do not indicate an increase in effort
anywhere near ler e enou.ch to cause these results, nor do the
returns from the 1949 taging of Dover sole indicate such a
pose ibility. The best explanation seems to be that these
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tagged fish did not distribute themselves randomly in the
population, but rather stayed in one group and for some
unknown reason this group became extraordinarily available to

the fishery in 1951.

e and Growth

Introduction

The objective of the age and growth analysis is to obtain
knowledge of the growth of English, petrale, and Dover sole
from the area near the mouth of the Columbia River and also to
obtain information regarding the number of important age

groups being fished. Such information is basic to a program
of practical manarement. A slow-grawing, late-maturinv species

with a relatively long life span requires different conserva-
tion methods from a fast-growini, species that matures early
and has a short life span.

Otoliths have been read from English sole samples taken
in 1948 and 1949 and from Dover and petrale sole samples taken

In 1949. Only fish caught in the area between Willapa Bay and

Tillamook Head have been used in this analysis.

Methods

The common method of determining the age of flatfish for

growth and mortality studies has been to count the rins on
the otoliths. In 1948 when this study was begun Ketchen (1947)
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and Smith (1936) had used this method apparently with success

for the En lish sole in British Columbia and Puget Sound
waters, respectively. Villadolid (1',)27) used scales in age
and growth studies of EnElish sole from the an Francisco area.
Since then the otolith method has been used further by
Ketchen (1953) and has also been applied to petrale sole in
iiashington waters by Cleaver (1949) and to Oover sole in
California by Hagerman (1952). An examination of English,
petrale, and Dover sole otoliths from Ore-on waters showed
reasonably distinct rings, so it was decided to use otolitha
for age determination.

Otolitha were taken from the first 20 fish measured in
each sample taken for length-frequency analysis. The problems

of obtaining representative samples will be discussed in the
section on analysis of the length-frequency samples.

Otoliths were taken by lifting the opereulum and cutting
the bone underneath which encloses the otolith. The otolith
was removed with a fine tweezers and placed in an "otolith
board" which is a square piece of smooth masonite with numbered

rows of half inch holes backed by heavy waterproof paper. The

holes were filled with water to keep the otoliths wet until
they could be cleaned at the laboratory. This prevented mucus

from drying on the otoliths. After the sample was obtained a
masonite top was secured over the holes and held in place by
a bolt and wing nut through the center of both boards so that
the otoliths would not be spilled during the trip back to the
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laboratory.
Originally the otoliths were stored in vials containing

50 per cent glycerine with a few thymol crystals added to
prevent the formation of mold. The otoliths were separated
from each other by numbered discs of paper. This method was

rather awkward and time consuming, so since 1950 the otoliths

have been stored dry in "otolith boards* similar to the one
described previously. Enough boards are made up durim: the

winter to last through the following season.
At the laboratory the otoliths were cleaned and a single

otolith was placed in each hole of an otolith board. The rows

of holes were then covered with Scotch tape, after which the
boards were stored until the otoliths were read. Otoliths can
be cleared by placing them in 50 per cent glycerine for about
3 days. After the otoliths were read they were returned to
the board and stored as before.

both left and right otoliths were examined to determine
which was the better for reading. In all species the left
otolith was the usual cho1ce but occasionally the right otolith
of the Dover sole gave a better reading.

The petrale and boyar sole otoliths were read twice by
the writer at intervals of several aays so that the original
reading could not be remembered. The size or sex of the fish
was not known at the time the otolith was examined. When

there was a discrepancy between the first and second reading
the otolith was again carefully examined and a final decision
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reached. A reading was made for every otolith except the few
which were crystallized. The English sole otolitha were read
once by the author and once by Mr. Jergen Westrheim and when

discrepancies appeared they were resolved by a third reading.
Each otolith was read by placing it in a petri dish of

water and examining it against a black background. Wide field

binoculars with a 9 x eyepiece and a 1 x objective were used.
The light which illuminated the upper surface of the otolith
was filtered through a polarized lens which eliminated all
glare.

Each definite opaque area was counted as an annulus. An

estimate was made of the percentage width of the last annulus.
If a translucent area was apparent around the edge of the
otolith, the last rinc was read as being completed, such as
7.0 or 6.0. If there was a narrow opaque ring just beginning
to show on the edge, the otolith was read, for example, as 6.2
or 7.3. In the final tabulations all fractions were read to
the nearest whole number. In the tabulation of the data, these
fractions made little difference, because there was a very
small proportion of ages with fractions especially cuiong the

larger fish. The reason for the small proportion was that it
was often very difficult to determine whether or not a ring
was present on the edge of an otolith, much less assign a
fraction to it. This difficulty was especially true for
otoliths with more than 6 or 7 rings.

Photographs of otolitha from Fn61ish, petrale, and Dover
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sole are presented in Figure 27. These are atypical in that
otoliths with distinct rings were chosen for illustration.

Relationsqz 2L otol th rings to ILL!

Although otoliths have been used extensively to determine
the age of flatfish, it is well to proceed with caution when
applying the method to an uninvestigated species. smith (1936)
did not attempt to prove the validity of the method for
English sole other than to say that in the areas of Puget Sound
from which samples were taken it is indicated that the annulus
is formed during December, January, and February. He regarded

the clear portion of the otolith as the annulus.
Ketchen (1947) recognized the danger of applying the

otolith method to the English sole without first proving that
the rings are true annuli. He states that studies of the
alternating light and dark rings apAtaring on the otolith have
been found to form reasonably consistent patterns related to
annual temperature changes, and cornea to the conclusion that
the otolith of the lemon sole (English sole) is believed to
give a fairly accurate picture of age, especially for the lower
and middle age groups. Ketchen (1953) makes the following

statement also.
odes in the length-frequency polygons of young

fish correspond with the number of 'winter checks'
on the otolitha of these groups. The presence of
dominant year-classes has been detected independently
of information on size composition and without
preconception of the phenomenon. Furthermore there
is general agreement between curves of growth
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Figure 27. Photographs of English, petrale, and Dover sole otoliths

5ring 30 cm. female 4ring 31 cm. female
English sole otolith petrale sole otolith

5ring 36 cm. female 10 plusring 60 cm.
Dover sole otolith female Dover sole

otolith



calculated from otolith readings and those computed
from the growth of tagged individuals.

Cleaver (1949) also recognized that the validity of the
otolith method for determining age should be proved. Referring
to petrale soles he states that an opaque band is laid dawn in
the late spring and summer and a translucent band in the
winter. He attempts to show agreeramt between the growth

determined from tagging and from the otolitha and concludes
that a general agreement between the two methods of tL:rowth

evaluation is found in the females, but the growth of tagged
males was apparently slower than that shown by the otolith
method. He also states that evidence that may be offered in
support of the acctracy of age readings for the petrale sole
in the ability to detect prominent year-classes in the catches
of successive seasons. He believes that age determination
must be used with cautions bearing in mind that conclusions
reached may be only generally true.

Hagerman (1952) states that for ,)over sole an investiga-
tion of annual markings aemonstrated that both otoliths and
scales provided satisfactory indicators of age and growth.
He dues not give the evidence upon which this conclusion is

based except to state that in a large majority of cases these
two different structures save the same results although there
were some discrepancies.

There is, then, LC.MO evidence from previous studies that
the rings on the otoliths of English and petrale sole are true
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annuli. There is little such evidence for the Dover sole.
Little new evidence is presented in this thesis to prove the
validity of the age readings. It is, however, possible to
compare the annual growth obtained from the 1948 and 1949

tagging with the annual growth indicated from the otolith
readinss.

The average annual growth of female petrale sole taken
In 1948 with from 4 to 11 otolith rings was 2.0 cm. It is
recognized that because the Growth rate decreases as the fish
become older, an average extending over this period is not
really valid. however, smaller groupings are not possible
because the comparison is with so few recoveries of tagged
fish. The avera6e growth of the four tagged female sole at
liberty approximately one year was 2.5 cm. The tagged fish
extended over approximately the same size range as the 4 to
11 ring fish. Such a small number of reccveries does not give
conclusive results.

The average yearly growth of the petrel(' sole males

calculated from the otclith readings was 1.3 cm. The

recoveries of nine tag6ed males at liberty from 9 to 12 months
indicated a growth of only 0.7 cm. Again the comparison is
for a similar size range. Part of the discrepancy in the
amount of growth may be due to the fact that the tag recoveries
averaged considerably less than a year of liberty.

There were considerably more female English sole than
petrale sole recovered after bein tagged for 11 to 13 months
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and so the fish were divided into two size groups and the
average growth obtained from each of the groups. Growth of

the females with from 4 to 6 otolith rings average 2.1 cm.,
and exactly the same figure was obtained from the recovery of
11 tagged fish in the corresponding size groups. With fish
having from 7 to 12 rings, and with sizes corresponding to this
age group, the growth was 1.2 cm. from the otoliths and 1.0 cm.
from six tag returns.

An average of the entire age and size range with from 4
to 9 otolith rings was obtained for male English sole. The

average annual growth indicated from the otoliths was 0.5 cm.,
and from the five tagged fish 0.6 cm.

Sufficient recoveries of female Dover sole were made over
an 11 to 13 month period to allow a breakdown of the returns
into two size groups. The group with from 5 to 10 rings (and

corresponding lengths of tagged fish) grew 2.5 cm. a year
according to the otoliths, but only 1.6 cm. according to the
10 tag returns. The second group with from 10 to 14 otolith

rings grew 1.3 cm. a year, but only 0.9 cm. according to the
results from four tag returns.

The average annual growth of the Dover sole males with

from 5 to 12 rings was 1.4 cm. calculated from the otoliths and
0.9 cm. from seven tag returns of fish with about the same size
range as the otolith samples.

In summary, the annual irowth rate indicated by the two
methods was quite similar for the English sole. The results
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from the petrale sole data were not conclusive. The growth of
tagged male and female Dover sole was less after approximately
a year of liberty than was indicated from otolith studies.
The comparison of annual growth rates calculated from otoliths
and from tag returns indicates, in general, less apparent
growth of the tagged fish. This may be due to the effects of
the tag.

Consistency of =Li counts

A completely objective and reliable method of determining
the age of a fish from its otolith should give consistent
results if the same otolith is road more than once, not only
by the sane reader, but by different readers. Ketchen (1947)

recognized this problem and stated that a common criticism of
otolith readings is that much depends upon the interpretation
by the investigator of what constitutes a winter check and what
does not. Ketchen describes an otolith annulus and states that
a determined effort was made throughout the analysis to keep
the readings consistent. He does not describe the exact method
of arriving at the age from otoliths, that is whether a single
reading is made or whether two or more readings are made from
each otolith. Neither does he discuss with what consistency
the same otoliths produce the same reading a second tine.

Cleaver (1949) also recognized the problem of consistency
in reading of petrale sole otoliths. He examined all otoliths
twice at more than 2 week intervals, and if the readings did
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not agree the otolith was read painstakingly a third time,
after which the beat possible estimate was made. Disagreement

occurred in as much as one-third of the cases in some of his
samples.

Smith (1936) does not mention how consistently he was able
to read the English sole otoliths, nor does Hagerman (1952)
for Dover sole.

Since all otoliths in the present study were read at least
twice, it is possible to measure the consistency of the method.
For the Dover sole, 55 per cent of the otoliths with final
readings of 5, 6, or 7 rin6s gave the same reading twice.
Forty-five per cent of the Bring otoliths were read the same
twice, and with more than 8 rings the consistency declined to
an average of only 33 per cent.

Dover sole otoliths are very difficult to read consistent-
ly, particularly those with more than 7 rings, because with
increased age the otoliths become thicker rather than broader.
The rings thus are very close together and are folded over the
edge of the otolith.

The English sole readings were somewhat easier for the
same person to duplicate, but because in this study one of the
readings was made by the writer, and the other by Mr. Jergen

Westrheim the discrepancy was somewhat greater than with Dover

sole. When the 1948 and 1949 results are combined, 56 per cent

of the first two readings of 3., 4-, and 5-ring otoliths were
identical 44 per cent of the 6-ring readings were identical,
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33 per cent of 7- through 9-ring readings were identical, and
28 per cent of the first two readings over nine were identical.

The generally poorer agreement with the ;:,ore easily read
English sole otoliths indicate that the readings were not
completely objective, and that two people even when working in
close cooperation interpreted the otolith structure different-
ly

The petrels sole otoliths gave the most consistent
readings of the three species studied. Seventy per cent of the
otoliths with final readings of from 4 through 7 rings were
read the same twice. For 8- and 94.ring fish the agreement was

46 per cent, and over 9 rings the agreement was 37 per cent.
The generally poor agreement between first and second

readings must be kept in mind during subsequent discussions of
age and growth. The results obtained are not precise, but give
only a general idea of age and growth.

As a result of the lack of consistency in the otolith
readings, new methods for determining age are being explored.
In more recent years an attempt has :45en made to read Dover

sole otoliths immediately after the are extracted from the
fish. When the otoliths are fresh the rings are most easily
differentiated. Some preliminary work has also been done on

Dover sole scales, and tills shows enough promise to warrant

further effort. Investigators at the University of Washington
and the Washington State iiepartment of Fisheries have found

that the operas bones of English sole have rather easily
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differentiated rings, and these are also being investigated.
Unfortunately, this bone shows little promise for Dover sole.

Growth rates

An approximate rate of growth has been determined for both
males and females of all three species studied. The readings

for the entire year have been used to obtain the average site
at each age. This procedure gives the mean length at each
ring-class for the year and actually two year classes may be
involved In each mean. For example, if all annuli could be
considered as suddenly deposited on November 1, between this

date in 1948 and October 31, 1949, all 5-ring fibh would be
from the 1944 year class and all 5-ring fish dt.ring the
remainder of 149 would be from the 1945 year class. Using

two year classes in this manner might actually yield a growth
curve more representative of the area than if only a single
year class were used because some of the variation in growth

that might be present in different years would be eliminated.
There would be some advantage in taking a large series of

otoliths in the autumn or early winter to determine the growth
rate. At this time of the year growth is presumably slower and
there would be little error due to an increase in length during
the period in which the otoliths were taken. Also examination

of the otoliths indicates that in the autumn the opaque growth
of the otolith is usually complete and it is leas difficult to
assign the fish to a particular age class. Takinu small
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samples of otoliths over the entire season has the advantage
of sampling fish from a greater area both in time and space
and thus tending to eliminate any possible bias caused by
temporary or local schooling by size.

There is another factor inherent in this method of
calculating the 6rowth rate which should be mentioned. This

factor relates to the density of the stocks of fish during
the growth period. For example, a 12-year-old petrale sole,
taken in 1948, competed with a dense, unexploited population

during its period of most rapid growth, whereas a 4-year-old
fish taken at the same time competed with a much less dense
population of petrale sole (see section on statistics). It has
been shown that population density may have a great effect on
the growth of flatfish (Kandler, 1952). The type of analysis
presented here uses many different year classes in the compu-
tation of the growth curve. This situation might tend to
depress the growth curve among the larger sizes of fish (or
raise it among the smaller fish, depending on the viewpoint).

Although it is believed that calculating the growth in the
method described yields data that are useful, although not
exact, there is another factor, namely selectivity, which makes
the results inaccurate at least in the younger age groups.
Beth the nets and the fishermen select the largest fish from
the younger age groups. This results in the average size being
too large for all age groups in which some of the fish are
smaller than the size selected by either the nets or the
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fishermen.

The growth data for the English sole are based on otoliths
taken from a total of 979 females and 208 males in 1948 and

1949. The results for the females and males, respectively, are
quite similar for both years (Figure 28). The two years are

combined, by sex, in Figure 29. There is, however, a striking
difference between the growth of the females and males. The

females grow faster and become larger than the males. At the

age when the males first enter the fishery in any quantity
(4-ring fish) their growth curve has already flattened out and
is approaching the asymptote. Only the largest males from each

of the age groups enter the fishery, and even the oldest age
groups are only partially recruited into the fishery. This is

the explanation for the great preponderance of females in the
market samples. Most males do not grow large enough to be

desired by the fish packers.
Ketchen (1947) determined that the average growth rate of

female English sole between the fourth and eighth year from
11 different areas in British Columbia waters varied between
1.8 and 2.3 cm. with a mean rate of 2.1 cm. This corresponds

almost exactly with the mean rate of 2.0 cm. obtained from
fish landed at Astoria with a corresponding number of rings.
Ketchen found that the males grow at a much slower rate than

the females during the 4 to 8 year period, ana the data from
the Astoria area indicate an even greater difference.
Villadolid's data (1927) from scales indicate that Lnglish sole
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in the San Francisco area grow at a much slower rate than fish
in more northern waters.

There is also a distinct difference in the growth rate of
the male and female petrale sole (Figure 30). The females grow

faster and to a larger size. However, a larger percentage of
the males reach a marketable size than is the case with the
English sole.

Cleaver (1949) found that the rate of growth of petrale
sole females up to about 9 rings taken near Swiftsure Reef off
the southern part of Vancouver Island, 11. C., was very similar
to the rate found in this study. Females with more than 9

rings appeared to be a little larger in the Swiftsure area.
Also males with a given number of rings generally appeared to
be a little larger in the Swiftsure area.

The female and male Dover sole likewise exhibit a
difference in growth rate (Figure 31). As is the case with the
other two species under study, the females grow faster and
attain a greater size than the males.

A difference in growth rates of male and female Dover sole
landed at Eureka was also found by Hagerman (1952). In general
Hagerman's data Indicate that Dover sole with a given number of
otolith rings are sonewhat smaller than comparable fish landed
at Astoria. This may be an actual difference or it may be
caused by a different interpretation of the otolith structure.

A comparison of the growth rates of the females of all
three species indicates that the English sole grow slowest
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(Figure 32). Up to about 9 rings the petrale and Dover sole
average about the same size, but in fish having more than 9
rings the Dover sole are somewhat larger.

The male English sole are markedly smaller than the
petrale and Dover males of the same age (Figure 33). The Dover

sole and petrale sole males grow at a very similar rate.
The average length of the Dover, English, and petralo sole

males and females at each otolith ring number is given in
Table 31.

41111 composition

The otolith readinos have been used also to calculate the
age composition of English, petrale, and Dover sole landed in
the fish houses. If the samples are representative of the
landings, if the landings are representative of the fish on
the grounds, and if the age readings are reliable, the
resultant age composition will represent the age composition
on the fishing grounds. The problems of representative
sampling of the landings are discussed in another section. It
must be recognised that "age" of the fish as used in this
discussion may give only a general representation of the true
age,

The otolith readin6s for the entire year are again used,
and therefore there is one year class and perhaps a portion of
a second contributing to each age group. This may tend to
smooth out possible dominant year classes.
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Mean lengths In centimeters of English, petrale, and Dover sole at each
otolith ring number

Table 31

1-4

1948
0.1

nylish Sole
1949 1948-1949

Dover Sole
1948

Petrale Solo
1948

31.5 31.0 23.0 23.0 27.3 29.6 .. -- -. --
31.]. 32.3 30.7 32.2 40.9 32.3 -- -- 36.6 35.2

30.9 34.6 31.4 34.9 31.2 34.7 36.4 37.2 35.5 35.9

30.7 36.6 31.2 35.9 30.9_ 36.4 37.2 38.6 37.4 40.6

30.6 38.7 32.9 39.5 31.8 38.6 38.6 41.5 38.6 42.7

32.8 40.5 33.1 39.7 32.9 40.2 41.9 43.5 39.7 44.1

32.9 41.5 34.5 41.7 33.4 41.6 42.5 46.5 41.5 47.3
IMMO 42.3 -4. 43.5 -- 42.8 43.8 49.8 44.2 46.6

41.8 .... 43.6 .. 42.7 45.5 52.3 .- 49.5
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IMO& .- -. -. .- -- -. 55.0 .- -.
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Since otoliths were not taken from all the fish measured,
the age readings were weighted by the length-frequency data

which in turn were weighted by the Astoria landin,.s. Such

weighting should give a more precise estimation of the age

composition of the stocks of fish because of the much greater
number of fish measured. The method is similar to that used

by Ketchen (1949). The lengths of the fish from which otoliths
were read were grouped into one-centimeter intervals. The

percentage of each a8e group in each one-centimeter interval

was then calculated. The number of fish in each one-centimeter

length interval was next multiplied by the percentages of each
age group in each one-centimeter interval to give the number
of fish of each age group in each one-centimeter interval. For

example, if at 36 cm. 50 per cent of the fish whose otoliths
were read had 5 rings, and 50 per cent had 6 rings, and there
were 80 fish, then 40 of these fish would be assigned to the
5-ring group and 40 to the 8-ring group. The total number of

fish in each age group was then summed to give the age-

frequency weighted by the length-frequency distribution.
The modal otolith reading of the English sole females was

7 rings in 1946 and 6 rings in 1949 (Figure 34). For the two

years combined, 79 per cent of the females in the market

samples were 5-, 7- and 8-ring fish. Recruitment appears

to be complete or nearly SG with 7-ring fish. Only about 6 per

cent of the female English sole had more than 9 rings. There

appears to be little difference in the age composition of the
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females in 1948 and 1949. Neither is there a great difference
In the average otolith reading, which was 6.5 in 1948 and 6.7
in 1949.

because of the small proportion of male English sole in
the landing, both length-frequency and otolith samples were
small. The modal age of the males was between 5 and 6 rings
both in 1946 and 1949 (Figure 34). Seventy per cent of the
otoliths in the samples for the 2 yearn combined had 5, 6, or
7 rings. The average age in both years was 6.1. Less than

one per cent of the males had more than 9 rings. Even the

9-ring fish are not fully recruited because of their small
size, averaging about 34 cm. At 34 cm. many of the fish
either escaped throu6h the meshes of the net or were discarded
by the fishermen.

The male English sole otoliths are difficult to age, and
this difficulty is illustrated in Figure 34 for the 1948 data.
The small number of otoliths in the 1943 sample also contrib-
uted to the variations from the expected curve in the 7-, 8-#
and 9-ring fish. The catch curve of the 1949 males, however,

follows the pattern expected when no dominant year classes are

present.
The mode for the petrale sole females in 1946 was at 7

rings and recruitment was complete at 6 rings (Figure 35).
The average age of the females was 7.6 years. Sixty-seven per

cent of the fish taken were 6-, 7-, 6-# and 9-ring fish. The

maximum number of rings recorded was 14. Nine per cent of the
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oto itha examined had more than 10 rings.

The mode for the petrale sole males was at 6 rinds and
recruitment was almost complete at 7 rings (Figure 36). The

average age of the males was 6.7 years. Seventy-six per cent
of the fish examined had otoliths with 5, 6* 7, or 8 rings.
The maximum number of rings recorded was 14, the same as for
the females but this was the only otolith that had more than
10 rings. The males do not live as long as the females

The mode for the female Dover sole was between 6 and 7

rings although recruitment was probably not completed until
the fish had 8 rings (Figure 35). The mode for the males was

at 6 rings and recruitment was complete at 7 rings (Figure 36).
The most common ring numbers were 6* 7* 8, and 9 (69 per cent)
for the females, and 6, 7, and 8 rings 69 per cent) for the
males. The average number of rings for the females was 8.0
and the males 7.7. The maximum number of rings recorded was

16 for the females and 15 for the males. About 10 per cent of
the females and 5 per cent of the males had more than 11 rings.
The females as is the case with the other two species studied,
live longer and grow larger than the males. The difference,
however, is not as great as for the English and petrale sole.

Data for a comparison of the age composition by sex of

the three species studied are given in Table 32. In general,
the English sole are composed of younger age groups, the Dover
sole have the oldest age groups, and the petrele sole lie in
between.



Table 32
Data for a comparison of approximate age composition by species by sex

'ecruitment

Nanii--PiTOW1
Mode Average A

1948 5-6 7
English bole

1949 5-6 6

Petrale Sole 6 7

Dover 6 le 6 6-7

Yales Perna Males 1/talesSex'

6.1 6.5 7 4,5,6 5,6,7,8
6.1 6.7 7 5,6,7 5,6,7,8

6.7 7.6 7 8 5,6,7,8 6,7,8,9

7.7 8.0 6,7,8 6,7,8,9
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Statistical Analysis

Introduction

Landing statistics for bottom fish were first gathered
by the Oregon Fish Commission June 13, 1941. Companies handling

fish are required to record the pounds landed by species for
each delivery. Particularly in the early years the differ-
entiation of the various species of flatfish in the statistics
was not always perfect. Even now small amounts of sand sole

are occasionally 6rouped with petrale sole in the statistics
under the latter name. The various species of the genus

6ebastodes were generally recorded as "rockfish" during the

period of this study (1942-47). No provision was made for

recording the area of capture or the amount of fishing effort
until 1951, but the port of landing was given.

Beginning in June, 1943, each fisherman was required to
keep a record of each landing in a receipt book of his own
called a "pass book". This system was proposed as a check on

the accuracy of the company records. The pass book must be

sent to the Fish Commission at the end of the fiscal year
before a new license can be issued to the fisherman. Beginning

with the 1947 fiscal year (April 1, 1947) all landings have
been recorded by an IBM machine.

The purpose of this analysis of the catch records is to
attempt to develop some measure of the abundance of the stocks
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of English sole, petrale sole, Dover sole, and rockfish taken
by the Astoria fleet in the period from 1942 through 147 and
to determine the effects of the fishery on these stocks of
fish. During these years, which include World War II and the

period immediately followinE, the fishery was least restricted
by market conditions, with the exception of 1947. Following

1946 lack of markets frequently limited the amount of bottom
fish which could be landed. The Newport landings and the more

recent Astoria landings are not included in this analysis.

Methods

It became evident when this analysis was begun that the
ottr-trawl statistics would have to be arranged in a more
convenient manner. It would be almost impossible to analyse

the data directly from the records. There were, for example,

about 1,900 otter-trawl landings in 1946, most of which were

composed of several different species. The method decided upon

to simplify the data was the use of Rocket hand punch cards
(Figure 37). hach card represents one otter-trawl landing.
A card was made out for almost every landing (about 8,000

landings were recorded) from the time statistics were first
gathered in 1941 until the catch records were coded by the IBM
machine in 1947. A few landings may have been omitted for

reasons to be discussed later in this report.
The measure of abundance in COmmOn usage in fisheries

studies is the catch per unit of effort. The unit of effort
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in this study is restricted by the type of data to the catch
per boat trip. In order for this unit of effort to be
comparable from year to year, the same amount of effort should

be expended on each trip, or at least the average amount of
effort expended on a trip should be the same from year to year.

There are several factors which could change the average
amount of effort for a single trip from year to year. One such

factor might be a tendency for boats to take longer trips as
fish, become more scarce. The usual trip from Astoria lasts
3 or 4 days, and according to the fishermen the length of the
trips has not varied much since 1942. In order to arrive at
numerical measure of the length of the trips during the period
under study, the mean number of trips per month during the
period April through September was calculated for each of the
years (Figure 38). Longer trips would result in fewer of them
per month.

1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947

Year

Figure 38. Average number of Astoria otter-trawl landings per
boat per month
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There is no tendency toward fewer trips per month (longer

trips) exhibited by Figure 38. During the first 3 years of
this period there was an average of 3.4 trips per month and
durin.- the last 3 years 3.5 trips per month. Thus there

appears to be little chan,l) in the length of the trips.
Although fishing time per trip did not appear to change

appreciably during the period under study, the efficiency of
the vessels and crews increased markedly (luring this period.
This general increase in efficiency, which cannot be easily
measured, tends to make the catch per trip greater in 1947 than
it would have been had the gear and methods employed in 1942

been used.
Any catch per unit of effort, to be valid, must be based

on the same population of fish during the period under study.

As previously mentioned, the area of catch was not recorded

during the period of this analysis. However, the port of

landing is known for each catch. In this study, only catches

landed in the Astoria area are used. The Astoria landings are

the first to be analyzed because the preponderance of landings

In Oregon is made at this port. For example, during the years

1947, 1948, and 1949 (years in which statistics are readily

available by port) about BO per cent of the Ore.,;on landings

of English sole, petrel@ sole, Dover sole, and rockfish were

made in Astoria.
The Astoria fleet (Luring the 142'4? period fished mainly

between Tillamook Head, about 20 milet, south of the Columbia
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River, and Willapa Bay about 25 miles north of the river.
Practically all of the fishing was inside the 100 fathom
curve. This area has been fished consistently since the
beginning of the fishery. Other areas were fished by the
Astoria fleet but not as heavily. Sometimes an Astoria vessel

fished as far south as Coos bay, and during the summer it was
(and still is) a common practice for some of the boats to fish
in the vicinity of Destruction Island about 90 miles north of
the Columbia River mouth. Occasionally trips were made even

farther to the north for rockfish, or in the autumn, dogfish.
However, most of the fishing effort was concentrated nearer

to the Columbia River.

There seemed to be little extension of the fishing grounds
as indicated by the fact that the mean number of trips per
month did not decrease between 1942 and 1947. An extension of

the fishing grounds would be another factor tending to keep the
catch per unit of effort greater than it would have been
otherwise.

Extensive migrations among the species studied would have

greatly complicated this analysis. However, the tagging

results in another section of this thesis give no indication
of large-scale migrations. Except for two returns of the
yellow-tailed rockfish recovered in the same general area as
tagged, there are no such data which can be applied to

rockfish.
The great majority of the Astoria landings are included
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in this analysis. However, occasionally a vessel that made

landings in Oregon one year did not do so the next year. In

such a case the fisherman may not have turned in his pass
book, and if this happened the landings did not enter into
the analysis because after June, 1943, the data for the
analysis were obtained from the pass books. In order to get
a new delivery license a fisherman must turn in his old pass
book.

The catch per trip, although certainly not as accurate an
index of abundance as desired, is the best that can be had
with the data available. The inadequacies of the data probably

make the 1947 catch per trip greater than it should be in
relation to the catch per trip in 1942.

Several refinements of the gross data have entered into
the analysis with the hope that more precise answers would
result. The first of these relates to the period during each
year which this analysis includes, The period April through

September was decided upon for several reasons. The bulk of

the catch of the various species under study Is made in these
months (Figure 39). For the 6 years under study, the April to
September period included an average of 94 per cent of the
annual Astoria landings of Lover sole, 80 per cent of the
English sole, 87 per cent of the petrale sole, and 70 per cent
of the rockfish. The percentage of the landings marketed

during the April to September period was lowest in 1945 for
all species because many boats went albacore fishing as a
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result of the phenomenal catches in 1944, and also an unusual
period of good weather in the autumn months allowed better

than average catches late in the season.
During the fall and winter, storms make fishing hazardous

and the number and length of the trips is uncertain. Boats

may get out for only two or three drags or they may occasion-
ally be able to fish 3 or 4 days. The length of the trip is
less variable in the sultrier than in the winter.

Another reason for omitting the winter months is that fish
were not as available during this period. Some species such

as the Dover and petrel° sole move into deeper water to spawn.
During the 1942-47 period practically no fishimg with otter
trawls was carried out in waters deep enout,h to catch spawning
Dover sole, and neither were spawning petrale sole caught in
abundance. Neither are the English sole as numerous on the
fishing grounds off Astoria in the winter, probauly because
they also move to a different area to spawn. The spawning

grounds for English sole may be in shallow water where it is
not possible for the otter trawlers to operate during the
winter because of the crab pots. Because of this seasonal
difference in availability, it is believed that more
homogeneous data result if only landings during the spring and
summer months are used.

A final reason for not using, the winter months in this
analysis is that much of the effort expended during the winter
months was for the catchin,, of dogfish sharks. The high
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prices paid for dogfish livers made this a lucrative fishery.
This complication was present to a much smaller extent during

the spring and summer months.

The designation of the amount of effort involved in making

a catch is complicated by the number of species that are landed

from a single trip. Five or six species are usually landed and
sometimes even more. There is, of course, no method for deter
mining exactly what species a fisherman was attempting to

catch. Even when a vessel seeks only a single species on a
trip, incidental catches of other species are taken.
Particularly since the end of World 'car II, this situation has
often been further complicated by the imposition of limits on
the poundages of the various species that will be accepted by

the fish houses.
iirictio it is not possible to designate precisely the amount

of effort expended to catch each of the important species in a
landing, an estimate must be used. To be of value, a method

which will give such an estimate should satisfy the following

criteria:
The method must be simple enough so that an analysis

of the data is possible with the available personnel.
The method should make use of most of the available

data.
The method should eliminate from the calculations a
large proportion of the incidental species in the
landings.
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4. The method should give a reasonable estimate of the

amount of effort involved in catching English sole,
petrale sole, Dover sole, and rockfish (the species
to be studied).

It should be stressed that the basic data are not precise
enough to make meaningful a complicated and extended analysis.

With these requirements in mind, a method was proposed of

assigning the effort of an entire trip to any species
comprising more than a selected minimum percentage of the total

pounds landed Three percentages were tested: 20 per cent,

30 per cent, and 40 per cent. Other percentages could, of

course, be tested if it were thought necessary. If, for
example, 30 per cent were chosen as the minimum percentage to

be used and a landing contained 60 per cent English sole, 10
per cent petrel. sole, 15 per cent rockfish, and 15 per cent
sablefish, the entire effort for the trip would be assigned
to English sole.

The logic used in selecting this method and these
percentages is as follows. Almost all of the landings contain

at least some English sole, petrale sole, Dover sole, or
rockfish. A smaller proportion of the landings contains as
much as 20 per cent or one of these species, a still smaller
proportion contains 40 per cent, and practically no landings

are 100 per cent one species. It might be expected that often
when a landing contains a minimum of only 20 per cent of a

single species, this species may be only incidental to a
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second species with a greater poundage and that most of the
effort actually went toward capturing the second species. If
a landing is 100 per cent one species it is almost certain
that all of the effort wos directed toward the capture of this
species, but there are only a few such landings. It was hoped
that an optimum percentage could be selected which would
eliminate the assignment of effort to most of the incidental
species in a landing but at the same time allow the use of
most of the data.

In order to test the proposed method of assigning effort,
the catch composition by species of Astoria landings for June
1942, June 1944, and June 1946 were analyzed. These 3 years
were selected for analysis so that the earliest full year for
which statistics are available could be compared with a mid-
year and a later year in the period to be analyzed.

It is evident from Table 33 that for these 3 years an
average of 87 per cent of the landings containing English sole,
petrale sole, Dover sole, or rockfish contained at least 40
per cent of one of these species. Therefore if a landing must
have a minimum of 40 per cent of one of these species to be
assigned a unit of effort, an average of 87 per cent of the
landings would be used In an analysis of the catch records. At

the 30 per cent level 94 per cent of the data would be used
and at the 20 per cent level 97 per cent would be used.
Therefore the second criterion (that most of the data be
utilized) is satisfied at any of the percentage levels tested.



Table 33

Total number of landings; proportion of the total containing English sole,
petrale sole, Dover sole, or rockfish*; and the proportion of the landings
with any amounts of these species which contain minima of 20 per cent,30 per cent and 40 per cent of one of these species

* There are several species of Sebastodes in the category "rockfish"

June 1942
Number Per Cent

June 1944
Number Per Cent

June 1946
Number Per Cent

3 Year
Average
Per Cent

Total Landings 81 10.111111. 107 MO OS 206 111111F 411. wra,

Total Landings
with a Species
to be Analyzed

99 105 98 198 96 IN OP

At Least 20%
of One of the 71 89 105 100 197 99 97
Species

At Least 30%
of One of the 67 99 94 194 98 94
Species

At Least 405
of One of the 65 31 92 88 175 87
Species
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The third criterion to be s tisfied is that a large
proportion of the incidental species in the landings be
eliminated from the calculations. it is therefore important
to know what percentage of the landings of the various

species to be analyzed is less than 20 per cent, 30 per cent,
and 40 per cent of the total landing. The percentages less
than these fi6ures vary considerably by species, and are
smallest for Dover sole and greatest for pstrale sole (Table
34), which indicates that there are relatively few incidental
landings of Dover sole but considerable numbers of incidental
landings of petrale sole. The "Total" columns at the right
of Table 34 are the totals of each of the categories listed
in the columns to the left, by species. For example, 139

landings contained Dover sole, 174 contained English sole, 307
contained petrale sole and 278 contained rockfish. The sum

of all these is 898, but this aoes not represent 898 separate
landings, but rather 898 occasions the species were present.
There were actually only 494 landings in ths period under
analysis, but because several of the species under study could
be present in a lanain- the total number of times the various
species was present considerably exceeded the number of

landings. Of the 398 occasions a species under study was
present the poundage landed of the species was less than 20

per cent of the total landing on 426 occasions (47 per cent).
Thus if a species was eliminated from the statistical analysis
If it was less than 20 per cent of the landing, for a substantial



Table 34

t'roportion of the landings of Dover sole, English sole, petrels sole, and rockfish
which contain les than designated percentages in June of 1942, 1944, and 1946,

combined

55

62

Proportion of
Landings with Less 31 22 76 44 189 62 130 47 426
Than 20% of Species

Proportion of
Landint:s with Less 39 28 67 50 216 70 155 56 497
Than 30(i of Species

Proportion of
Landinos with Less 47 34 105 60 232 76 172 62 556
Than 40% of Species

Dover Sole Ert'lish Sole Petrol() sole Rockfish Total
Number of Landings

Containing the 139 174 307 278 898
Species

Per Per i)er Per Per
Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent
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proportion of the landings the poundage of that particular
species would not enter the statistical analysis.

From the preceding analysis it appears that any of the
percentages tested accomplish the objectives of -akin, use of
most of the data but at the same time eliminating a large
proportion of the incidental landinEs of English sole, petrale
sole, Dover sole, and rockfish from the analysis. There are,
however, other factors to be considered to satisfy the fourth
criterion. For example, it is possible that two or even more
species might be greater than 20 per cent of a single landing.
A landing might be composed of 25 per cent Dover sole, 25 per

cent petrale sole, 25 per cent rockfish, and 25 per cent
miscellaneous species. In such a case, an entire unit of
effort would be assigned to each of the three species
mentioned, which would have a tendency to depress the catch
per unit of effort. At the 30 per cent level there would be
less of this type of overlap, and of course still less at the
40 per cont level.

- To determine the extent of this type of overlap, the
landings in June of 1942, 1944, and 1946 were again analyzed.
For the 3 year average, 41 per cent of the landings containing
at least 20 per cent of either English sole, petrale sole,
Dover sole or rockfiah also contained at least 20 per cent of
either another of these species of some other species (Table
35). Thus, assumin,, that percentage by pounds in a landing,
and effort, are directly proportional, if a landing contained



Number of landings and overlaps at various percentage levels,
Astoria landings, month of June

Table 35

1946 3 Year
Average

Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Per Cent

96

18

41

197 99

60 30

43 22

103 52

4 2

5 3

9 ........."...........

Total Number of Landings with
English, Petrillo, Dover, or SO 0111.114 105 alit MO 198
Rockfish

Proportion with at Least 20%
English, Petrale, Dover, or 71 89 105 100
Rockfish

Proportion with Two of Above
Species at Least 20 11 15 24 23
(11/71 = 15%)

Proportion with One of Above
Species and ,Another Species 10 14 20 19
at Least 20%

Total Proportion with Two
Species at Least 20% 21 30 44 42

Proportion with Three of
Above Species at Least 207. 0 0 0 0

Proportion with One of Above
Species and Two of Any 2 3 4 4
Species at Least 20%

Total Proportion wit4 Three
Species at Least 20% 2 3 4 4

1942 3.944



Proportion With at Least 30%
English, Petrale, Dover, or
Rockfish

Proportion With To of Above
Species at Least 30;
(3/67 = 4%)

Proportion with One of Above
Species and Another Species
at Least 30%

Total Proportion with Two
Species at Least 30%*

Table 35 (continued)

Per Cent
Decline in

Overlaps from
30% Level

Proportion with at Least 4
English, Petrale, Dover, or 65 81 92 86 175 88
Rockfish

Proportion with Two of Above
Species at Least 40% 2 3 4 4 a 5
(2/65 = 3,4

Proportion with One of Above
Species and Another Species 4 6 2 2 12 7
at Least 40%

Total Proportion with Two
Species at Least 40% 6 9 6 7 20 11

rigs c nana eas S per can o sac o ee spec es.

Per Cent
1942 1944 1946 3 Year Decline in

Per Per Per Average Overlaps from
Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Per Cent 20,- Level

85 a

4

5

67 34 99 93 194 98 3

3 4 11 11 28 14 10 0111111

7 9 9 28 14 10

8 12 20 20 56 29 20 53
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at least 20 per cent of one of the species under study, for
41 per cent of the trips an equal or greater amount of effort
was devoted to the capture of any other species. For 23 per

cent of the trips an equal or greater amount of effort was
devoted to the capture of another of the four species under
study. Thus, at the 20 per cent level, a whole unit of effort
would be assigned each of two of the species being studied in
23 per cent of the trips, and in one per cent of the landings
a whole unit of effort would be assigned each of three of the
species under study.

The percentage of landings containing any two species

with at least 30 per cent of the total pounds is 53 per cent
less than when any two species contain at least 20 per cent of
the total pounds. There is a 57 per cent decline in the
percentage of the trips which would have a whole unit of effort
assigned to more than one of the species being studied. There

is a further decline in this type of overlap at the 40 per
cent level.

The statements relating effort to the landing composition
by species are based on the assumption, previously mentioned,
that the amount of effort directed toward the capture of any
species is in direct proportion to the percentage of that
species in the landing. This assumption is usually not

entirely accurate because of the catch of incidental species,
but it is sufficiently accurate for this type of analysis.

Another set of statistics which mi-,-ht help determine
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whether the fourth criterion is satisfied relates to the
actual percentage of each species in the landing at the per-
centage levels being tested. For example, in Table 36, among

landings containing at least 20 per cent Dover sole, an
average of 74 per cent of the weight of each landing was
actually composed of Dover sole. Each of the averages for the
various species was greater than 50 per cent. The averages

were high for the Dover sole, and a little lower for the
rockfish, indicating that during the period of analysis these
species could be captured and marketed with relatively small
incidental percentaiLes of other species. The percentages of

English sole and petrels sole in Table 36 are smaller, probably
because of relatively poor markets for English sole and
decreased abundance of petrale sole.

To summarize, the methods proposed for designating effort
would make use of a hi h proportion of the available data at
all the percentage levels tested. The method would eliminate

about halt the incidental landings of English sole, petrels
sole, Dover sole, and rockfish from the calculations, the exact
percentage depending on whether the 20 per cent, 30 per cent,
or 40 per cent level is used. This preliminary analysis
Indicates that it woLld be possible to use the method proposed
for assigning effort, taking into consideration the amount of
time that could be devoted to the project, and that therefore
the first criterion is satisfied.

because of the considerable duplication of species which
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Table 36

Average per cent by weight in the landinzs when a
species exceeds various percentages of the landing

..101114.010411MII.MINNIVONWM

48

58

67

* i.eighted by number z1 landings

1942
Per

Dover Sole
Ave.*

English Sole
Ave.*1944 1946

Cent by Wei6ht
1942 1944 1946
Per Cent by Weight

Lanainga with at
Least 20X, of
the Species

94 100 66 74 28 53 53

Landings with at
Least 30% of
the Species

94 100 71 78 0 56 56

03'Landings with at r4
Least 40% of
the Species

94 100 76 82 0 0 62 62

51 36 70 56 62

60 45 75 64 70

65 50 79 70 75

Landings with at
Least 20% of
the Species

58 49

Landings with at
Least 30% of
the Species

64 57

Landings with ct
Least 4011 of
the Species

65 64

Petrale $010, Rockfish
1942 1944 1946 Ave.* 1942 1944 1946 Ave.*
Per Cent by Weight Per Cent by Weight
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include at least 20 per cent of any single landing, the 20 per

cent level was discarded from further consideration as the
minimum percentage which would be assigned one unit of effort.

It was not thought advisable to increase the level for
assigning a unit of effort above 40 per cent, because at the
40 per cent level an average of only 24 per cent of the land-
ings of petrels sole in June of 1942* 1944* and 1946 would be
used in the analysis (76 per cent of the petrale'sole landings
contained less than 40 oer cent of this species, Table 34).
Furthermore, the percentage of petrale sole landings with at
least 40 per cent of this species decreased sharply from 46 per
cent in June, 1942, to 26 per cent in June* 1944, and then to
14 per cent in June, 1946. Even at the 40 per cent level, it
was felt that as the abundance of the petrels sole decreased
(this decrease will be demonstrated later in this section) the
petrale sole would only be assigned a unit of effort when they
were particularly available to the fishery. Such a situation
would tend to maintain artificially the catch per unit of
effort at a higher level than it should be.

As a result of this analysis of the June landings, it was
decided that if one of the species being studied included at
least 30 per cent of a landing it would be given one unit of
effort At this level, based on the June records analyzed*
94 per cent of the landings could be used in the analysis of
the catch statistics. In one landing out of five each of any
two species included at least 30 per cent of a landing and in
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one landing out of ten, each of two of the species under
study composed at least 30 per cent of a landing. Thus in

10 per cent of the landings, each of two of the species under
study would be assigned e full unit of effort. However, in the

landings with over 30 per cent of one of these species, the
average percentage of that species in the landing ranged from
56 per cent for English sole to 78 per cent for Dover sole.
Certainly almost all of the effort in landings with at least
30 per cent Dover sole was usually directed toward the capture
of this species. Even in landings with a minimum of 30 per

cent English sole it appears that most of the effort was
usually directed toward the capture of English sole.

Discussion and conclusions

based on the methods described in the preceding paragraphs,

a summary of the statistical analysis for English sole, petrale
sole, Dover sole, and rockfish is given in Tables 37 through

40. The relationship of effort, catch, and catch per unit of
effort are given in Figures 41, 44, 47, and 50.

When a fishery *develops on a virgin population, the catch

per unit of effort is generally high because there is an
accumulated stock of fish. The catch per unit of effort then
drops as the accumulation is wiped out. This i3 the natural
course of events and a decrease in catch per unit of effort
taken by itself in no way indicates a depletion of the stocks
of fish. This decrease in abundance is actually beneficial.
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A stock of fish not subjected to exploitation Is relatively
static, held in check by some limiting factor such as available
food, predators, or spawning area. The population in such a
case shows little or no increase from year to year which could
be exploited by a fishery. However, as a fishery develops

and the accumulated stock decreases, the ability of the popula*
tion to increase in relative abundance becomes greater (Graham,
1938). The growth rate of a species may also increase
materially with a decrease in abundance (Kandler, 1962). This

productive capacity of the population reaches the maximum rate*
according to Graham's (1938) theory, at the inflection point
of a sigmoid curve (Graham calls this the population curve)
and then decreases. If the fishery can be stabilized at the
inflection point of the population curve, the maximum equilib-
rium yield would theoretically be obtained.

The maximum equilibrium yield may change, however, with

changing ecological conditions. For example, the food of the
particular species under study may become more abundant* and

if food is the limitine, factor the productivity of the
population may increase. The maximum equilibrium catch will

correspondingly be increased.

There are not enou8h precise data available for the stocks
of fish utilized by the Astoria fleet to determine the maximum
equilibrium yield. The following analysis must, therefore, be
of a more generalized type.

The English sole statistics will be analyzed first



because this species appears to present less cause for
controversial conclusions than the others. In 1942 the En lish
sole was of minor importance in the landings of flatfish at
Astoria, const!.tuting only 3 per cent of the combined landings
of English, petrale, and Dover sole (Figure 40). The

percentage of E lish sole in the combined 1andin6s of these
three species gradually increased and reached a maximum of 39
per cent in 1946. In 1946 more pounds of English sole were

landed at Astoria than either Dover sole or petrels sole.
There was a alitht decrease in the relative importance of
Engliah sole in 1947 to 34 per cent of the combined landings
of the three species of flatfish under study..

40

30

20

3.0

Figure 40. Per cent of English sole in the combined landinol
of 1ng1ieh, petrel., and Dover sole

This increase in the imoortance of the English sole is
also reflected in the number of significant landings (effort),
which increased from five in 1942 to a peak of 300 in 1946, and
then dropped to 104 in 1947 (Figure 41, Table 37). As the
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Table 37

Summary of catch analysis of English sole for
Astoria landings, April through September

English sole increased in importance the proportion of the
total poundage landed which was used in this analysis increased
also (Table 37). In 1942 only 6 per cent of the total pounds
of English sole landed at Astoria were from landings with over
29 per cent English sole, but in 1946 this percentage had
Increased to 78 and then dropped slightly in 1947 to 76.

During the years in whIch Bnglish sole was becoming more

important to the commercial fishery the landings of this
species at Astoria in the April-September period increased from
about 116,000 pounds in 1942 to over 2,700 000 pounds in 1946*

The catch then fell in 1947 to about 1,100,000 pounds The

decrease in both effort and catch in 1947 results from the
decrease in the demam for fish following the war. Almost all

of the bottom fish exhibit this slump in production in 1947*

Total Pounds
[Anded

Pounds Used
in Analysis

Per Cent
Used in
Anal sis

Effort Catch per
Unit of
Effort

1942 115,568 6,557 6 5 1,311

1943 397,827 105,595 27 20 5,280

1944 512,430 150,620 29 52 2,897

1945 444,398 204,169 46 32 6,380

1946 2,741,610 2,127,256 78 300 7,091

1947 1,104,912 839,362 76 104 8,071
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The analysis of the landings of English sole indicates a
rising trend of catch per unit of effort from 1942 through
1947. This rise is contrary to the general course of a fishery
as previously described and was caused mainly by two factors.
The first was that the fishermen more actively sought out this
species where it was most available and the second was an
increase in efficiency of the otter trawlers.

In summary, then, there was a rising trend in pounds of
knglish sole landed in Astoria, of amount of effort, and of
catch per unit of effort from 1942 through 1946. In 1947 both

the total pounds landed and the effort decreased because of
economic conditions, but the catch per landing continued to
increase. This analysis indicates that the stocks of English
sole fished by the Astoria fleet were in good condition in
1947. In fact, they may not have been fully exploited at this
time as indicated by the continued increase in the catch per
unit of effort.

A detailed analysis of the catch statistics after 1947
will not be presented in this thesis. Beginning in 1947,

limits were placed by the fish plants on the amount of flatfish
which could be landed, making the stLtistical analysis even
more difficult. The landings of rockfish were put on a limited
basis as early as 1946. The poor market conditions which

caused the imposition of landing limits in 1947, 1948, and 1949
held in check the intensity of the otter-trawl fishery.
However, the sharp decline in the demand for rockfish after
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1945 changed the emphasis to the catching of flatfish, a factor
which tended to uphold the intensity on the latter species. In

1950, 1951, and 1952 market conditions improved and the demand

for flatfish increased.
The e,f,eneral trend of landings of English sole for the

entire state is shown in Figure 42 for the 1942 through 1952
period. This figure illustrates the increase in pounds landed
through 1946* followed by a decline because of poor market
conditions in 1947. Market conditions improved somewhat in

1948, and there was a considerable increase in the pounds of
English sole landed, aolin followed by a decrease in 1949. In

1950, 1951, and 1952 the demand for flatfish was relatively
good and this is reflected by generally good landings of
English sole during that 2eriod.

The fishery for petrale sole has progressed in quite a
different manner from that for English sole. When the otter-

trawl fishery first began to develop in Oregon in 1937, it was
the petrale sole that was desired. The other species were not
in demand. Unfortunately, no catch statistics were collected
by the state in this early period. The pioneer Oregon otter-

trawl ftshermen state that a load of petrale could be obtained
with little difficulty close to port.

By the time catch statistics were first gathered in 1941,
much of the accumulated stock of petrale sole may already have
been cropped. In 1942, the first full year in which statistics
were gathered, the petrale sole landings for the entire state
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were about 1;, million pounds greater than the Dover sole

landings, and English sole was of only slight importance.
However, at Astoria the emphasis had already swunG away from

petrale sole, and Dover sole was the species of flatfish with
the greatest pounds landed.

In contrast to the En lish sole, which was least impor-
tant in pounds landed in 1942 relative to the other two species
of flatfish under s4udy, the petrels sole was more important
aurinp7 this year than in any subsequent year. The proportion

of petrale sole in the combined English, petrale, and Dover
sole landings at Astoria has shown a decreasing trend from the
high of 45 per cent in 1942 (Figure 43). The 1943 low was

caused by the large catch of Dover sole that year (Figure 47).

378

1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947

'Year

Figure 43. Per cent of petrels sole in the combined landings
of English, petrol., sna Dover sole



1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

Total Pounds
Landed

1,942,637

1,372,680

1,190,498

736,916

1,607,820

782,952

179

The number of landings containing more than 29 per cent
petrale sole (amount of effort) decreased from 1942 through
1945, but in 1946 increased greatly and was even 9 per cent
greater than in 1942 (Figure 44, Table 38). The increase in
effort in 1946 is also reflected in the English and Dover sole
catches, and is caused by a drop in the demand for rockfish.
Althoueh there was a greater effort in 1946 than 1942, the
total poundaLie of landings in whici4 petrale sole was at least
30 per cent of a landint; was 45 per cent less in 1946 than in
1942. The amount of effort in 1947 again declined considerably*

Table 38

Summary of catch analysis of petrale sole for
Astoria landings, April through September

Pounds Used
in Analysis

Per Cent
Used in
Analysis

Effort Catch Per
Unit of
Effort

1,730,117 89 216 8,010

798,737 58 95 8,408

610,932 51 97 6,298

316,140 43 57 5,546

952,690 59 236 4,037

527,752 67 111 4,755
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There was a consistent decline in the catch per unit of
effort from 1943 through 1946, and then a sli-ht rise in 1947.
Assumln-- a direct relationship between catch per unit of effort
and abundance this decline represents an approximate 50 per
cent decrease in abundance. However, it has been pointed out
before that there are several factors such as increased
efficiency of the sear which tend to buffer a decline in the
catch per unit of effort. Therefore, the abundance of petrele
sole available to the Astoria fleet during this period probably
decreased considerably uore than 50 per cent. Whether the

stocks of petrale sole have decreased in abundance below the
point where the maximum equilibrium yield may be obtained is

difficult to say without a more exact analysis than is possible
at the present time.

Annual Oreon production of petrale sole for the 1942 to
1952 la illustrated in FI,Lure 45. During the 1947-52 period
the annual pounda-e varied considerably. There was an increase

In pounda6e in 19480 a drop in 1949, and then with improved

markets a rise to over 3 million pounds in 1950. Production

then fell in 1952 to about the previous low in 1947 of 1.4
million pounds.

The importance of the Dover sole 1andin6a at Astoria in
relation to the English end petrale sole landings varied
considerably during the 1942-47 period (Figure 46). The trend

of relative importance during these years is downward, but in
each year the Dover sole landinc,s were greater than the 33 per
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cent which would be expected if the landings of each of the
three species under study were equal. In fact, the Dover sole
contributed an average of 51 per cent to the combined poundage

of Dover, English, and petrale sole during the 1942-47 period.
The Dover sole durinc this period was the mainstay of the
flatfish fishery for boats operating from Astoria.
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Figure 46. Per cent of Dover sole in the combined landings
of English, petrale, and vover sole

The intensity of the 'Jover solo fishery varied in the
1942-47 period mostly because of market conditions (Figure 47,
Table 39). In 1944 una 1945 the intensity was considerably
lower than in 143. Tits decrease was caused by the increased
importance of rockfish and the excellent albacore fishing in
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Table 39

Summary of catch analysis of Dover sole for
Astoria landings, April through September

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1944. A large number of otter trawlers fished albacore in 1945
as a result of the good catches of 1944. In 1946 the effort
devoted to catching Dover sole increased because the demand for

rockfish decreased and the catches of albacore declined. In

1947 the effort decreased because of generally poor market
conditions.

During this period the avera's catch per unit of effort
was about 15,500 pounds during the first 3 years and 14,300
pounds during the last 3 years. From 1945 to 1947 there was a

large decrease in catch per unit of effort As with the other
species, part of the decline in aver&ge catch is masked by
increased efficiency of the boats and crews.

before 1942 there were practically no landings of Dover

Total Pounds
Landed

Pounds Used
in Analysis

Per Cent
Used in
Analysis

1,952,547 1,895,980 97

6,453,248 60315,720 98

1,125,368 996,520 89

2,110,334 2,033,113 96

2,963,328 2,856,539 96

1,477,335 1,390,936 94

Effort Catch Per
Unit of
Effort

121 15,669

354 17,841

77 12,968

109 18,652

231 12,366

116 11,991
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sole in Oregon. In 19418 less than 20,000 pounds were landed
in the entire state. The demand increased very rapidly and in
1942 almost 2 million pounds were landed in Astoria. The peak

year in the 1942-47 period was 1943 when almost 6' million
pounds were landed in Astoria. The fishery in 1942 and 1943
took place on almost virgin populations. The accumulated stock
was being taken and a drop in the catch per unit of effort was

inevitable. The drop in catch per unit of effort indicated in
Figure 47 does not mean that the abundance dropped below the
point of maximum equilibrium yield.

The Oregon 1andin6s of Dover sole increased somewhat

following the drop in 1947 to 2,308,264 pounds in 1948 and
3,003,574 pounds in 1949 (Figure 48). In 1950 market condi-

tions improved considerably, and fishermen sought out the Dover
sole actively. As a result the Oregon landings increased
markedly to about 6,300,000 pounds, approximately the same

poundage that was reached at the previous high in 1943. Even

this poundage was exceeded in 1951 when over 8 million pounds

were landed, but in 1952 there was a decrease to a little over
7 million pounds.

The landings of rockfish were not differentiated by
species in the catch statistics. The principal species landed
in Ore6on aLring the 1042-47 period in order of importance,
were the red or orange rockfish, the yellow-tailed or .reen
rockfish, and the black rockfish. There were several other
species landed in minor quantities. The demand for rockfish
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Was one of the most important factors governing the otter

trawl fishery during the 1942-47 pertod. The demand increased

sharply, restating in a rise in the Oree:on landinL;s .frof; less
than 2 million nounds in 1942 to a peak of 17g million pounds

In 1945. Then the demand declined almost as quickly and in
1947 the Oregon 1andin6s dropped to less than 7 million pounds.

The importance of rockfish to the ottertrawl fishery
during this period is demonstrated in Figure 49. In 1942

rockfish constituted 27 per cent of the total Astoria landings
of English sole, petrels sole, Dover sole, and rockfish
combined. As the demand for rockfish increased its relative
importance also increased rapidly until in 1945 seventy-two per
cent of the combined landings of the three important flatfish
and rockfish was composed of rockfish. When the demand

decreased, the proportion of rockfish in the landirv;s also
decreased and the flatfish became relatively more important.
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Figure 49. Per cent of rockfish in the combined landin, s of
English sole, petrale sole, Dover sole and
rockfish
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During the period of increasing demand for rockfish the
fishing intensity also increased rapidly (Figure 50, Table 40).
In 1945 the fishing intensity was over four times as great as
it was in 1942. In 1946 and 1947 the intensity dropped

abruptly as the demand for rockfish declined.

Table 40

Summary of catch analysis of rockfish for
Astoria 1andin6s, April through September

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

As was the ease for the Dover and English sole, the stocks
of rockfish in 1942 were still practically in a virgin
condition. Only a little fishing had taken place prior to
1942 and as a result there were large accumulated stocks of the
various species of rockfish on the grounds.

The rise in the catch per unit of effort between 1942 and
1945 was caused by two main factors. Probably most important

was that it took some time to exploit fully the three important

Total Pounds
Landed

Pounds Used
in Analysis

Per Cent
Used in
Analysis

Effort Catch per
Unit of
Effort

411110.1100.11.../

1,132,506 709,502 63 112 6,335

2,844,666 2,286,969 80 163 13,613

4,654,390 4,643,444 99.8 558 12,971

8,742,231 8,565,175 98 412 20,789

3,389,684 2,929,818 86 299 9,799

2,900,381 2,690,665 93 222 12,120
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species of rockfish in all of the areas available to the
fishery. The second important factor was the increased
efficiency in catching rockfish. The taking of these fish
requires a specialized type of otter-trawl gear allowing a

greater vertical opening in the net. This gear vas gradually
being developed during the 1942-45 period. The sharp drop in
catch per unit of effort in 1946 was caused mostly by limits
placed on the amount of rockfish that could be landed,

In summary, the rise and fall of the rockfish fishery was
caused by economic conditions rather than changes in abundance.

There was, however, a tremendous catch of these species in
1945, and whether this had a Amerally adverse effect on the
stocks of fish is not known. There is at least one area where
a species does show a serious decline in abundance. This is a
very small area of shallow water (5 to 10 fathoms) just north
of the Columbia River north jetty inhabited by a stock of black
rockfish. According to interviews with fishermen and Fish

Commission records, this small area yielded about 2 million
pounds of black rockfiah in November, 1943. This almost

decimated the population and catches in this area have been
very all since then.

DLring the period 1946-52 there was little demand for most
rockfish and the Oregon landings (exclusive of Pacific ocean
perch) varied between 3.7 and 4.7 million pounds (Figure 51).

During this period, however, the demand for one particular
species of rockfish, Pacific ocean perch, increased rapidly.
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This species is similar in appearance to the East Coast
rockfish which is marketed in tremendous quantities as ocean
perch. The species was first landed in abundance in 1949, and

In 1952 the landings eyceeded the combined poundage of all the
other species of rockfish (Figure 51).

Although the 3rogori Fish Commission did not collect catch

records of the otter-trawl fishery prior to 1941, an extremely
interesting an e-,)mplete set of lo- records are available for
the period from April 22 to June 22, 1937. These records were

kept by International Fish Company vessels which fished in
pairs in a paranzella operation southeast of the mouth of the
Columbia River in about 50 fathoms. The vessels were from 6an

Francisco, and most of the fish caught were shipped to that
city.

Because this was a two-vessel, paranzella operation, the
catches are not directly comparable with those of otter-trawl
vessels. In California the two types of gear were operated in
an overlapping period, the otter-trawl 6ear gradually replacing
the paranzella gear, arid soma idea of the relative efficiency
of the two types of gear could be obtained. Mr. J. A. Aplin,
marine biologist for ti.e California Departmant of Fish and
(lama, stated in a letter to the writer that their best estimate
was that the otter trawls were about 71 per cent as efficient
as the paranzella gear.

During the period of fishing, 46 one-day trips were made.
The total catch was as follows: petrale sole 296,380 pounds;
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English sole 88,340 pounds; rex sole 47,040 pounds; sand

dabs 12,460 pounds; and assorted fish 65,800 pounds. The

assorted fish may have been mostly scrap nib. it is of
interest to note that rex sole and sand dabs were considered
of sufficient value to separate from the rest of the catch.
The Orecon otter-trawl fleet has had little demand for rex sole
and none at all for sand dabs, except for mink food.

It is evident from the total production noires that
petrels sole were readily available in 1937. For example,

77 per cent of the production for all trips of what would now
be called marketable fish (that is excluding sand dabs, rex
sole, and assorted fish) was petrels sole. This dercentago is

a little high, because there was soLle marketable fish such as
ling cod, rockfish, and sablefish among the assorted fish.
For co:lparison, the June average poundage for the 3 years shown

in Table 39 of only landings containing at least 20 per cent
petrel() sole, was 51 per cent petrale sole.

The average catch per day (no trips were longer than one
day) of all trips re6ard1ess of the amount of petrels sole
taken included 6,440 pounds of petrel.* sole. For comparison,

the avera,e catch per -,nit ol effort given in Table 38 for
1942 was 8,010 pounds, and for 1947 was 4,755 pounds. These

catch per unit of effort figures were computed for an average
trip of at least 3 days in length and included only landings
with at least 30 per cent petrels sole.

If the avera_e uLA1:y catch of petrale sole made in 1937
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were multiplied by three to make it comparable to the aver6c,o
3-day trip in the 1942-47 period, a figure of 19,320 pounds is
obtained. To make this figure more comparable to what an

otter trawler mizht have taken, it was multiplied by 0.71, but
it should be recodnized that the factor Is only an estimate.
The resulting 13,717 pounds is 71 per cent greater than the
catch per unit of effort fire for 1942 which supports the
previous hypothesis that by 1942 much of the accumulated stock
of petrale sole had been harvested.

Analysis of Length-Frequency Distribution

Introduction

Market samples of En61ish, petrale, and Dover sole were

measured from 1948 through 1951, and are still being measured

for l'over sole. t5amp1es were discontinued for the other two
species because of the increasine, importance of Dover sole,

the need for larger samples, and the lack of personnel
necessary to sample actequately all three species. All fish
measured were ticen between %Maga Bay on the north and

Tillamook head on the south.

Interviews with the skippers insured that samples were
taken from only the area under study and the taging returns
indicated that the stooks of English, petrale, and Dover sole
in this area exhibited little mioftation, at least durin the

season of heavy fishini.;. The samdles, therefore, were mainly
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from the local (Astoria area) stocks of fish, with perhaps an
occasional migrant mixed in from the north or south.

The ottertrawl fleet itself acts as the sampling medium
on the fishing grounds. The Astoria fleet is large enouzh to
keep the area under discussion well explored and when fish are
found the information is usually relayed by radio to the other
boats. Modern equipment such as fathometers and loran (the

latter since 1950) allows the boats to locate and fish any spot
desired with a high de-ree of accuracy. The fleet is constant-
ly en-aged in exploration to find fish. Intensive fishing
follows and then, when fish again become scarce, there is
further exploration. The result is that in general wherever
the fish are most numerous or most available, that is where the
fishermen may be found.

Although the boats usually sample the heaviest concentra-
tions of sole available, the fish are not sampled randomly by
size. The net itself is selective and because various sizes
of mesh were used in different nets (usually 120 thread webbing

from 411.i to inches, center to center of the knots, stretched
mesh, was used in the cod-ends) the selectivity was often quite
different. The nets select the bier fiLlh from each of the
younger age groups, and it is only when all individuals of a
sin6le age group are large enou6h to be taken by the nets that
there is no selectivity of this type. however, it is possible
that there may even be some selection of the larger, older
fish. For example, if a s.iall-meshed cod-end is used, the net
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might be plugged quickly with small fish and this could set
up currents at the mouth of the net which mizht allow the
larger, stronger -swimming fish to escape capture.

After the fish are landed on the deck of the vessel, there
is a further selection by the fishermen, who cull out the fish
too email to be accepted by the fish houses. The fish landed
at the dock have thus gone through two processes of selection,
one by the net and one by the fishermen. For a landing to be
representative of (all sizes of fish in an age group, all the
members of the age group must be large enough to be captured

by the net and also to be accepted by the processin-7 plants.

Methods

When taking market measurements the usual procedure was to

set up a table made of two fish boxes one on top of the other.
The boxes were placed near the fish bin and the fish were taken
from the bin in as random a manner as possible. Measurements

were made on a cradle-type measuring board to the nearest one-
half cm. and at the same time the sex was determined and
otoliths taken from some specimens. During the spawnin8 season

the condition of the gonads was also recorded. All data were
recorded on a lined, celluloid sheet. The celluloid sheets
facilitate writing in water and fish slime. The usual procedure

in 1948 was to measure 100 fish in each sample. The size of
the individual samples was increased to 200 in 1949 and 400
in 1951.
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The treatment the fish received at the time of capture
and when unloaded probably helped to insure a mixing of the

various sizes of English, petrale, and Dover sole. fahen the

net is brought aboard the otter-trawl vessel at sea, the
"pucker string", which closes the end of the cod-end like a
draw string, is loosened and the catch spills out into
compartments on the deck. Aeasurements of flatfish in one area
of the bin extendin from the top layer toward the bottom did
not indicate that there was significant stratification by size
(Tables 42 and 43).

After being released on the deck the fish are sorted, the
scrap fish and those too small for commercial use are
discarded, and the larger food fish are saved. The hatch above

the flab bins is opened and the various species are separated
into several chutes leading to different bins in the hold. At

the time of unloadiw the fish are again mixed when shovelled
into the large buckets which are lowered into the hold from the
dock. The bucket is lifted by a winch and the contents emptied
into a fish cart on the dock. Finally, the fish are mixed when
they are dumped into the bins at the fish houses. This latter
operation is usually accomplished by pushing a cart rapidly
toward the bin and unlatch1n6 the gate at the rear of the cart
which allows the fish to spill out onto the pile of fish
already present.

In general, it apears the method of operation insures
reasonably well a-ainst stratification by size. Subsequent to
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the period of this analysis, the mean lengths of eight
consecutive samples of 50 liover sole each were tested by the
analysis of variance. These eLht samples were taken from one
area of a bin in the fish house. The first sample was from
the top of the bin and subsequent samples extended toward the
bottom. There was no significant difference among the means,
which gives added evidence against stratification by size.

However, it is possible that a single market sample is
not representative of the entire landing. For example, a

vessel might take half of a load in an area of small fish and
then move into an area of large fish to complete the trip. A

market sample might then be representative of only one-half
the fish in the landing.

For analysis at the laboratory, measurements were grouped
into one-centimeter intervals. The fish in a particular one-
centimeter interval include lengths from 27.76 cm. to 28.75 cm.
inclusive. The midpoint of the interval is at 28.25 cm. and
the fish are designated as being 23 cm. in length. This type
of desi6nation applies to all measurements of fish recorded in
this thesis.

Vurin the period of this analysis the area of catch was
not recorded in the landing statistics and it was therefore
impossible to weight the length-frequency samples by the total
landings from the area unaer study. However, the port of
landing is available for each fare and during the 1948-51
period most of the Astoria landings came from the Astoria area.
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This was especially true for the Lover sole landings. This

method of weighting is not precise, bit it was tried for both
sexes of English, petrale, and Dover sole to determine the
effect it would have on the unweighted samples.

Discussion and conclusions-

For the English sole, the length-frequency samples were

grouped into 2-month periods, starting with January-February,

and weighted by the Astoria landings for the same periods*
The samples were then totaled by period to give the annual,

weighted length-frequency distribution* There is little

difference between the weighted and unweighted distributions
with the exception of the females in 1948, and to some extent_

the males for the same year (Figure 52).
The mode of the female length-frequency distributions is

near 37 cm. Almost all of the females are between 30 and 45

cm., a size range of about 6 inches. The largest female
measured during routine sampling was 51 cm. in length. The

males are much smaller and the mode is at about 33 cm. At

37 cm. (the mode of the females) there are only a few males in
the samples. The ;Aale length-frequency curves rise sharply to

a peak and then drop off again just as sharply. At the modal

length of the males aroximately one.-half of the fish are
discarded at sea. Almost all of the males lie between 28 and
38 cm., a range of approximately 4 inches. The largest male

measured during routine sampling was 44 cm. in length.
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It is rather difficult to determine by visual examination
of Figure 52 whether significant chan6es took place in the
length-frequency distribution durini; the 1948..51 period. There

is no indication of a decrease in size of either male or female
English sole. To obtain a more objective measure of any
possible chan6e in the length-frequency distribution, chi-
square tests were devised. I-Lee:muse of the -enerally good

agreement between the weighted and unweighted length-frequency

distributions and because of the lack of precise data for
weighting, the unwei6hted length-frequency data were used in
these tests.

Examination of the catches at sea and the land ins in the
fish houses has demonstrated that the size of mesh used in the

nets and the sorting procedures used by the fisherman have a

marked effect on the left-hand portion of the length-frequency

curves. An analysis of possible changes in the size composi-

tion of the stocks of sole is not concerned with such effects,

but is rather primarily concerned with the fish that are fully
recruited to the fishery. Therefore the chi-square tests for
possible differences in size composition are applied in all

cases only to the rii,ht-hand portion of the curl/vs.
For the English sole females, the unweighted length-

frequency distributions of fish lar6er than 36 cm. were

compared. First the distributions by 2-month intervals within

each year were compared (Table 41), the hypothesis being, that

each 2-month sample was drawn from a homogeneous population.
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For 1949 there were significant differences within the year at
the 2 per cent level, for 1950 there were significant differ-
ences at the 1 per cent level, but for 1948 and 1951 there were
no significant differences at the 5 per cent level. The chi-

square texts indicate that for 1948 and 1951, the first and
last year for which samples are bein, compared, the within-year
data are homogeneous, so all samples in each of these two years
were grouped. In 1949 and 1950 unknown factors caused

significant differences in the within-year samples, so that
they could not be ,rouped. A chi-square test of homogeneity

of the 1948 ana 1951 data should indicate whether there are
any significant d fferences in the length-frequency
distributions for the two years. A chi-square test with six
degrees of freedom yielded a P value between 0.01 and 0.02,
which su8Lests that the length-frequency distributions of the
unweighted data are in fact different*

In order to determine visually where these differences
occur, Figure 53 was constructed. In the left part of the
figure are the unweighted length-frequency distributions of
female English sole for 1948 and 1951 expressed in per cent.
The graphs in the right part of Figure 53 result from combining
the percentage frequencies unweighted by the Astoria landings
at each centimeter interval for 1943 and l51, obtaining the
mean frequency at each interval, and then subtracting the 1940
and 1951 frequencies respectively, at each centimeter interval
from the mean frequency to t;et the deviations from the means.
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These deviations were then plotted.
The plotted deviations show in general a larger proportion

of fish near the node in 1943 compared with 1951 and a smaller

pro ortion of fiih 43 cm. in length and larger* because there

was some difference between the wei6hted and unweighted

distributions in 1943, the weighted distributions for the 2
years were also graphed in Figure 54, and the same pattern
resulted. The significant differences in the length-frequency
distributions are not caused by a smaller proportion of large
fish in 1951, and in fact the opposite appears to be true.

because of the small number of male English sole in the
samples, no statistical testa were applied to the length-

frequency data. The only difference in length-frequency
distribution which appears to be of any interest is that in
1951 there was a smaller proportion of small fish at about
30 cm. than in 1948. This could have been caused either by

closer sorting or by larger mesh.
The length-frequency data for the petrale sole were

grouped into 3-month intervals starting with January-February-

March but omitting October-November-December because only a

few fish were measured in these months* The data, both

weighted by the Astoria landings and unweighted, are graphed

in Figure 55. Rxcept for 1948 and the females in 1951 the

weighted and unweighted curves are quite similar. The weighted

graphs generally have reater variations than the unweighted,

particularly in 1948* This ua1ht be caused by weighting
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small, aberrant samples by large total land ngs. In 1948, the
year of greatest variation in the weighted samples, only 631
female petrels sole were measured, which is about two-thirds
of the 1951 total, one-half of the 1949 total, and one-third of
the 1950 total. There is no obvious trend toward either larger
or smaller females during the 1948-51 perIod, although there is
considerable variation in the length -frequency distributions.
The peaks of the distributions range from 42 cm. in 1949 to
48 cm. in 1951 for both the weighted and unweighted data.
There is usually s secondary peak at about 36 cm. the signifi-
cance of which is not clear. This secondary peak does not
appear to move toward the right with successive seasons as
would be expected if it were a dominant year class.

The mode of the male petrels sole Is near 38 cm., at a
considerably smaller size than the mode of the females. The

male length-frequency curves rise more sharply to a peak than
the females and then drop off rapidly. There is only a small
percentage of males larger than 45 cm., but a substantial
portion of the females is larger than 45 cm. There is no
obvious evidence of a decrease in the size of either the
females or males durin this period.

In order to obtain statistical evidence of any possible
variation in the length frequency distribution of the female
petrale sole, chi-square tests were again used. The tests were
applied only to Cat, unweighted females 44 cm. in length and
larger. The hypothesis was advanced that the samples grouped
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by 3-month intervals were drawn from a homogeneous population.

There were no significant differences at the 5 per cent level
In any of the within-year samples (Table 41). Therefore all
samples taken in each year were grouped, and the length-

frequency distributions compared by proposing the hypothesis
that all distributions came from a homogeneous population.
The resulting chi-square value was 79 and with 21 degrees of
freedom the hypothesis was rejected at the one per cent level.

In order to determine visually where the differences in
the female petrale sole length-frequency distributions occur,
Figure 56 was prepared similarly to Pigure 53. The data for
all 4 years were graphed and the deviations plotted on the
right are deviations from the unweighted means at each one-
centimeter interval for the 4 years combined.

In 1951 there was either an excess of female petrale sole
48 cm. and larger, compared with the 4-year average expressed
In per cent, or a deficiency of fish smaller than 48 cm. This

type of diagram does not distinguish between the two situa-
tions. A percentage excess in one size-group results in a
deficiency in another size-group, even though there is not an
actual deficiency in absolute numbers of the second size-
group. The reverse situation might also occur. This must be

kept in mind in this type of analysis of length-frequency
distribution.

There is no appearance of any kind of a trend during this
period. In particular, there is no evidence of a trend toward
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smaller fish. Because of the differences in a few of the
weighted and unweiGhted length-frequency distributions, the

weighted data were also plotted (Figure 57) with very similar

results to those found in Figure 56.
During the 1948-51 period there was no (telling for iA)ver

sole between October and May because this species was not
present on the fishin6 grounds durin- the winter season. For

this reason, market samoles were taken only between June and
October, principally in July, August, and September. Almost

all of the Astoria landins of Dover sole in this period came
from the Astoria area, so weighting the length-frequency
distributions by the Astoria landings should give valid results.
The length-frequency market samples for July* August, and
September, respectively, were therefore weighted by the Astoria

landin s for each of these months. The weighted and unweighted

distributions for both sexes are almost identical (Figure 56).
The length-frequency curves of females rise rather

abruptly from 30 cm. to a peak of about 42 cm., and then
gradually decline to about 63 cm. The female Dover sole have

a greater size range than either the female petrale or English

sole. This curve is typical of what mi6ht be expected, on the
left the curve is rather steep because of selectivity by the
nets and by the fishermen, but there is a decided right skew.

A comparison with the length-frequency distribution of
the female petrale sole is interesting. The petrale sole
curves do not exhibit the steep rise on the left side, in fact
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they are left skewed. Unpublished data of the Pacific Marine

Fisheries Commission indicate that because of their broad,
stiff bodies, practically all petrels sole of the size range in
Figure 55 are retained by the nets. Furthermore, there in
usually very little discard by the fishermen of fish in this
same size range because of the relatively high price and good
demand for petrale sole. The conclusion to be reached is that
the petrel(' sole females gradually become available to the
fishery over a wide size range.

The male Dover sole length-frequency curves reach a peak
at about 36 cm., and then the curve is skewed right to about
5, There is a greater proportion of extremely large fish
of both sexes in 1948 than in the succeeding years.

Again chi-square teats were used to give objective
evidence of possible differences in the length-frequency
distributions of females larger than the 41 cm. and males
larger than 39 cm. The unweighted data for July, August, and
September of each year were compared for both sexes, the

hypothesis being that the samples each month were drawn from

a homogeneous population. No significant differences were
found at the 5 per cent level for either sex (Table 41). The

data for each year were then grouped, and the hypothesis

advanced that the samples each year came from a homogeneous

population. This hypothesis was rejected at the one per cent
level for both males and females. The males are included in
the Dover sole analysis because the increasing importance of
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this species resulted in an increasing number of fish being
sampled.

Figures 59 and 60 were constructed in the same way as
Figure 56 to give visual evidence of where the unweighted
len-th-frequency aifferences occur for both female and male
Dover sole. In general there are minus deviations from the
mean curve amon- females smaller than 51 cm. in 1948, and plus
deviations among fish larger than 51 cm. The opposite is true
for 1951. There is evidence of a decreasing proportion of fish
larger than 54 cm. in the period from 1948 to 1951, inclusive.

Comparing the male Dover sole in the same way, there are

plus deviations from mean curve among fish longer than 45 cm.

in 1948 and minus deviations among fish of the same size in
1951. There is a decreasing proportion of fish larger than
47 cm. There are also deviations among fish smaller than
43 cm. which contributed to the significant chi-aquare value.
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Sampling the Otter-Trawl Catches at Sea

Introduction

Beginning in 1941, statistics collected by the Oregon Fish
Commission give the pounds of each species landed for each
otter-trawl trip. Beginning in 1948, market samples hive the

size composition of the English, petrale, and Dover eole landed
at Astoria (since 1952 only Dover sole have been measured).
However, the total catch at sea before sortin- and discarding
unwanted fish has not been known, nor has the size composition

of the important species of sole caught at sea been known.
There is considerable discard of species not desired by the
market or desired in only limited quantities. There is also
a considerable discard of the three principal species of flat-
fish and observations at sea indicate that al,I.ost all discarded
fish of these species are dead.

An understanding of the amount of discard of the important
marketable species of flatfish is of importance for several
reasons. First, it is poor utilization of the resource to
destroy large numbers of small fish which, if left to continue
their growth, would become of considerable value to the
fishery. The male f!mglish sole are an exception because they
mature at a small size and ienerally do not become large enough
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to enter the market landinbs.

Second, where fishinE is so intense that the maximum

possible yield in pounds is not being attained, the discard
of dead small fish may not only be poor utilization but also
poor mana-ement of the fishery* Lestroying large numbers of
small fish not suitable for the market has the effect of making
the fishery more intense than it need be by applying fishing
intensity to fish of a smaller size than in demanded by the
market.

There is also a large discard of species not desired for
human consumption or at least not fully exploited* Some of

these species, although at present in little demand, are
excellent food fishes. Others could be used for pet food,
mink food, hatchery fish food, or even in reduction plants.
It is important to know the magnitude of this potential supply
of protein that is being wasted.

At the present time the expanding mink-raising industry
In Oregon is dependent on the otter-trawl fishery for a supply
of fish. As explained in another section, both fillet scrap
and whole fish are being used. There has been considerable

criticism of the mink raisers for usin6 whole fish to feed
their animals, but there should certainly be no objection to
the use of discarded scrap fish for mink food or for any other
purpose. This analysis will estimate the amount of so-called
scrap fish now being discarded which should be used if
possible.
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The information on the catch at sea by species can be of
importance in still another way. It has been su,ested that
as an important commercial species becomes depleted, one or

more competing species might move into the ecoloO.cal niche
left partially vacant. It is this type of interaction about
which our studies may yield information of value. The data
now being obtained will be the basis for comparisons with
similar data taken in future years.

Methods

To obtain the information desired, biologists sampled the
catch as it was brought aboard commercial otter-trawl vessels,
recording the fish by species and in addition, measuring the
English, petrel., and Dover sole. Data were obtained from 12

trips made between May 8 and September 14, 1950, in an area

between Coos Bay, Oregon, on the south* and Destruction Island,
Washinzs;ton, on the north. On these trips 38,215 fish of 29
different species were counted (Table 42). A few small fish
such as smelt and various agonids, not important enough to be
Included in this anfillyais, were omitted from Table 42.

Other pertinent data were also col!ected on each trip.
A complete log of the trip was kept. Each net used was

described. The average size of the :lesh in the cod-end was

obtained by measuring every fifth mesh (stretched including one
knot) from the pucker string to the intermeaiate. At some time

on the trip 20 stomachs of either Dover, English, or petrel.
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No

/1
I.
3

120

29

3

2

AO

31
1

11
3

31

56 13
496

2
648 17
256 1211
867 35
790 68

3

96 207
55

66
2

3017 2341

Table 42

28 _ - 90
1 - 0 3

38 29 49 2557
4 . 4 1

23 2 14 6. 58 14 -
- - -

-
.. - 1 _ 20- .. - 11- .. - 38

3 3 9 2 5
18 4 26 22 18
_ 5 173 45 116

58 22 11 60
.7-

Experiment Number
4 5

147 54 249 25
5 - -

- - 1
1012 66 6027

12 416 14
41 350 122

373 330 6772
AO

OA

00

AO

1708

5'73 605
121101,

ARO

2101 16588

ANIA

AO

7

44
a

75

11
25

ASA

1

6 35

a

9

2 11
4 12

58 9

42

49 69
61

83 413
61 1000
51 94
98 109

269
214
35

382

13
10
1

696 1999 1160

140 63

3 10
8 5

4

Spe lea
Codfish, Pacific
Dogfish Shark
Hake
Halibut
Ling Cod
Ratfish
Rockfish

Bocaccio
Black
Green-striped
Idiot
Ocean Perch
Red
Yellow-tailed

Sablefish
Shad
Skate (mostly big)
Sole

Arrowtooth
Bellingham
Curlfin
Dover
English
Petrels
Rex
Rock
Sand Sole
Sand Dab
Slender
Starry Flounder

Sturgeon, Green
TOTAL



Codfish, PacifjA:
Dogfish Shark
Hake
Ealibut
Ling Cod
Ratfish
Rockfish

Bocaccio
Black
Green-striped
Idiot
Ocean Perch
Red
Yellow-talled

Shad
skate (mostly big)
Sole

Arrowtooth
Bellingham
Curlfin
Dover
English
Petrel*
Rex
Rock
Sand sole
Sand Dab
Slender
Starry Flounder

sturgeon, Green

4.11MINOM01101.111NNOMMINIMIINO0411M110.4.1M11..

Table 42 (continued)

_12 Total
200

200 246
50 3452

2 15
24 125
54 311

24 61
1 7

- 30
11. . - - 38

10 - 28 104
13 . 1 119. . 34 25 481
44 1 4 52

13 102 41 20 420

28 101 65 47 903
4 172 5 743

3
250 123 784 156 9848
228 2599 4 113 6128
102 458 50 905 3060

29 674 95 199 9919
3

1 - . 4
34 2 17 1606. 77

5 172 . 2 247. . 2

Per Cent
0.5
0.6
9.0

trace
0.3
0.8
0.2

trace
0.1

trace
0.1
0.3
0.3
1.3
0.1
1.1

2.4
1.9

trace
25.8
16.0
8.0

26.0
trace
trace
4.20.2
0.6

trace

Experiment Number
10 11

' 27 .. 24 9
.5 433 2

2 .
3 23 3. - 27

. -. 4
..4

. - 6. .

TOTAr 685 5016 1127 1777 38215 99.8
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sole were preserved for food analysis at the laboratory.
small Ln lish, petrale, and Dover sole were collected so that
their otoliths could be examined for age determination.
Average weights of some of the more numerous scrap fish were

taken to be used in estimatin the pounds of fish discarded.
When sampling aboard the vessels at sea, it was necessary

to interfere as little as possible with the normal operation of
the vessel. For this reason no attempt was made to change the
ordinary routine of fishing, though a different procedure might
have helped to obtain a larger or more representative muple.
The usual practice is for the fish to be spilled from the net
into bins on the deck of the vessel. These bins consist merely

of boards fastened on edge to the deck forming a box which
keeps the fish confined. The crew immediately begins to

separate out the scrap fish including small commercial sole.
The fish of value are iced in the hold.

As soon as the fish were spilled into the deck bins, a
biologist began to sample the catch in one corner of the bin.
The crew was requested to begin sorting in other parts of the
bin. 'Alien the crew began to sort fish close to where the
biologist was working, the sampling was discontinued. The

biologist started to sample at the top of the pile and worked
as deep into the bin of fish as time 7e1'mitted. Sometimes the

deck of the vessel was reached, but usually not.
The estimates of the amount of discard depend primarily

on getting representative samples of the catch at sea, and also
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of the length-frequency distribution of the principal species
of the marketable sole both at sea and at the time of unloading
the catch. Thera are several ways in which the method of

sampling at sea mijit have resulted in an unrepresentative
sample. The larrest fish, either of one species or adiong
various species, might tend to be at the top or at the bottom
of the pile. The method of sampling from the top of the bin
toward the bottom was intended as a safeguard against this
type of bias. Different species of fish or fish of the same
species but of different size might tend to be distrIbuted
differently in the four corners of the bin available for
sampling.

Two graphical methods were devised for detecting whether

fish were stratified in the bins according to size or shape.
In this analysis, the data from experiment I (May 8-11) were
used. On this trip, 3,017 fish were sam,Aed of which the most
abundant was petrale sole (867 fish or 28.7 per cent of the
sample). The second most abundant species was re x sole (790

fish or 26.2 per cent of the sample) all of which were
discarded. There were also 648 Dover sole sampled (21.5 per

cent of the total) and 256 English sole (85 per cent).
Sixteen other species were present in the samples, but none
of them in amounts larger than 4 per cent of the total.

Petrale sole and rex sole were used in the following
tests mainly because the shape and size of the two species are
quite different. The petrale sole is a relatively large,
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broad, inflexible species, ana the rex sole is a small,
narrow, and pliable species.

The fish of all species sampled fie= each draz on this
trip were arranged into columns of 50 in the order of campling.
The first fish sampled from the top of the pile use the top
fish of the first column on the left, and the last f ah sampled
near the bottom of the pile was the bottom fish in the last
column to the ri&t. To simplify the analysis, only columns
containing 50 fish were used.

If there were a cLan8e in the ratio of petrale to rex sole
proceeding from the top toward the bottom of t-e fish in the
bins, such a change should be shown in the numbers of each
species in each column. If, for example, the rex sole should
tend to be stratified toward the bottom of the pile and the
petra/e sole toward the top, as the samplinz proceeded down
throvwh the pile, the ratio of petrale sole to rex sole would
decrease.

The ratios of petrale sole to rex sole in eah oolumn of
50 fish from each drag are redresented graphically in Figure 61.
The horizontal axis represents the column number. Column one

contains the ratio of petrele to rex sole in the first 50 fish
measured, and the column farthest to the right contains the
ratio of petrale to rex sole in the last 50 fish measured
(except for the few fish that did not malel, a complete column).
The vertical axis is on a loc scale so that 6(1w:a chanes
in ratios will be represented by equal changes in distance on
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Figure 61. Ratio of petrale sole to rex sole in consecutive samples 
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the 6raph.
The graphical repreentatIon appears to show a greater

ratio of petrale sole to rex sole toward the t02 of the pile
in four of the nine drags (kay 9, drag one; May 10, drags two
and three; May 11, drag one). There is possibly an opposite
trend in drag two on May 11. The remaining four drags Rive

no evidence of a trend.
The 3recedin6 type of analysis is subjective, and

statistical tests of the data have been devised to arrive at
more objective conclusions. The hypothesis is advanced that

the ratio of petrale sole to rex sole in the spies near the
top of the pile is the same as the ratio toward the bottom of
the pile. For the two drags with only three samples, the
hypothesis proposed is that the three ratios are identical.

These hypotheses were tested by chi-square. The number

of petrale and rex sole, respectively, were tabulated in the
firLt 100 or 150 (depending on the total size of the sample)
fish counted of all species in each drag, and the same was done

for the last 100 or 150 f1c,1 counted. The first tabulation was
of fish at the top of the pile and the second of fish toward
the bottom of the pile. The chi-square values, deerees of
freedom, aid P values are given in Table 43 for each of the

nine drags tested. The hypothesis of homogeneity is suspect

In only the second drab on May 10. For this drag, rejection
of the hypothesis that the samples are drawn from a homoone-

ous population is indicated. Among the four graphs which
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Table 43
Teat of the hypothesis of homogeneity of the mtios
of petrale sole to rex sole at the top and toward

the bottom of a bin

1

May 11 2

3

between 0.20
and, 0.10

between 0.20
and 0.10

between 0.70
and 0.50

between 0.30
and 0.20

between 0.35
and 0.02

letween 0.00
and 0.10

between 0.10
and 0.05

between 0.30
and 0.50

bet,neen 0.70
and 0.80

visually appear to show a greater rtio of oetrale sole to rex
sole toward the top of the ,Ile, testing with chi-square
etmports this appearance in only one case.

Although Table 43 indicates that there is seldom a
significant amount oi strntification of the two species
tested, the ch -square analysis depends on getting representa-

tive samples near t!.e top aild near the bottom of the pile of

fish. A definite attempt was made to obtain such sales, but
because of the rollinc of the vessel, fish slid into the

Chi-square D. P.
.01.0111.1.16.

3.5 2

2.2 1

0.3 1

2.6 2

4.0 1

2.0 1

2.9 3.

1.0 1

0.1 3.

Date Drag Hunter

:VI: a y 9 2

3

Wolle.0.01104..1.0-111.

:Niay 10 2

3
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sampling area from the surrounding pile, and it was difficult
to sample straight thro 11 the pile of fish to the deck. If
there actually is a stratification by size with the larger,
broader, more inflexible species toward the top, the subsequent
estimates of species composition will be biased toward an
increase in numbers of the larger, broader, species.

There was also the possibility that fish of one species
(in this case petrale sole) might be stratified according to
size, either the large or small ones tending to be at the
bottom. To determine if such a condition existed, the mean
lengths of the petrels sole in each column of 50 were
calculated. These mean lengths were plotted according to

column number, similarly to Figure 61 (Figure 62). Any change

in mean size from the top to the bottom of the pile should be
evidenced by either a downward or upward trend in the slope

of the line connectinL the mean lengths. No such trend line

is shown in the 6raphs
Again, the interpretation of the graphs in Figure 62 is

subjective, and to 6et an objective test, the means of the
1en6ths in each column, by drag, were compared using the

analysis of variance. The hypothesis tested is that all the
petrale sole lengths from each drag are random samples from

the same population* The degrees of freedom, values of F, and
probabilities are given in Table 44* All the P values are
greater than 0.05 and therefore the conclusion to be drawn is
that in each drag the fish lengths come from a common



Data

May

May 10

May 11

Drag Number

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3
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Table 44

Comparison of the mean lengths of petrels sole
in samples taken from a bin before sorting

D,F

2;40
11;82

5;63

2;39
3;34
3;96

8;133
6;89
5;107

0.45 >0.05
0.54 >0.05
1.6 >0.05

0.85 >0.05
2.2 >0.05
1.45 >0.05

1.5 >0.05
0.62 >0.05
1.8 >0.05

.........0.1,01.1111101110111.110

population.

However, again it should be pointed out that this type of
analysis depends on getting adequate samples extending from the
top to the bottom of the pile of fish. It is usually rather
difficult to get to the bottom of the pile because fish
constantly slide into the area of sampling. If the smaller
fish in the samples taken at sea do sift to the bottom and are
not sampled adequately, the succeeding estimates of the amount
of discard of small fish of commercial species will be low.

In order to test for possible variation in size and species
composition at opposite corners of the fish bins, two biologists
made a trip aboard the same vessel during, the period from
September 944, 1-450. The usual procedures were followed on

this trip, except that the biologists sampled the catch at
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Figure 62. Mean lengths of petrale sole by column in random =tries of
the catches made by an Astoria otter trawler, May 9-13., 1950
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opposite corners of the bin At the conclusion of the trip
each biologist summarized his data independently and the
results were compared,

The total number of fish .pled, and the percentage of
most of the species in the two samples were quite similar
(Table 45). Biologist A counted 2,540 fish and 20 species:
biologist 13 counted 2,487 fish and 19 species. These totals
include 11 tom cod not shown in Table 45. The extra species
tabulated by biologist A was a sin-le sand sole. The most

abundant species was English sole, which constituted 52.9 per
cent of the total count of biologist A and 50.5 per cent of
the total of biologist B.

In order to test statistically he sampling by each
investigator at opposite corners of the bin, the hypothesis
was advanced that the species composition is independent of
where the sampling occurred. This hypothesis was tested by
chi-squar (all species with five or less individuals counted

by either investicator were combined under a miscellaneous
category). With 14 degrees of freedom and a chi square of
52.0, the P is <0.001 and therefore the hypothesis is rejected
and it is concluded that the catch composition by species from
the opposite ends of the bins is actually different.

The computations indicate that 32.9 of the total chi square
value of 52.0 comes from the petrale and rex sole. Because

these two species contribute so much to the chi-sq,uare value,
their relationship will be analyzed more thoroughly. Table 46
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Table 45

Catch composition by species found by bio1o6ists A and 13
when samplinc 2,540 and 2,487 fish, respectively, during

one otter-trawl trip

biologist A
Per Cent

Biologist I)

0.5
0.3
0.5
8.0

trace
0.4

trace
0.1
0.1
0:6
2.2

2.0
3.6
2.4

52.9
7.4

15.4
trace
0.8
2.9

100.1

compares the number of petrels and rex sole counted by drag

by each sampler. The numbers of the two species counted by

sampler Ei were increased by a factor of 0.0213 because of the

s1i6ht1y larger total counted by sampler A. However, this made

little difference in the counts because there was such a small
difference in numbers sampled.

In 18 of the 21 drags the number of petrels sole counted

Species Numbers

Cod
Pacific 13
Tom 7

Dogish Shark 12
Hake 202
Halibut I
Ling Cod 11
Rockfieh

Black 1
Red 2
Yellow-tailed 2

Shad 15
Skate (mostly big) 55
Sole

Arrowtooth 51
Bellingham 91
Dover 60
En6lish 1343
i'etrale 187
Rex 392
Sand Sole 1
Sand Dab 20
Starry Flounder 74

TOTAL 2540

Iumbers Per Cent

14 0.6
4 0.2

12 0.5
231 9.3

1 trace
12 0.5

3 0.1
8 0.3

11 0.4
29 1.1
47 1.9

50 2.0
81 3.3
63 2.5

1256 50.5
271 10.9
282 11.3

0 0.0
14 0.6
98 3.9

2487 99.9



Table 48

Numbers each drag of petrale and rex sole counted in
opposite corners of a deck bin and differences in adjusted

numbers at opposite corners

Date
Drag

Number

Petrel° Sole Rex Sole
Sampler

A 13

Adjusted Adjusted B
minus A

Sampler
A 1-5

Adjusted
13

Adjusted B
minus A

Sept. 9 1
2

22
15

20
19

20.4
19.4

- 1.6
/( 4.4

25
30

7
17

7.1
17.4

- 17.9
- 12.6

Total 37 39 39.8 2.8 55 24 24.5 - 30.5
Sept. 10 1 8 13 13.3 / 5.3 25 32 32.7 It 7.7

2 20 21 21.4 /I 1.4 29 12 12.3 - 16.7
3 10 21 21.4 / 11.4 40 18 18.4 - 21.6
4 4 10 10.2 6.2 41 15 15.3 - 25.7
5 3 8 8.2 / 5.2 67 35 35.7 - 31.3

tal 45 73 74.6 29.6 202 112 114.4 - 87.6
Sept. 11 1 3 4 4.1 1.1 64 63 64.3 / 0.3

4 9 10 10.2 1.2 4 2 2.0 - 2.0
Total 12 14 14.3 2.3 68 65 66.4 - 1.6



/ 7.2, 8.4
- 6.0/ 6.1
/ 15.9
/ 6.2/ 6.3
- 2.6
/I 4.2
/ 14.0
/ 9.4/ 7.3/ 0.1
II 8.3

/ 25.2
/ 89.8

Table 46 (continued)

?etrale Sole
Adjusted b

minus A

hex Sole
6amp1er Adjusted Adjusted fiA DB mlnus A

IIIIMIMNI.000411*WININIWNIMMIN.11111111/111101...111

0 0 4MW 41.0.11

0 0 IMAM ao or

0 0 WOO 41111.111*

0 0 01111 MY 41011111.

0 0 OP

0 0 -- 0641111.

0 0 .. ....
5 8 8.2 / 3.2
3 6 6.1 / 3.1
8 14 14.3 6.3

12 28 28.6 / 16.6
3 3 3.1 / 0.1

23 13 13.3 - 9.7
21 23 23.5 / 2.5
59 67 68.4 / 9.4

392 282 288.0 -104.0

Drag
Date Nun4'.er

Lcmpler
A 13

Adjusted
13

Sept. 12 1 8 15 15.2
2 9 17 17.4
3 7 1 1.6
4 1 7 7.1

Total 25 40 40.9

Sept. 13 1 5 11 11.2
2 6 12 12.3
3 21 18 16.4
4 4 8 8.2

Total 36 49 50.0

Lept. 14 1 12 21 21.4
2 9 16 16.3
3 4 4 4.1
4 7 15 15.3

Total 32 56 57.2

GRAM., ¶L Yi4AL 187 271 276.8
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by B was greater than the number counted by A (Table 46). fore
petrale sole were counted by 4 in each of the 6 days of samplin7.
The evidence indicates that either there were more petrele sole
in the corner sampled by B, or B was biased toward selecting
petrale sole (or A azainst petrel() sole).

The evidence with re6ards to rex sole is less conclusive.
There were 15 drags containin,. this species, and in ei6ht drags
sampler B counted fewer rex sole than sampler A (Table 46).
Many more rex sole than petrale sole were counted by sampler A

durilv the first 2 days, but on the third day the difference
between the two samplers was only two fish and on the last two
drags saiupler A counted leas rex sole.

For the first 2 days there were either more rex sole in
the corner of the bin sampled by A, or A had a bias toward this
species (or B against the species). During the last 2 days
conditions evidently changed so that B counted more rex sole.

Although there is a significant chi square when comparing
the sam:Aes by species from opposite corners of the bin, the
evidence indicates that most of the difference is caused by
the petrale and rex sole. A much smaller part of the total
chi-square value is contributed by th other 13 categories
(12 species and 1 miscellaneous category). The reason for the
difference in the proportions of rex sole and petrale sole
sampled by the two bioloists is not clear. It is conceivable
that biologiat imay have inadvertently had a bias toward
petrels sole and away from rex sole during the first 3 days of
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the trip. In the last 2 days this possible bias remained for
petrale sole, but disappeared for rex sole. On the other hand,

this difference may have been real, possibly associated with
the manner in which the fish are distributed in the net and
released onto the deck. Further experimentation is needed on
this phase of the sampling. In the meanwhile, samples should
be taken from a different corner each "split" where possible
to minimise possible differences in distribution by species.

Because the En6lish sole was the principal species
sampled, the length-frequency distributions compiled by each
of the biolo6ists were graphed (Figure 63). The fish measured

by biologist B sewli to be slightly larger, although the
difference is not reat. A chi-square test gives objective
evidence as to the homogeneity of the two length-frequency
distributions. The calculations give a chi-square of 264,
which with 20 degrees of freedom yields a P of between 0.10 and
0.20. This chi-square value indicates that it is likely that
the two samples are drawn from a common population.

There is another possible sampling error which has not
been explored. Occasionally two deck bins are filled with fish
rather than one. Because of lack or time and the fact that the
use of two bins is not the usual procedure, no tests have yet
been carried out to determine any possible bias in the sampling
when two bins are used.

There is also Lhe possibility of getting biased samples
of the landing. This possibility is discussed under the
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Figure 63. English sole lengthfrequency polygons from boat samples 
taken by biologists A and B in opposite corners of a 
deck bin 
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section on analysis of the length-frequency distributions.
Because of such things as weather conditions and darkness,

it was not always possible to .,et a sample from each drag.
There were 172 separate drags made in the course of the 12

trips and 133 of these (77 per cent) were sampled. When

samples could not be taken, the biologist estimated the per-
centage composition of the catch by species. These estimates

were used in conjunction with information from previous and
(or) followinz drags to approximate the species composition.
If both preceding and following drags were sampled, these were
used in estimating the composition of the drag not samdled.
However, if, for example, the last drag of the day was not
sampled because of darkness, and if it was made over the same

grounds and had approximately the same species composition as

the previous two drags, the mean of the two previous samples

was used for the final sample. In this way, estimates were
made of the species composition of each drat; not actually

sampled.

The samples and estimates of the species composition in

each drag were then combined for the entire trip and the total
is assumed to be representative of the catch at sea before
sorting (Table 47). It is not possible to determine the
species composition in numbers for each drag because the total

weight of catch for each drag is not known. Therefore, each

drag is given equal weight in estimating the species composi-
tion for the trip. :Arica there is no way to omit from the



Table 47

Numbers of fish, by species, counted in the 1950 sahip1in6 at sea plus extimates of the
species composition of dra6s not sampled

Experiment Number
3

OP

56

4
62

- - 4 - - -
1 . - 1 a - 6
1 - ao . . - -
- - 11 . - - -

-
3
e
7
-

33

121 - - - -
7 3 394 - 13

23. 5 13 - 17
283 95 12 - -

- - - 52
11 57 15 23 140

Species
2

Codfish, Pacific 46
Dogfish ;4hark 1
Hake 14 151
Halibut 1 7
Ling Cod 4 41
Ratfish 335
Rockfish

hocaccio 42 .
black -
Green-striped
Idiot

4. -
-

Ocean Perch - -
Red 44 6

1 29
ablefish 17 .

Shad 4 .
Skate (mostly big) 46 117

4 5

90
3

49 2557
4

14
14

- -
9 2

26 22
178 45

-
11 60

15

5

35
32

983
2

29

1052
1

2

143 75 96
2

3 12 16
a 8 27

6 10



* Indicates less than 0.1 per cent

Table 47 (continued)

itxperiment 44u,oer
Total minus

Species 11 12 Total ?er Cent Exp. 5 for Cent

Codfish, Pacific
Dogfish Shark 0

WO

200
233
254

0.5
0.5

143
251

0.5
0.8

Hake 2 53 4172 8.9 1615 5.4
Halibut 2 19 18 0.1
ring Cod 3 24 161 0.3 155 0.5
Ratfish 28 55 537 1.2 537 1.8
Rockfish

bocaccio 4 26 76 0.2 76 0.3
Black 1 17 * 17 0.1
Green-striped 6 . 31 * 31 0.1
Idiot - - 11 * 11
Ocean Perch - . 121 0.3 121 0.4
Red - 31 512 1.1 510 1.7
Yellow-tailed - 1 141 0.3 119 0.4

Sablefish 36 25 698 1.5 653 0.2
Shad 1 4 61 0.1 61 0.2
Skate (mostly big) 54 20 587 1.3 527 1.8



Table 47 (continued)

opeoiee 2 3 4
Experiment Number

5 6 7 10

Sole
Arrowtooth 31 29 176 54 249 27 68 79 40 157
Bellingham 815 5 71 6 242
Curlfin 2 4$10

Dover 958 44 1357 66 6027 86 813 380 446 146
hnglish 352 1953 19 416 14 61 1455 313 376 3166
Petrale 1209 /73 62 350 122 51 128 47 178 576
Rex 1169 77 445 330 6772 98 155 539 55 915
Rook 3 to
Sand Sole 5 Oa 605 1 44.

Sand Dab 133 307 ON* 573 6 50 18 30 43
Slentier 81 OM 12 14
Starry Flounder 89 OW 1 2 7 226

Sturgeon, Green 2 IWO '-

TOTAL 4500 3892 2210 2101 16588 963 3055 1.986 1181 6759



* Indicates leas than 0.1 per cent

Table 47 (continued)

Total Per Cent
Total minus

kap. 5 Per Lient

1127 2.4 878 2.9
1145 2.4 1145 3.8

3 * 2
11417 24.5 5390 18.0

8257 17.7 8243 27.5
3844 8.2 3722 12.4

10912 23.4 4140 13.8
3 * 3

611 1.3 6
1180 2.5 1180 3.9
107 0.2 95 0.3
327 0.7 327 1.1

2 * 2

4C566 99.6 29978 100.0

Experiment Number

11 12

Sole
Arrowtooth 118 49
bellinibam - 6
Curlfin . -
Dover 937 157

4 128
Petrale 58 890
Rex 155 202
Rock . -
Sand sole - .
Sand Dab 2 18
Slender -
Starry Flounder - 2

6turgeons Green - .
TuTAL 1417 1894
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catch the drags not sampled, the species composition of such
drags was estimated in oruer to weight more correctly the
entire catch by species. This procedure gives an estimate of
the percentage composition by species for each trip but not of
the actual number of each species caught at sea. The number of

fish taken at sea by species is important particularly in
arrivin at an estimate of the total number of fish discarded.

The estimate of the percentage composition by species for
an entire trip, arrived at in the above manner, will be precise
if the estimate of the composition of each drag is accurate and
if the number of fish sampled in each drag is a constant per

of the number of fish captured in each drag. If the
percentage sampled varies among drags, individual drags will

not be weighted correctly. These two assumptions are not

entirely valid. The first is not valid because 23 per cent of
the draga were not sampled at all, and the species composition
of these drags is based on visual estimates and the composition
of previous and (or) following drags. Also it is not certain
that the catch composition by species is the same in all parts
of the bin. The second assuaiption is not valid because the
amount of sampling of each drag is not necessarily proportional
to the number of fish present except that in general a larger
catch yields a larger sample because it takes longer for the
fishermen to sort the catch. Nevertheless, the estimates of
the species composition by trip derived in the above manner are
the best available, and will be assumed to be representative of
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the catch at sea.
The ideal method of computing the number of fish caught

by species for each trip wuuld be to calculate the numbers
caught in each drag and total these for the trip. Such estima-

tions by drag would require that the weight of fish caught in
each drag be known or that a known percentage by volume be

counted.

Knowin8 the weight of the catch made by each drag might
also increase the precision of the discard estimates of
English, petrale, and ifover sole. The weight of these species

in each drag could be converted to numbers. The numbers caught

by drag could be totaled for the trip, and by subtracting the
numbers landed the discard would be obtained.

Investigators in NOW England, when confronted wit the

problem of estimatin the catch composition at sea, have
tabulated the catch by species from an entire typical drag once
a month (Merriman and V*arfel, 1948). Such a procedure is not

adequate for the Oregon otter-trawl fishery because it is
impossible to ,et a typical drag once a month. This is because

several important species can be fished for during any month

along the lengthy Ore-on and Washington coast. The fishermen

may seek out English sole, Dover sole, petrale sole, or various
species of rockfish depending on the market and the availabil-

ity of the species. Under such conditions, smaller samples
from a great many drags give more precise estimates of the
catch composition by species than complete tabulations of a
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few drags.

The estimate of the catch at sea of Un lish, petrale, and
Dover sole depends on getting a representative sample of the
length distribution both before and after the catch is sorted
at sea. These three species were measured to the nearest one-
half cm. in the samples taken at sea, and also a sample of at
least one of the three species was measured when the fish were
unloaded. Al]. sam'Aes were grouped into one-cm. intervals.

An assumption of the method for determining the catch of

Engl sh, petrel°, and Dover sole before sorting is that all
fish larger than a selected 3iLe were landed. For ease in
discussion, these larger fish will be called no-discard fish.
The size at which all sole were assumed to be landed was 3 cm.
greater than the Mode of the len6th-frequency distribution
plotted from the market sample. For example, if the mode of
a market sample of English sole was at 33 cm., all sole 36 cm.
and greater caught at sea in the same trip were assumed to have
been marketed. There is always some doubt when sorting at sea

as to whether fish close to the minimum acceptable market size
should be kept or discarded. Because of the value of the fish
near the mode, very few larcr fish are discarded by the
fisherman at sea. Almost all fish 3 cm. larger than the market
sample mode are kept, and therefore the assumption that all
sole larger than a certain size are landed is for practical
purpose& satisfied. The method used to calculate the catch of
English, petrel°, or Dover sole at sea before sorting is
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illustrated in Figure 64.
To convert the pounds of the principal species of flatfish

marketed to numbers marleted, the length-weight relationship
for the females was used in order to simplify the amount of
calculating. This could be done because in that part of the
size range where most of the fish occur the length-weight
relationship is almost identical for both sexes (Table 7).
Among the larger fish, the females are slightly heavier than
males of the same length, but because most of the large fish
are females (the extremes are all females) this is of little
practical importance.

It is possible to test at least partially the reliability
of the method of estimatin6 the number of English, petrale, or
Dover sole taken at sea before sorting by using the data from
five of the 1950 trips. On these trips there was no discard
(except for one day of experiment 7 when all Dover sole were

discarded) of the one principal species of commercial sole
caught at sea. For each of these trips the length-frequency
distribution of the samples taken at sea and in the market
should be similar, aasuming representative sampling, because
the population sampled is the same. The length-frequency

distributions of the sea and market samples were compared for

each trip by a chi-square teat of homogeneity (Table 48).
In only one of the five comparisons was there a signifi-

cant difference between the length-frequency distributions of
the sea and market samples. This analysis indicates that in



36 cm.

M Known number of fish marketed (1,000).
8 Number of fish taken at sea before sorting.
a ° Number of fish 36 cm. or larger taken at sea before sorting.
a' Number of fish 36 cm, or larger marketed.
a a' (by definition)

From the market sample al " .4M
at" .4 of 1,000
a1 400

400

a
400

S 2,000

Figure 64. Method of calculating the catch at sea in numbers of
the principal species of sole, hypothetical example
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8.a 'Sample
Length-Frequency

'Distribution

a'

Market Sqmple
Length-Frequency
Distribution

therefore a

From the sea sample .25
.23 m°
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Table 48

Chi-square test of agreement between length-frequency
polygons of sea samples and market samples

general the sampling was adequate, but that an occasional non-
random sample was taken. If there is an occasional bias in the
sampling, estimates of the discard at sea will be biased to
some extent.

A variation in the method of calculating the discard at
sea of the three imoortant species of sole is as follows.
Instead of estimatine the discard for each trip, and then
combining the results, all samples taken at sea are combined in
order to estimate the total discard for all trips combined.

For example, in the case of the Dover sole the length-frequency
distributions of each trip are tabulated, even though as few as
nine fish were measured on a trip and even though no market

sample was taken for many of the tripe. These length-frequency
distributions are then combined to diva a total length-
frequency distribution of all the Dover sole measured at sea

Experiment
Number

Iftrarmow

Degrees of Freedom Chi-square
Value

3 20 26.3 0.10 s. 0.20
7 14 134.4 <0.01
8 18 20.1 0.30 s. 0.50
9 20 18.3 0.50 s. 0.70

11 19 17.5 0.50 4.. 0.70
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(experiment 5 was omitted for reasons given elsewhere In this
section). Combining all the length-frequency samples allows

4,363 measurements of lover sole to be used, whereas there are
only 3,377 measurements which are accompanied by a market
sample. however, combining the sea samples in this manner has

the disadvantage of not weighting the samples of individual
trips by the catch of individual trips.

During 1950, market samples of flatfish were taken at
Astoria throughout the season and those combined samples were

used to compare w!tl, the combined sea samples in the estimation
of discard. The total length-frequency distribution of all
Dover sole measured in the market samples was assumed to be

representative of what the fleet landed (and therefore what the
Astoria market would accept). In 1950, 2,679,000 Dover sole

were landed in Astoria and 1,077,000 of these were large enough
to be classified as no-discard fish (>42 cm.). The sampling at
sea indicates that 34.8 per cent of the fish caught at sea in
trips out of Astoria were larger than 42 cm., and therefore
(using the procedure described previously) 34.8 X s 1,077,000
and X (total number of over sole caught at sea) is 3,095,000.
The difference between the catch at sea of Dover sole and the
landin6s in Astoria is 416,000 fish (13.4 per cent discard).

This procedure was also followed for the English and

petrale sole resultinz in an estimated discard of 50.1 per cent
for English sole and 47.7 per cent for petrel, sole.

After estimating the catch at sea of the principal species
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of sole, the next step was to estimate the numbers of the
other species caucht at sea. The latter step is based on the
estimates of the number of English, petrale, or Dover sole
caught on each trip at sea. For example, if 1,000 English sole
were caught at sea, and 100 English sole were tabulated in the
samples at sea, then 10 per cent of the catch of English sole
was sampled. It was then assumed that if 10 per cent of the
English sole catch was sampled, 10 per cent of the catch of
each of the other species was also sampled. Dividing the
number of fish of each species sampled by 0.1 yields an
estimate of the total catch, before sorting, of each species.

Estimates of the catch by species have been made in the
manner just described except for experiments 5 and 6 (Table

49). The figures for experiment 5 are quite accurate because
the vessel was chartered and each fish caui;ht was counted.
However, this trip is not exactly comparable to the others
because cod-ends of various mesh sizes were used. Fishing was

done on grounds where perhaps more scrap fish were present than

would norwally be the case. In experiment 5, almost all of the
marketable fish were measured and there was a definite size at
which fish were sorted and thrown back. Also the catch by drag
was separated into different holds of the vessel. These

special conditions made it impossible to use the trip as a test
for the accuracy of the methods used to estimate the total
catch, even though there are exact data on the number of fish
caught by species.
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Table 49

iatimates of catch at sea from trips made in 1950

Ex142 ,

No. tio.dis..
Cauzht carded

.
-....

103
497..

2003

497
13955

753 122
33437 7786

2962 963
1318 1318

86
5257 5257

154 0
34 0

IMO

Or

597 597

66 0
1028 1028

0
0
0

547

2919

0
73

334
7380

OP

66639 35412 36638 12878

Species

FxR01
No. 1,o.dis-

Caught carded

Codfish, Pacific OD

Doaish Shark fir OD

Rake 169 169
Halibut 12 12
Ling Cod 49 0
Ratfish 4030 4030
Rockfish

Docaccio 505 505
Black
Oreen-striped 49 49
Idiot . .
Ocean Perch . .
Red 530 0
Yellow-tailed 12 0

Wiblefish 205 0
Shad 49 49
Skate (zios tly big) 554 554
Sole

Arrowtooth 975 975
Bellin6ham
Cur/fin 24 0
Dover 12643 6410
Enelish 4234 987
Petrale 12869 4027
Rex 14060 14060
Rook 36 0
Sand sole
Said Dab 1800 1600
Slender 975 975
Starry Flounder

Lturgeon, Green

TOTAL 53780 34402

Per Cent Discarded
in each Trip 64.0

.....

OD

OD

OM

011,

0 50
0 100. 11C.

2003 547

497 2919
13955 OD

No. No.dis-
Caught carded

788 788
17 17

2586 2586
120 120
702 0

22492
315

1028
7380

OD

06

00

OD

53.1 55.1
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Table 49 (continued)

255

14aPs6*
No. No.dis- No. Eo.dis- No. Eo.dib-

Cauzht carded Caught carded Caught carded

Codfish, Pacific - . 90
Do6fish Shark . . 3
liake 1021 1021 2557
Halibut 65 33 3.
Ling Cod 29 0 6
Hatfish 29 25 -
Rockfish

:oocaccio . . .
Black 21 0
Green-striped 21 0 .
Idiot . - . - 148 0
Ocean Perch . . - . 1660 0
hod 188 0 2 0 97 0
Yellow-tailed 542 0 22 0 269 0

Sablefish 3708 0 45 0 3884 0
Shad . . . - -
Skate (mostly big) 225 229 60 60 151 151
Sole

Arrowtooth 1125 1125 249 249 368 368
Bellingham 104 0 . .
Curlfin . . 1 0 - -
Dover 138 0 6027 976 1186 0
English 8667 0 14 3 853 0
Petrale 7292 122 40 692 0
Rex 6°75 0 6772 6772 1333 0
Rock - . - .
Sand Sole - . . .
Sand Jab 119;58 0 605 605 98 0
Slender . 12 12 . -
Starry Flounder . . . .

Sturgeon, Green . - . . . -
T()TAT, 42010 2487 16588 12.368 13223 2579

Per Cent Discarded
in each Trip 5.9 68.5 19.5

* Both human and mink food landed.

90 27
3 .

2557 1956
1 .
0 42. 104

. 53
OM. 2B2

_0

1956

0
104

0

0
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Table 49 (matinued)

1:gazt7
o. No.dis- No. No.dis- No. Po.dia-

Species auLfht carded CauEht carded Causht carded

.. ..
.. .

276 276

2219 2219 481 481
- 72 72

0
0

695
661.

" . " . .
824 506 506 361 361

396 393
0 56 0 0

857 281 231
132 28 26

1203 2697 2697
- 50 50

0 449 0
132 758 758

. .
0 "25 0. . ". .

" . .
0 1167 0
0 365 0
0 337 0. .

939 421 421

40

3755 5358.
2049 6731

429 2139
15140 661. .

TOTAL 50315 11786 45870 28732 16403 2726

Per Cent Discarded
in each Trip 23.4 62.6 16.6

Codfish, Pacific 857
Dogfish Shark 132
Hake 1203
Halibut
Ling Cod
Ratfish 132
Rock:Ash

Bocaocio .
Black 16
Green-striped .
Idiot .
Ocean Perch
Red 49
Yellow-tailed 82

Sablefish 1565
Shad
Skate (mostly 939
Sole

Arrowtooth 1120 1120
Bellingham 1170 1170
Curlfin
Dover
Trik7,1ish
Petrel°
Rex
Rock
2and Sole
Sand Dab 824
Slender
Starr7 Flounder 16

Sturgeon, Green

.
We .

le0 180

CO 0.

Olfs

13394 2170 10660
23955 0 8792

2109 CP5 1320
2554 2554 15140

*N.
. .



Codfish, Pacific
Dogfish Shark
Hake
halibut
r4in8 Cod
Rat fish
Rockfish

T3ocaccio
Black
Oreen-striped
Idiot
Ocean Perch
Red
Yellow-tailed

Sablefish
Shad
Skate (mostl
Sole

Arrowtooth
Bellingham
Curlfin
Dover
English
Petrale
Rex
Rook
Sand Sole
Sand Dab
Slender
Starry Flounder

Sturgeon, Green

TOTAL

111

241
315

963
big) 2593

257

Table 49 (continued)

410

2908 2908
4482 4482

2704 438
53256 19554
/1634 541V
16945 16945

19 0
797 797

00

0
0

963
2593

109
24

36 0
339

48

73 73

0*

436
12

655

00

10

11364
43

'N3
1079

4186 0

121137 73543 15750

24

109
24

339

48 301 301
12 0

110

*Is

0
0
0

46
231

567
69

0*

01

011 359
12

0 289
/2 46

655 231

011 567
69

00

0 1817 294
11 1461 345

228 10300 1877
1879 2638 2338

24 208 208

23 0
0*

3402 21919 9275

21.6 42.3

2315 2315
613 24

23 23
278 0
637 637

612 612
593 593

18204 13204
37 37

537 0

No. No.ais- o, No.dla fib, o.di:.-
4ecies Caught carded Cau6ht carded Cau6ht carde

Per Cent Discarded
in each Trip 60.7
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,able 49 (continued)

Total
Number

Li pee Cau-ht
:;cr Cent of
Tc.tal Catch

Total
flumoer

--trded
Oer C4,1A, of

Total ,,iacard

Codfish, Pacific 2655

MOM.

.5 2628 1.2
Do6fi8h Shark 3197 .6 3197 1.4
Aake 31807 6.4 31213 13.7
xtalibut 332 .1 332 *2
,in; Cod N.,,`! .5 0 0.0
aatfish 7CW 1.4 7057 3.1
Rociffish

Locaccio 907 .2 834 *4
black 335 .1 0 0.0
Green-striped 425 .1 122 .1
Iulot 148 trace 0 0.0
Ocean Perch 1660 .3 0 0.0
heti 2786 .6 0 0.0
Yellow-tailed 2236 .5 0 0.0

Sablefish 10535 2.1 0 0.0
shad 1070 .2 1070 .6
skate (mostly big) 8659
s(ile

1.7 8659 3.8

Arrowtooth 13428 2.7 13428 5.9
De11in6ham 19652 4.0 19748 8.6
Curlfin 25 trace 0 0.0
Dover 83736 17.7 1416'5 6.2
nd1ish 141763 23.3 30603 13.5

Petrale 56170 10.6 14695 6.4
hex 77255 -_. .4 69047 30.2
hock 36 trace 0 0.0
Sand Sole 105 trace 0 0.0
z.Iand Dab 2°218 4.4 10132 4.5
slender 1380 *3 161 .6
tarry Flounder 5889 1.2 0.0

Sturgeon, Green 34 trace 0 0.0

TOTAL 500272 99.9 228590 100.0

Per Cent Discard
in each Trip 45.7
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The marketable fish from experiment 6 were processed so

rapidly that no market sample could be obtained. However, all

the fish from this trip except hake, ruttish, skate and
arrowtooth sole were landed (20,455 pounds) either for human

consumption or for mink food* The samplirk, at sea (converted

to weight) indicated that 69 per cent of the fish caught were
landed. The 31 per cent discarded were of the four species
previously mentioned. Therefore, .69X 20,455 pounds and X

(total catch) = 29,645 pounds. By using averae weights, the
pounds caught per species were converted to numbers caught in

Table 49.

For experiments 1 and 10, samples of two species of
flatfish were measured both at sea and in the market. This

allowed two estimates of the total catch at sea of all species
to be made for the same trip, one estimate based on each of
the two species of flatfish sampled. Using the Dover sole data

as a basis for computation in experiment 1, the total catch at
sea was 60,323 fish, and using the petrel° sole data the catch
was 47,925 fish. The mean of the two estimates is recorded
in Table 49.

For experiment 10, using the En,1iah sole data as a basis
for computation, 114,125 fish were taken at sea, and using the
petrels sole data, 136,949 fish were taken. Again the mean of

the two is given la Table 49. These results emphasize once

more that the ostirultes of the total catch and discard made in
this paper are not always precise, but they do indicate an
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order of magnitude. Even though the total catch estimates vary
somewhat, the ratio of catch to discard is constant, and there
fore the variation in the total catch does not affect the
discard percenta6e.

Table 49 indicates that the entire catoh of lin-, cod,
sablefish, starry flounder, and several of the rockfish was
always marketed. Actually this was not so because often these
fish were too small to be marketed or there was no market
demand for even the large fish and they were discarded.

sults

There are two extremely important -roupa of information
to be derived from these trips at sea. The first is the amount
of discard of English, petrel°, and Dover sole respectively.
The discard of comliercial sole by species varies considerably
on different trips (Table 50). For the En6l1sh sole the
discard ranged from none to 82.9 per cent, and for all trips
combined it was 27.4 per cent. Eowever, the extreme discard

of 82.9 per cent for experiluent 4 represents the results of a
trip for both human food and mink food in which the "discard"
was actually retained for mink food There would not be such

a great discard very often when a vessel is fishing only for
human food. Becauso the catch was small, omittin8 this trip
decreased the total discard of Ln6lish sole only a little, to
23.3 per cent. There was one other trip for both mink food
and human food (experiment 6)* but no discard estimate of the
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Both human and mink food landed.

O*111110

Table 50

Calculated .lumbers of En Aisho petrale, and Dover sole caught and discarded

Number Number Per Cent
CsuEht Discarded Discarded

12643 6410 49.9
4110111O WM*

22492 0 0.0

6027 1525 25.3

411640

3755 35.2

0 0.0

0 0.0

17.0

NO OM O. O.

68744 11690

ow OOP

OS OW WOO

12869 4027

11634 5417

COMO

1.1.sa..1111...1.1.11.0111.11

Pe4sa1e 6010

10300 1877

34803 11321

Number Number Per Cent
Cauzht Discarded Discarded

51.3

46.6
00 4110 WI O.

32.5

0.0 OS NO

-- 10660

0.0 5358

36.7

11364

r1iuh Sole
Exp. Number Ihiubor Per Cent

No. Caublit Discarded Discarded

1 OIP

2 33437 7786 23.3

3

4* 8667 7183 82.9

5

60. No market samples taken

7 23955 0

aOOW
9 6731 0

10 53256 19554

11 *rat* MO

12 WOO WOO

TOTAL 126046 34523 27.4
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principal commercial species of sole could be estimated because
no dock sample was taken.

The discard of the Dover sole ranged between none and

49.9 per cent, and for all trips combined it was 17.0 per cent.
If experiment 5 is omitted, the total discard was 16.2 per
cent. Par the petrale sole, the range of discard was from
18.2 per cent to 46.6 per cent, with a total discard of 32.5
per cent.

These estimates, of course, are subject to errors in
sampling both the catch at sea and the market landings. Even

if the percentages of discard were exact, the results may not
represent the ectivities of the fleet. These data are for
1950 only, and the percentage of discard changes with time.
For example, during World War II when there was an unlimited

market for rockfish, and most other species were readily
accepted* the discard was probably less. In spite of any
errors in samplin both the fish and the fleet, the experiments
Indicate that there was considerable discard at sea of English,
petrels* and Dover sole.

When the metliod of calculating the discard by combining

the measurewents taken at sea and comparing them with the

market samples for the season is used, the total discard of
Dover sole is 13.4 per cent compared with 17.0 per cent in
Table 50. For petrale sole it is 47.7 per cent compared with
32.5 per cent and for English sole 50.1 per cent compared with
27.4 per cent. The results are not exactly comparable,
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however, because adequate market samples were not taken at
Newport. Because market samples are essential to the analysis,
and because the length-frequency distribution of the market
samples varies between Newport and Astoria, the two Newport

trips were omitted from this supplementary analysis.
If the two Newport trips were omitted from both analyses,

allo in a more direct comparison, the results are as
folioDoversole 20.4 per cent discard compared with 17.0 per

cent in Table 50;
Petrels sole 38.5 per cent discard compared with 32.5 per

cent in Table 50;
English sole 50.1 per cent discard compared with 27.4 per

cent in Table 50.
Each of the discard estimates is substantial, and

strengthens the conclusion that there is considerable discard
at sea of the three principal species of commercial sole.

The second important item of information to be derived

from the sampling is the estimate of the total discard at sea
of all species. Again these estimates are not exact because of
the factors mentioned previously, but they do indicate the
magnitude of the total discard.

The discard at sea (in numbers of fish) varies from 6 per
cent for experiment 4 to 69 per cent for experiment 5 (Table 49),
There were about 500,000 fish taken at sea during the course of
the 12 trips, and of these about 229,000 (46 per cent) were
discarded. The discard was low for the two trips (four and
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six) which resulted in fish both for human consumption and mink

food being landed because the mink food was not considered as
discard. Experiment 5 was abnormal for reasons previously
discussed. If these three trips are omitted from the calcula
tions, the range of the discard was from 17 to 64 per cent and
the combined discard, in numbers, of the nine remaining trips
was 50 per cent of the catch.

The total catch by weight of all trips was about 799.000
pounds of which approximately 423,000 pounds (53 per cent) were

discarded. If the two mink-food trips and experiment 5 are
omitted, the catch before sampling was about 697,000 pounds and

the discard about 390,000 pounds (56 per cent).

Conclusions

The discard estimates demonstrate the tremendous waste of

protein resulting from the operations of the otter-trawl fleet
in 1950. For each load of fish brought to market, the
approximate equivalent was dumped at sea. This waste at sea,
however, was not the fait of the otter-trawl operators*
except that some of the wastace of small fish could have been
prevented by the use of nets with a larger mesh. The otter
trawl gear is the most efficient yet developeu for the
harvesting of fish from the floor of the sea; but one-half of
this harvest was discarded because there was no market for it.

A :lance at Table 49 shows that by far the largest dis-
card by numbers is of rex sole. This is a tender* delicately
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flavored fish that in in much demand in the San Francisco Bay
region. 'towever, it is too thin to make a good fillet for the
frozen fish trade. The fresh fish market for Oregon bottom

fish is limited, and so this excellent food species Is usually
either discarded or used for mink food. Some demand has

developed for this fish in the past few seasons and there is
hope that its excellent qualities will become better known.
This species is found on the same ,rounds as the important food
flatfish (especially in relatively shallow water) and for this
reason it is difilcult for the otter trawlers to avoid it.

The second most numerous species discarded is the hake.
At times these fish are present in tremendous numbers. The

fishermen attempt to avoid them, but this Is not always
possible. About 30,000 hake with an average weight of 2.5
pounds were discarded at sea on the 12 trips sampled. These

are soft-fleshed fish and as yet no process has been developed
for their use as human food* Neither have they proved suitable
for mink food when used in high proportions, according to the

results of experiments carried out at Oregon state College
(Watt, 1952). Hake has ,;iven some promise of bein' a good
fish food for use in the rapidly expanding salmon hatcheries
of the Pacific Northwest (Burrows, Robinson, t,.rid Palmer, 1051;

McKee, et al, lien).
The English sole is the next most abundant species on the

discard list, but tb.e, three important commercial sole will be
omitted from tiais :)art of the discussion.
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Although the Bellingham sole is another small species,
yet about 4 million pounds were marketed in 1952 from British

Colulibla waters under the name of butter sole.
The arrowtooth sole is a larger species with an average

weight of about 3.5 pounds. This fish at times is quite
abundant on the fishing grounds. It has been marketed occa-
sionally, but not very successfully because of its soft flesh.
However, its use as mink food results in very rapid growth
(Watt, 1952) and it also shows promise of being a good diet
component in the feeding of fingerling chinook salmon

(Jeffries eta, 1953).
Sand dabs are another very excellent food fish which are

not utilized because they are too small for filleting. These

fish are considered a delicacy in the fresh fish trade of the
San ?rancisco Bay region. Their only use in Oregon at present
is for mink food.

All of the skates are discarded, yet in some European
countries skate wino find a ready market as human food.

The remaininj species are of less importance in the
discard. Some, such as boccacio and shad, are good food

fishes. Sharks have been marketed for food, particularly
during the war years, and prior to 1950 dogfish shark livers
were an important source of vitamin A. Since then, the
development of synthetic vitamin A and foreign imports of shark
livers have virtually destroyed the domestic market for shark
livers.
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The estimates of the a:':,ount of scrap fish given In this
section are based on norxal fishint'; operations durin_;

the otter trawlers are tryin, to avoid waste fish. scrap fish
can be taken in much larger quantities if a market is
developed. Witt, Laiel, of the world short of food, and protein
of any type demandin6 a high price, the otter-trawl fishery
provides a potential source of wealth as yet only partially
developed.

Relationship of the Otter-Trawl Fishery to the Mink Industry

Introduotiort

The first Ore6on mink ranch was established in about 1925.
Durin,; the early years of the'industry there was no otter...trawl
fish:'ry for marine bottou fish in Oregon waters and consequent-
ly the mink ranchers were obliged to depend on horse meat, day

old calves, and later such species of fish as starry flounder
(caught incidentally by the salmon dill netters), carp, and
Columbia River smelt. The present zlInk industry depends

almost exclusively on the otter-trawl fishery for fresh food.
3urin8 World itar II there was an excellent market for

bottom fish, anu as a result scrap fron the .1Illet plants was
abundant. After the war, however, the de-and for bottom filth
decreased end set1-:e:, f!sh carcasses were scarce. In order
to (et food for their mink, sore min% ranchers ordered whole
fish to be brouGht in by the otter trawlers, even thou_h the
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price was higher for hole fish than for fillet scrap. A few

mink ranchers actually prefer whole fish because they believe
that the fillet scrap is often partially spoiled by the time
it reaches the mink, and also because there is a -rester food
value in whole fish because of a larger percentage of flesh.

In 1949 there were about 200 mink farmers in 0re6on and
the annual value of the pelts and breeding stock was about
2,000,000 or more according to Mr. Willard Sheldon, statisti-

cal director of the National Isoard of Fur Farm Organizations.
Mink farming is now an important Oregon industry an food for

the mink is a major concern of the Link ranchers. The growth

of mink ranching in Oregon has been associated with the growth

of the otter-trawl fishery. The large mink-ranching industry

now depends upon the otter-trawl fishery for its existence.
When the research on the Oregon otter-trawl fishery began

in January, 1948, it was evident that information was needed
regarding the relationship of mink ranching to the otter-trawl
fishery. Some fishermen declared the food fish were being
depleted because of their use for mink food, but on the other
hand most mink farmers insisted that no damage was being done

since the fish used were either scrap fish or small fish that
would be discarded anyway and therefore wasted entirely.

The problem confronting the research staff was to deter-
mine what species of whole fish were being used as mink food,

the sizes of human food fish being Lsed, the quantities used,
and the effect of the mink-food fishery on the stocks of food
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fish. The species and sizes could be obtained by sampling the
catches at the time of unloading, hut estimating the amounts

taken was more difficult. The difficulty arose because much
of the whole fish landed for mink food was sold directly to
the mink farmers at the dock and no official records were made

of the transactions.

San_mlAui of the mink-food landinp

The first sample or mink food was taken August 19, 1948,

from an otter-trawl vessel with a load of both human food and
mink food caught off the Columbia River. Samples of the
English sole to be used for mink food and human consumption,
respectively, were measured and sexed. A second sample of both
human food fish and mink food was taken October 19, 1948, from

an otter trawler which had fished off the Columbia hiver
principally for Dover sole. Additional estimates of species
composition were made by biologists in 1948 aboard vessels
which landed both mink food and human food in the Astoria area.
While tagging fish aboard these vessels the biologists esti-
mated the percentage by nuabers of the various species in each
drag and the percentage of the total catch of fillet species
retained for mink food. No actual counts were made nor were

the fish measured, except that the August 19 sample of English

sole previously mentioned was taken from the landim- of one of
these trips.

An attempt was made in 1949 to obtain more samples of the
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mink food landines in the Astoria area and samples were also
taken at Newport. It was not easy to k-;et adequate samples

because of the irregular nature of the landings. The captain

of a vessel with mink food aboard told the mink ranchers when

he would arrive in port and at which dock. When the vessel

docked, the mink ranchers were ready with their trucks, and in
a short time the boat was unloaded. When a biologist was for-
tt,nate enough to get a sample of a mink food landing, the time
available was abort and therefore the sample sires were small.
Twelve samples were taken in 1949, seven in the Astoria area

and five at Newport. The various species were tabulated, and
in addition all English, patrals, and Dover sole were measured
and the sex determined.

In 1950 only four rather small samples of the mink food
landings were taken at Newport, and no samples were taken at

Astoria. A2A1n all species were tabulated, and the hn6.1ish,

petrale, and Dover sole were metisured and sexed.
In 1951 the Oregon Fur Producers Association opened a

plant at -storia to process scrap fish from the otter-trawl
fishery and also fillet mate for mink food. This development

made it mucll easier for biologists to obtain samples of the
mink food landint;s At the Ore,on Fur Producers Association

fish are unloaded from the fish ve se s into carts and weighed.
The practice was established in 1951 of taking as a sample an
entire cart of fish, or even several carts, after they were
weibed..nes both the 'weight of a sample and the weight of
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the landing are known, it is a simple matter to establish the
ratio between the two (assuming that the sample is repreaento
tive of the landing) and irom this to calculate the numbers of
fish by species in the landing. The total number of En,lish,
petrale, and Dover sole can then be apportioned to the sample
length-frequency distribution of each species to obtain the
number landed at each length. This type of procedure was
followed in 1951, althout,h only three samples were taken.

The 1952 mink food sampling at Astoria was more extensive
and 8,912 fish were tabulated in seven samples. The length
and sex were recorded for the English, petrel., and Dover sole.

The estimates made aboard the vessels at sea in 1948 give
Information regarding the species composition of the catch,
and the proportion of the catch used for mink food (Table , 1).
The notes at the bottom of Table 50 tell what disposition was

made of the catch by species. For example, the top line states
that all of the Bellingham sole were used for mink food. The

bioloEists estimated that only 10 per cent of the catch of
EnL:lish sole was used for human food, and 90 per cent was used
for mink lood. All of the large petrale sole were filleted.
There was only a very small proportion of Dover sole in the
catch. It is of interest to note that in this first year of
sampling all of the arrowtooth sole were discarded at sea.
This species was not desired for either human food or mink
food.

There were many other vessels fishing for human food which



Date

Aug. 8

Average
for Trip

Table 51
t.,stimates of L-e per cent catch composition in numbers of fish aboard a boat

fishing primarily for :rank food, 148
.116111.1111.001111.

i/rag hex EnL,lish Petrale
No. Sole bole z)ole

1 30 25 15 8 -. -- -- 22
2 -- 30 30 9 NO UR to Os 5 27
3 4Mir MD 50 _ -. 5 .- 10 30 5

.Aug. 9 1 -- 40 .- . IMP lit OW 30 -. 30
2 Oa IIM. 40 .. -. -. .- 40 20
3 .. 50 .. -. IMO* M140 20 30
4 .. 70 .- 5 .. 5 10 10

,

Average
for Trip 4 44 6 4 ... 6 15 21

Aug. 11 1 .. 40 .- .. .- .. 30 30
2 30 30 -. .. .. .. 20 20
3 20 40 -- .- .- .. 30 10

Aug. 12 1 5 50 .. .- -. .. 35 10
2 -- 40 40 .. .. .. -. 20

Average
for Trip 11 40 8 -- .. .. 23 18

Aug. 17 1 20 60 -- 4/04.1 4.40 -. 20
2 OW 70 .. -- .. .. 15 15

Aug. 18 1 .. 70 .. -- 5 .. 5 20
2 5 60 .- .. 5 .. 15 15
3 5 40 111,101 5 5 SO Oa 40 5
4 -. 70 .. .. .. .- 10 20

62 1 3 14 16

OWN.

IWO*

300

5500
4000
3500

10000
12000
11000

Arrowtooth Dover Starry Estimate of Total
Eole Sole Hake Flounder aisc. Founds Caught



Nollineham Sole*
English Sole

Petrel* sole
Dover Sole
Skate*
Hake
Arrowtooth Sole
Crabs*
Starry Flounder

Dogfish
Yellowtail Rockfish
Red Rockfish
Ling Cod
Pacific Cod
Sablefish
Halibut
Hex Sole
Sand Dab

* Included in Miscellaneous

Table 51 (continued)

iiisposition of Catch, all tripe averaged

All used for mink food
Setimated 10 per cent used for food fish; remainder for

mink food
Large petrale used for food fish; small for mink food
All except a few large ones used for mink food
All thrown back apparently in good condition
All thrown back dead
All thrown back dead
Crabs thrown back mostly in good condition
Estimated 10 per cent used as human food; remainder for

mink food
Livers removed and carcasses discarded
All used for mink food
All 1160a for mink food
Lerge ones used for food fish; small ones for mink food
Large ones used for food fish; small ones for mink food
Large ones used for food fish; small ones for mink food
All returned to the water in good condition
All used for mink food
All used for mink food
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discarded vast amounts of fish at sea. This discarded fish

was almost all dead and was a complete waste. Both small fish
of commercially important species and species for which there
was no market were involved in the discard. This subject is
discussed in detail in another section of this thesis.

For each sample taken in 1949, both at Astoria and
Aew2ort, the numbers of fish by species were converted to
pounds by the use of averatfis weights, and the percentage which
each species made of the total sample was calculated. Uainz

these percentages, the total pounas by species were calculated
for each landing sampled (Tables 52 and 53). Then the pounds

landed by species for each trip sampled were combined for the
Astoria area, and also for Newport. Finally the percentage

which each species made of the total poundage in the combined

landings was calculated for each area. The numbers in paren-

theses in Table 52 give the order of importance of the three
species with the greatest poundage in each 1949 Astoria mink

food landing.
The four small samples taken in 1950, all at Newport,

indicate that these landin,s were composed of about 45 per cent
English sole, in pounds, ena about 18 per cent Bellingham sole.
Other species present in smaller quantities were sand dab,
Dover sole, and petrale sole. Tables 54 and 55 give the

results of the 1951 ana 1952 mink food sampling at Astoria.
Table 56 lists the three most important species by numbers

and weight in the mink food landed at Astoria an iiewport in



Mink food samples, Astoria area, 1949. Calculated weight in pounds by
species in each landing (numbers in parentheses indicate three most

important species in each landing, in order according to weight landed)

Table 52

i)ate
Sample
Site

Dover
Sole

English
f"aolta

Petrale
Sole Rex Sole

Bellingham
Sole

January 14 96 ell 25(3) 12 162(1)

June 3 158 -)2c1(2) 859 177 5438(1) 82

June 24 139 22077(1) 2129(3) WOO' 18167(2) 4111111

July 1 192 10967(2) 1732 411,010 4618(3) MOOS

July 11 233 10937(2) 322 *WOO 12598(1) 99

August 8 129 3491(2) 3251(3) 120 6967(1) .11111.*

August 18 278 9783(2) 543 010 OM 26240(1) 1126(3)

Total 1230 62516 8861 309 74192 1307

Per Cent by
Species, All
Landings Combined 31.3 4.4 0.2 37.1 0.7 0.9 1.2

Sand Starry
Dab Flounder

117 (2) 1111. Ern

177 amp 411.

347 1782

.1111W Of*

Ali 521(3) cl)

464 0.1110

699 IWO*

1804 2303

"111.01111111.0.. "WOW



January 14

June 3

June 24

July /
July 11

Au6ust 8

August 18

Total

11111.A

82

1436

99

120

427

2164

Table 52 (continued)

17 12

341 259 954(3)

1782

40404(1)

584

358 271 43724

+11,01! 411.110

Oa 41*

693

693

a,711F 33 21

AMOR 01114111,

1089

SW!

! !! 40 MP

198

ally! !MO !!
!OM

1089 231 21 199843

399

13630

49502

57721

24774

14997

38820

Pacific Ling Arrowtooth Tom
Date Skates Cod Shad Rockfish Sablefish Cod Sole Cod Total

Per Cent by
Species, All
Landin-s
Combined 1.1 0.2 0.1 21.9 0.3 0.5 0.1 trace 100.0
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Table 53
Mink food samples, Newport, 1949. Calculated weight

in pounds by species in each landing

Aug. 11

203

..
14689

485

298

94

..
94

..

.--

Mb INt

..
15660 9466

73 0.2
294 0.6

0.2
45454 100.0

Date July 16 July 1)0 July 28

Satople Size 53 96 42

Dover Sole 613 358 245

English Sole 6990 6164 466

?strait, Sole 613 1083 24

Hex Sole 207 358 ....

Bellingham Sole 207 242 ..
Sand Sole .. 242 ..
Sand Dab .. 484 ..
Starry Flounder .. 1567 ..
Rockfish .. .. 73

Ling Cod .. .. 294

Arrowtooth Sole OWNS MO 98

TOTAL 8630 10498 1200

123 1339 2.9
5409 33718 74.2
1069 3274 7.2

ARUM 863 1.9
539 1082 2.4
955 1197 2.6

539 1117 2.5
832 2399 5.3

Sept. 8 Total Total by
kor C6nt

171 571



Table 54
Calculated numbers o

at Astoria, h by species for each mink food landing sampled in 1951total eight by species for all trips combined

Date July 17' Aug. 3 Sept. 12 Total Per Cent Total Per Cent
Number Wei6ht

Sample Size 1453 828

Rex Sole 3661 19784 16494 39939 51.8 23963 46.0Bellingham Sole 10250 24 10274 13.3 4110 7.9Sand Dab 28 7275 7444 9.7 2978 5.7English Sole 127 5448 1035 6610 8.6 3966 7.6Petrale Sole .. 3978 71 4049 5.3 2834 5.4Arrowtooth Sole 1141 1827 47 3015 3.9 9950 19.1D:ver Sole
Slender Sole

296-. 324
2151

1529.. 2649
2151

3.4
2.8

2119
430

4.1
0.8Skate 99 143 141 383 0.5 77 0.1Starry Flounder

Rockfish
Sablefish

-.
155

99

179..
56

..-.
--

179
155
135

0.2
0.2
0.2

752
465
270

1.4
0.9
0.5

Hake 14 56 -- 50 0.1 11. 5 0.2Ratfish ... 3b 111WIM 36 trace 54 0.1

TO= 520 519C7 10482 77069 100.0 52093 99.8



Calculated m1121)01.8 of fish by apeciea for -osch Mink rood landini; sampled in 1952at Astoria, and total weight br species for all trips coribined

Table 55

1.)ate Jul:; 1 July 11 July 23

Saaple Size 1451 1138 350

Rex Sole '7)53 2362 2478
Bellingham Sole 120
Luglish Sole 448 671 16
Arrowtooth Sole 215 1272 1297
Sand Dab 125 201 5
Dover Sole 1165 219 637
Starr, Flounder 72
Flathead Sole 156 16
skate 323 31
Slender Sole 108 10
hoot:flan 205 U.
Petrale Sole 108 40
Sablelish 36 9 154
Ling Cod
I-4;1-42.d 5
Pacific Cod

TOTAL 25843 5079 4690

Au. 19 Lepte, 11

1901 1049 a4m

563 12951 4602
21139

2011 1029
155 1029 4151

1780 759
42 1686 124

914 34
383

14 72
101 259

124
42 17 10

67
14 17

28

26736 17690 6725

July 29

1670

394
8722
3039

43
3514

234
C39

4..

85

/Pa

17784



Table 55 (continued)

Total Number Per Cent Total Weight Per Cent

Rex Sole 44303 41.6 26582 30.9
Bellingham Sole 31151 29.2 12460 14.5
English Sole 8164 7,7 4898 5.7
Arrowtooth Sole 8162 7.? 26395 30.7
Sand Dab 6390 6.0 2556 3.0
Dover Sole 4157 3.9 3741 4.3
Starry Flounder 1659 1.6 6968 8.1
Flathead Sole 555 0.5 278 0.3
Skate 525 0.5 105 0.1
Slender Sole 484 0.5 97 0.1
Rockfiah 340 0.3 1020 1.2
Petrale Solo 286 0.3 229 0.3
Sable fish 266 0.2 532 0.6
Ling Cod
Shad

44
33

trace
trace

88
66

0.1
0.1

Pacific Cod 28 trace 98 0.1

TOTAL 106547 100.0 66113 100.1
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Table 56

Three most important species in mink food landings, by numbers
and weight, at Astoria and Newport

* Based on estimates made by biologists during three Au6ust trips at sea

Astoria
Order of Numbers Numbers Weight Numbers teight
Importance
First English Sole Rex Sole Hex Sole 480410 SOO*

Second Starry Flounder Dover Sole Dover Sole 41111.1110 4011MW

Third Rex bole Rockfish Rockfish

Newport

MOM,

First 411.1111, English English
Sole Sole

English
Sole

English
Sole

Second 111041111k Petrel. Petrale Bellingham bell Ingham
Sole Sole Sole Sole

Third 411.11111 Sand Dab Starry Flounder Sand Dab Sand Dab

1948* 1949 1950
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the period from 1948 through 1952. The estimates made by

bioloEists aboard a vessel fishing for mink food off Astoria
in 1948 indicate that En 1 sh sole was numerically of greatest
abundance in the mink food at that time. However, in each year

since then through 1952 rex sole has been the principal species
landed at Astoria for mink food, both in numbers and weight.

A striking development has been the rise in importance of
arrowtooth sole for mink food. This species is not used for
human food and in 1948 was not accepted as mink food. By

1952, however, arrowtooth sole had aI.;lost replaced rex sole
as the species with the 6reate t poundage landed for mink food
at Astoria. The acceptance of this species for mink is due
directly to the mink diet experiments conducted by the
Department of Fish and Game Management at Oregon State College

(Watt, 1951, 1952) These experiments have demonstrated that

arrowtooth sole promotes rapid growth of minks

There is a considerable difference in the abundance of
Engliah, petrel+, and Dover sole in the mink-food landings at

Astoria in 1948 and 1949, compared with 1951 and 1952. This

difference has been mainly due to economic conditions although

the Oregon State College experiments have contributed to the
use of unmarketable fish for mink food In 1948 and 1949

market conditions for fish to be filleted were poor. This in
turn made fillet scrap relatively scarce. Mink ranchers were

therefore forced to uze more whole fish than usual, and the
otter trawlers sold fish for mink food which in previous years
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would have brought a higher price for human consumption. In

1951 and 1952 the markets for fish to be filleted improved.
Fillet scrap for mink food was more abundant and the otter

trawlers carefully sorted out the more valuable fillet fish
from the catch.

The species composition of the landings of mink food at
Newport was somewhat different from the Astoria landim.s.
Table 56 indicates that English sole was the moat important
species landed in 1949 and 1950, the only two years when

samples were taken. In 1949 about 74 per cent by weight of
the mink food landinGs from which samples were taken consisted

of English pole, and in 1950, based on rather inadequate
samples, about 45 per cent consisted of English sole. The

decline in the percentage of English sole from 1949 to 1950 is
again the result of better' markets for fillet fish in 1950.

Sampling of the mink-food landin-A has given reasonably

good estimates of the percentage composition by species. It
might be asked whether the percentage of the total catch
landed for mink food is different from the percentage of the
catch discarded at sea under ordinary fishin,; operations for
human food. If the percentage of the catch landed for mink
food Is greater than the usual percentage discarded at sea,
the vessels might have been actively seekin6 scrap species for
mink food, or perhaps landing a greater percentage of English,
petrale, and Dover sole for mink foods

This type of comparison has been made between the 1951 and
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1952 landings of mink food from which samples were taken and

the discard calculated from the li)50 samplin at sea. In 1951

about 61 per cent in pounds of the catches from which mink food

samples were taken was landed as mink food. The total catch
for each trip was obtained by combining the landings of mink
food and fillet fish. Such a procedure aasumes that all fish
caught were landed as either mink food or for human consumption.
This assumption is not entirely correct for two reasons. The

first is that a few species such as hake are usually not used
either for mink food or human food. The second is that the
discard of all drac's is not necessarily kept for mink food.
Sometimes mink food is not kept durin6 the early part of the
trip. Therefore 61 per cent is probably a minimum estimate of

the poundage separated from the food fish at sea. The average

discard at sea in pounds, calculated from the 1950 sampling
data, was about 56 per cent. The evidence may indicate a

slight tendency toward a greater percentage of the catches being
landed as mink food than might be expected to be discarded

under average conditions of fishin6 for only human food.
The same type of procedure was followed in 1952, and it

was calculated that 42 per cent of the catch on trips from
which mink-food samples were taken was landed for mink food.

For this year there is no evidence that a greater percentage
of the catch waa landed lor mink food than might be expected
under usual fiabln6 conc4tionaw This analystswas not under
taken for years prior to 1951 because it was often impossible
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to obtain records of the landino of both fish for human
consumption and fish for mink consumption from a given trip.

Another similar type of analysis is the comparison of the
percentage of the total catch of English, petrels, and Dover
sole landed as mink food with the percentage discarded at sea
when fishing was for human food only. This comparison is given

in pounds in Table 58 for the Astoria landings in 1951 and

1952. The total catch of each of these species was computed
by adding the mink food landing to the food fish landing,
assuming that all fish caught were landed in one of these
categories. Again this assumption may not always be correct.

In 1951 a slightly smaller percentage of the total catch
of Dover sole was landed for mink food than the averkz,e per
oentage of discard at sea in 1950. However, a greater

percentage of the catch of both Nnglish and petrale sole was
landed for mink food titan would be expected in comparison with

the 1950 data. This would tend to indicate that an active
attempt was made to secure mink food in the shallower depths
where smaller fish are often found (Dover sole are usually in
deeper water), or perhaps that smell-meshed cod-ends were in

use. Unfortunately, the usual practice of measurinz the cod
ends of nets used to catch mink food was not followed in 1951.
The 1951 data should be used with caution, however, because

they are based on only two trips. The third trip sampled could

not be used in the analysis because of incomplete landing
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Five of the seven mink-food trips sampled at Astoria in
1952 were used to compute the percentages given in Table 57.

Two landings were omitted because the pounds of fillet fish
landed could not be determined with certainty. Only 11 petrels

sole were measured in the five samples, which inkAcates that
practically no small fish of this species were captured. The

percentages listed for Dover sole and English sole do not
indicate that a larger proportion of the catch of these species
was landed for mink food than would be discarded when fishing

only for human food.

The mink food samplinz not only gives the percentage of

each species present but also the lengths of the English,
petrsle, and Dover sole. Occasionally, because fish were being

unloaded so rapidly, a sample consisted of measurements of only

English or Dover sole. In the August 19# 1943, sample only the

English sole were measured and the sex determined (Figure 65).

For comparison, the length-frequency distribution of the
English sole from the same catch, landed for human food is
also 6iven in Figure 65.

The only species of importance for human food in the
October 19, 1948, sample was the Dover sole. Dover sole from

both the mink food and fillet fish were measured but only the
fillet fish were sexed (Figure 66). The large Dover sole were

kept for human fooa ult., the smaller ones were used for mink

food. The usual discard length is indicated in the graph.
The discard lengths shown in the length-frequency
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LENGTH IN CENTIMETERS

Figure 65. Lengthfrequency distribution of English sole taken from
mink food and fillet fish, August 19, 19148
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Figure 66. Lengthfrequency distribution of Astoria Dover sole, Oct. 191 1948
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Average Per Cent of
Catch, in Weight,
%ended as Mink Food

1951

Average Per Cent of
Catch, in Weight,
Landed as Mink Food

1952

290

Table 57

Comparison of the average per cent of the Dover, English,
and Petrels sole landed at Astoria as mink food with the

average per cent discarded at sea when Mailing was
only for human food

distribution graphs for English, petrale, and Dover sole
indicate the size at which substantial numbers of fish were
kept for human food durin: sorting at sea. Some fish smaller

than this size were kept for filleting and some larger fish
were discarded. he fillet size was determined by examining
the length-frequency distribution of the market samples and
selecting a length about midway from the smaller fish to the

mode. The discard line is drawn between two length zroups
indicating that flah larger than 36 cm. are kept while those
smaller than 37 cm. are discarded.

The length-frequency distribution of the English sole by
sex in the mink food samples taken at Astoria in 1949 is given

over Sole En-lish Sole Petrale Sole

Avera,e Per Cent
Discard at Sea in 14.5 22.5 30.9
Viei.ht, 1950

12.0 37.2 52.3

12.3 26.5 trace



in Figure 67. For comparison, the length frequency diatribu
tion of the fillet fish Is also given, and for both
distributions the usual minimum fillet size (discard *) is
Indicated. In Figure 68 the length-frequency distribution of
the sexes combined 17 shown for both the mink..food samples and
the fillet-.fish samples. Again the usual minimum fillet size
Is Indicated.

The length-frequency distribution of the Dover sole
samples, by sex, taken from both fillet fish and mink food
landed in the Astoria area in 1949 is shown in Figure 69. The

usual minimum fillet size is Indicated by the vertical li
In Figure 70 the sexes of 1949 Dover sole are combined and the
usual discard size indicated,

In Figure 71# the length-frequency distribution of glish
sole landed for mink food at Newport in 1949 is iven by sex.
In Figure 72 the sexes are combined, and the length frequency

distribution of the fillet fish landed at Newport is shown for
comparison. Because of the better demand for pet ale sole to
be filleted they were in most cases carefully sorted and very
few fish of fillet size appeared in the mink food.

The length-frequency distribution of both the mink food
samples and the fillet fish samples by sex of English solo
taken at Newport in 1950 are shown in Figure 73. A total or
25 female and 13 male petrale sole were measured in the 1950
Newport mink food saluplesf The largest fish was a female
32 cm. in length 11 below both the 50 per cent maturity size
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and the usual discard-;ize.
Samples of the mink food were taken at Astoria only in

1951. The length-frequency distribution of the English sole
is shown in Figure 74# by sex. In Figure 75 the sexes are
combined* and the lenzthfrequency distribution of the market
samples is also ,Given. There were only a few Dover and petrels
sole in the 1951 mink-food samples.

The length-frequency distribution of the English sole
measured at Astoria in 1952 is shown, by sex, in Figure 76«
In Figure 77 the sexes are combined and the length-frequency

distribution is -iven for the 1951 market samples for comparts.
son (no market samples of this species were taken in 1952).
There were only 15 petrale sole measured in the mink-food

samples in 1952# too few to give reliable information on the
size composition.

The length-frequency distribution of the Dover sole
samples taken from the mink food in 1952 at Astoria is shown

by sex in Figure 78. In Figure 79 the sexes are combined* and

the length-frequency distribution of the 1952 market samples

is also shown.
The various figures comparing the length-frequency diatri

bution of the English sole measured from the mink food and

those measured from the fillet fish emphasize the sexual
difference in size of this species. In all the samples of the
fillet fish* the females greatly outnumber the males. Most of

the males simply do not grow large enough to be filleted.
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In almost all the mk-food samples the males far

outnumber the females among the fish too small to be filleted
(Table 58). By an odd coincidence, in three of the six
saalples there were 2.3 males for every female. However, it

should be noted that in the 1951 samples at Astoria the emales

were more numerous than the males. There were three samples

containing English sole in 1951, and the August 3 sample from
fish taken off the mouth of the Columbia river contained mostly
females. Other August mink food maples from previous years in

this general area contained mostly males. The sexual differ-
ence in size is not nearly as pronounced for the Dover and
petrale sole.

Table 58

Number of males divided by number of females in mink-food
samples of English sole

1950

2.3

1952

2.3

011.10

Information regardinz the sizes of English, petrale, and
:over sole in the mink food samples is summarized in Table 59.
For the Astoria 1anuin6b, it is evident that the mean else of
English sole was considerably smaller in 1951 and 1952 than it
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was in 1948 and 1949. The principal reason for his decline
in size is the very considerable decrease in the percentage of
English sole in the mink food samples large enough to be
filleted. This decrease in the percentage of fillet-size fish
is in turn caused by the same improved market conditions in
1951 and 1952 which have been previously discussed. The

fillet-size fish were more valuable as human food, and there-
fore they were carefully sorted out from the catch.

Another factor which might have contributed to a decrease
in mean size of the English sole was a possible increase in the
proportion of email fish caught at sea, perhaps because of
smaller mesh in the nets.

There was also a considerable decrease in the mean size

of Dover sole in the mink-food 1andina at Astoria in 1951 and

1952 compared with 1948 and 1949. Aatn the decrease was due

mainly to economic conditions.

Data on the mean size of petrels sole landed at Astoria
for mink food are available only for 1951. However, the demand

for this species for filleting is almost always good, and as a
consequence economic factors woula not be expected to affect
the mean size to a great extent

At Newport, a decrease is evident in the mean size of
English sole in 1950, compared with 1949. A decrease is also
evident for the petrale sole. For the English sole the same
economic factors previously discussed are principally
responsible for the decrease. The decrease in mean size of
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the petrale sole is more likely a variation caused by the small
number of fish measured. Data are available from only one year
for the Dover sole.

Table 59 also facilitates an interesting comparison
between the mean sizes of the fish for mink food landed at
Astoria and the sizes landed at Newport. A direct comparison

by year is possible only for the English sole in 1949, but a
more general comparison can be made between years when economic

conditions were similar (1948 and 1949 were in one group and

1950, 1951, and 1952 in a second group). Comparing the two

areas in this manner demonstrates that the mean size of the
various species landed for mink food is consistently smaller
at Newport. This difference in 1950, 1951, and 1952 when

economic conditions were good was principally due to the use of

smaller mesh in the nets fished by the Newport boats. In 1949,

however, another contributing factor was that a smaller per-
centage of the fillet-size fish was separated from the catches
landed at Newport. Figures 71 and 72 illustrate this point.

The large increase shown in Table 59 in the percentage of
females less than the size at which 50 per cent were mature in
1950, 1951, and 1952, compared with 1948 and 1949 was not

caused by a large increase in the percentage of small fish.
Rather it was another manifestation of the decrease of fillet-
size fish in the mink food caused by improved market conditions.
The single exception was at Newport when even in 1949 the large

female petrale sole were not used for mink food.
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Table 59 also summarizes the data relating to the per-
centage of fillet-size fish present in the mink food From the

previous discussion it is to be expected that the percentage of
fillet-size fish in the mink food would be less in 1950, 1951,
and 1952 than in 1948 and 1949, and this is the case. There is
a small percentage of fillet-siz fish present in the mink
food, even in the years when market conditions for fillets were
good. However, there is also a small percentage of fillet-size
fish present In the discard at sea when fishing is for human
food, only.

Samples of the discard were measured at sea in 1950 and
1951, and it was found that 21 per cent of the English sole and

14 per cent of the Dover sole were large enough to be filleted.
Not enough petrel° sole were measured to obtain an estimate of
this type. These percentages of fillet fish in the discard at
sea can be used as a basis to compare the percentages of
fillet-size fish present in the mink food samples. For both
English and Dover sole the percentage of fillet-size fish in
the mink food samples in 1948 and 1949 was much greater than
would be expected if the mL, iLca were merely the discard from
usual fishin6 operations for human food. In 1950, 1951, mad

1952, however, the percentage is about what would be expected
If the mink food were only the discard from the normal fishing
operations for human food. There is a tendency toward a
smaller percentage of fillet-size fish in the Newport mink food
samples, ana this again is probably caused by the smaller-mesh
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nets catching a greater proportion of small fish.
There is one other point which should be emphasized in

this discussion. The sampling results have shown that in most

years the male English sole greatly outnumber the females among

the fish in the lank food which are too small to be filleted.
These small males are mature and in general have reached their
maximum size. They should be harvested if possible. However,

in 1951 at Astoria the small females outnumbered the males 1.4
to 1. Evidently the catches which were sampled that year came

from nursery grounds composed mostly of small, immature

females. These immature females are far below their maximum

size and should not be subjected to a fishery.

Estimating, total landinAs of whole fish used for mink food

The data presented thus far in this section have dealt
principally in percentages. Considerable information has been

presented relating to the species composition, in per cent, and
the size composition, in per cent, of the mink food landings.
There has as yet been no information presented on the pounds of
fish these percentages represent in a single year. As

mentioned previously, official records of the mink-food
landings were not always available. Therefore another approach

was used to estimate the total annual landings of mink food.
The method decided upon was to request the mink ranchers

to supply data on the amount of fish fed to their animals.
Each Oregon mink rancher for whom an address was known was sent
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a form with the following questions:

How many mink were fed until pelting time in 1947,
1948, and 1949, respectively?
How many pounds of whole bottom fish were used in
these years?
How any pounds of fillet scrap were used?
What was the total poundage of all types of food?

The Ore-on Fox and Mink Association assisted greatly in
this survey by enclosing the questionnaires in their October,
1949, Uews Letter and requesting that the form be returned in
an enclosed stamped and addressed envelope Letters were sent
to 188 mink ranchers, most of whom were members of the

Association, but also to non-members for whom addresses were

available. Questionnaires were sent to an estimated 86 per
cent of the total mink ranchers of the state. The location by
counties of the Oregon mink ranchers for whom addresses were

known is shown in Figure 80.

Returns were received from 57 (30 per cent) of the mink
ranchers contacted, but only 42 of these could be used because
of incomplete data The usable returns were divided into three
groups: (1) those fro la the coastal region (2) those from the
Willamette Valley and Medford area and (3) those from east of
the Cascade Mountains (Table kJ,J

The returns tabulated in Table 60 were used as a propor-
tion of all the mink ranchers to calculate the total number of
mink in the state &nu the amount of whole fish, fillet scrap,
and other food fed annually. his procedure as sus that the
sample used in the calculations was representative of all the
mink ranches.
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Table 60

Tabulation by areas of returns from questionnaires sent
to mink ranchers

West of Coast Range
lElurns from SIAL_IestAmaires_l

Willamette Valley
Arpturna from 83 Que0ionnsittil

Used 12
6,681

60,050
344,150
74,010

478,210

Mast of Cascade Mountains
(returns ftEmAE-111Pstl2Balltta)

15
10,186

150,750
474,295
157,721
782,766

17
10,874

195,594
564,475
146,777
906,846

Number of Questionnaires Used 0 2 3
Number of Mink
Pounds Whole Fish Fed

144
0

215
0

Pounds Fillet Scrap Fed 945
Pounds Other Food Fed 9,600 15,456
Total Pounds Fed 9,600 16,401

Number of questionnaires Used 14 19 22
Number of Mink 12,006 16,708 20,649
Pounds whole Fish Pad 343,400 452,900 760,047
eounds Fillet Scrap Fea 374,534 1,211,388 1,180,334
Pounds other Food Fed 169,922 198,991 264,955
Total Pounds Fed 1,337,856 1,863,279 2,205,336

1947 1948 1949
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Interviews indicated that there was no great °Lanz° in the
total number of mink ranchem between 1947 and 1949, so the seas

procedure was also applied to the 1947 and 1948 data.
The returns indicated that in 1949 about 155,000 mink

consumed over 15 million pounds of food (Table 61). Approxi-

mately 8i million pounds of the total were fillet scrap and
4i million pound's were whole fish.

In order to get an estimate of: the landinEs by port, it
was necessary somehow to divide the total amount of whole fish

fed to the mink (4i million pounds) into Newport landi s and

Astoria landiws. This was done arbitrarily by dividing the
coast and valley zi.nk ranches into two groups. One group was

composed of t..;,e iri ranches nearest Astoria (67 per cent) and
the second group was of the mink ranches nearest aewport (33

per cent). in this snglysis it is assumed that the first group
received their from Astoria and the second from liewport.
No whole fish were fed east of the Cascade Mountains, acoordins

to the questionnaires
Using this arbitrary system it was calculated that about

2,985,000 pounds of whole fiL ',cre landed for mink rood in the
Astoria area and 1,470,000 pounds at Newport. Tile approximate

proportion of the various species in these totals -oy area is
given in Tables 52 and 53. The totals were not sub-divided
by species because the sampling of the mink-food landings was
not believed to be adeuate for such a procedure.

The total consumption of whole fish by the wink in 1949,
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Number of Mink
Pounds Whole Fish
Pounds Fillet Scrap
Other Food
Total Pounds Fed

Numbers of Mink
Pounds Whole Fish
Pounds Fillet Scrap
Other Food
Total Pounds Fed

Numbers of Mink
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Otsier Food
Total Pounds Fed
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Table 61

Estimated pounds s fed by mink farmers in 1947, 1948,
and 1949; also estimate of mink numbers

Valley, 98 Mink
1947
55,675

500,417
2,867,917

616,750
3,985,084

Entire State
1947

137,515
2,789,750
8,698,144
1,869,563

13,357,457

;,,iink Ranches

1948
1,800

0
0

120,000
120,000

Ranches
1948
67,907

1,005,000
3,161,967
1,051,473
5,218,440

1948

153,247
3,269,500
9,218,907
2,166,428

14,654,835

1949
1,792

0
0

128,800
136,675

1949
63,956

1,150,553
3,320,441

863,394
5,334,388

1949

155,535
4,455,105
8,460,202
2,144,172

15,059,479

1947 1948 1949
Number of Mink 80,040 83,540 89,778
Pounds Whole Fish 2,289,333 2# 264 # 500 3,304,552
Pounds Fillet Scrap 5,830,227 6,056,440 5,131,866
Other Food 1,132,813 994,955 1,151,978
Total Pounds Fed 9,252,373 9,316,395 9,588,416

No returns from questio iron estimated same as 1948

Eastern Oregon, 26
*1947

1,800
0
0

120,000
120,000
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calculated to be 41 million pounds, was quite la *0 when

compared with the landiniA of bottom fish for htulan consump-

tion. For example, in 1949 the poundage* landed for human

consumption of each of the three most important species and
for all rockfish combined were as follows: rockfish, 4,737,478
pounds Dover sole, 3,003,574 pounds; petrel, sole, 1,514,762
pounds; and English sole, 1,092,493 pounds. A total of
10,348,307 pounds of the most important bottom-fish species
were landed in Orewon compared with an estimated total of about

4,455,000 pounds of all whole fish landed for mink food.
However, all of the fish landed for mink food were not of

commercial importance. Furthermore, a part of the landings
for mink food was the discard from normal operations at sea

while fishing for fillet fish. For example, to land 3,003,574

pounds of Dover sole for human consumption it was necessary to

catch approximately 3,584,217 pounds (see section on discard at
sea). The difference, 580,643 pounds, is the amount of fish
which would normally be separated from the catch at sea.

Conclusions

In the introduction to this section it was stated that the
objectives were to determine the species of whole fish that
were being used as mink food, the sizes of fish being used for
human consumption, the quantity of whole fish used, and the
effect of the mink food fishery on the stocks of food fish.
There has been considerable information presented regarding
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the first three objectives, and it has been found that the
nswers vary considerably in different years according to

economic conditions.

The answer to the fourth objective is more difficult.
The effect of the mink food fishery on the stocks of food fish
depends, basically, on the conditions of the stocks of fish.
If the various stocks of food fish have declined to such an

extent that the maximum annual yield which will perpetuate the
fishery is not being attained, then a decrease in fishing
intensity Is needed. However, it is difficult to prove with
the available statistics the exact condition of the stocks of
fish. There is no question but that in 1948 and 1949 the
mink-food fishery exerted considerable additional pressure on

the stocks of Dover and English sole. In 1950, 1951, and
1952 the principal effect was due to the use of smaller meshes
in the nets, particularly in the Newport area.

Rockfish have not been mentioned in the preceding para-
graphs because it is even more difficult to form any conclusion
as to the abundance of this group of species. The condition of
the stocks of the various species of rockfish ranges from the
extreme of practically no fishing Intensity (Sebastodes
elongatua, S. pauciapinis, and others) to the extreme of
severe depletion (Z. melangps in the vicinity of the Columbia
River). Most of the important species (S. einniger,
S. flavidus, and in later years S. alutus) lie somewhere
between these two extremes. It is therefore impossible to
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apply a general rule about the effects of rnthkfo
on, the stocks of rockfish.



SUM:ARY

The objective of this thesis is to present data upon

which the management of the Ore8on otter-trawl fishery can be
based and to dive a brief history of the trawl fishery in
Oregon.

The earliest recorded trawling in Oregon waters took
place in 1884 when the schooner Carrie B. Lake operated a beam
trawl off the mouth of the Columbia River. The first otter
trawling in Oret:on waters was by the vessel Lvie under the
command of Captain Richard Obee in June, 1908. between 1i-;08

and 1937 sporadic attempts were made to establish an otter"
trawl fishery in Oregon, but it was not until the early 1040/s
that this fi5h4r7 became firmly established.

In the decade from 1940 to 1950 the efficiency of the
otter trawlers increased greatly. Radios, fathometers, and
direction finders became standard sear. More powerful engines

were installed, the length of towin6 cables was increased, and
heavier otter boaras were used,

The principal spawning period for English and petrels
sole taken near the mouth of the Columbia River is in December
an January.

The sizes at which 50 per cent of the females are
mature are as follows: Lngl sh sole, 31 cm.; petrale sole,
40 cm.; and Dover sole, 40 cm. The males mature at a somewhat

smaller size.
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The number of ova calculated from individual English

olo ranged between 328,000 for a 30 em. fish to 1,600,000 for

a 43 cm. fish. For Dover sole the range was between 53,000 for

a 43 cm. fish and 266,000 for a 58 cm. fish.
The length-weight formulas were calculated for both

male and female English* petrale, and Dover sole.
Nickel pins were found to be unsatisfactory for tagging

bottom fish. Condition and size of fish at time of tagging
affected the recovery rates. A smeller recovery rate was

obtained from sole tag6ed in deep water.
hocoveries of English, petrale, and Dover sole tagged

in the area between Willapa Bay and Tillamook Head were mostly

within 30 miles of the tagging site.
It was necessary to adjust all recoveries of tagged

sole for shrinka-:e which took place after recapture. The tag

returns indicate that in ,7eneral the female Dover, English, and
petrale sole grow faster than the males and the smaller fish
grow faster than the larger.

From the 1949 tagging through December 31, 1954* 7.8

per cont of the petrale sole, 9.0 per cent of the English sole,

and 10.1 per cent of the Dover sole were recovered. The

fishing intensity appeared to be somewhat less for English and
petrale sole off the Columbia River than for other areas along
the Pacific Coast where tagging experiments have been under-

taken.
A comparison of the growth rates of English, petrel.,
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and Dover sole based on otolith studies indicates that for a
given age the English sole are smaller than the other two

species and the males of each species are smaller than the
females. The petrels and Dover sole females have similar rates
of growth, except that the older Dover sole are somewhat larger
than petrels sole with the same number of otolith rin6s. In

general, English sole do not have as many otolith rings as
petrale and Dover sole. Otolitbs are not entirely satisfactory
for determining the age of English, petrels, and Dover sole.

An analysis of the condition of the stocks of English
sole, petrel. sole, Dover sole, and rockfish is made using the
Astoria landings. Each Astoria otter-trawl landing was
recorded on a Rocket hand-punch card Lor ease of analysis.

This analysis indicates that the stocks of English sole fished
by the Astoria fleet were in good condition in 1947 and may not

have been fully exploited. There was at least a 50 per cent
decline in abundance of petrale sole fished by the Astoria
fleet in the period from 1942 to 1947, inclusive. There was a

decrease in catch per unit of effort of Dover sole during this
same period, but the abundance probably did not drop below the
point of maximum equilibrium yield. The landings of rockfish
were generally determined by economic conditions rather than

changes in abundance of the stocks of fish.
An analysis of the length-frequency distribution of

market samples of English, petrale, and Dover sole taken during
the period from 1948 through 1951 gives no indication of a
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trend toward either larger or smaller fish except for both male
and female Dover sole Both sexes of Dover sole give evidence

of a decreasing trend of abundance among the larger fish*
Sampling of the otter-trawl catches at sea in 1950

proved that there was an enormous discard of scrap fish.
Approximately 50 per cent of the catch by 'weight was discarded.
Rex sole, hake, small English sole, Bellingham sole, arrowtooth

sole, sand dabs, and skate were the most abundant species in
the discard* The approximate discard of the important flatfish
used for human food was as follows: Dover sole, 17.0 per cent;
English sole, 27.4 per cent; and petrale sole, 32.5 per cent.

The mink raisin- industry depends on the otter-trawl
fishery for its primary source of food. Rex sole, arrowtooth

sole, English sole, Bellingham sole, and Dover sole were the
principal species landed for mink food during the period from
1948 through 1952. The amount of English and Dover sole landed

for mink food varied inversely with the demand for these species
for human food*

Based on the results of questionnaires sent to Oregon
mink ranchers, about 4i million pounds of whole fish were
landed for mink food in 1949* The effect of the otter-trawl
fishery for mink food on the stocks of fish depends upon the
condition of the stocks of fish.



APPEliDIX

ccion risme of 3peciee Mentioned in Test

Conn 'cientific Name

Codfish, true (Pacific) Gadus pecrocephalua

Do6fieh shark Situalus suokleyi
Dungeness crab er magiatar
Hake Marluccius productus

Halibut ApPogIcasua stomas a

Ling cod OphioAan elongatus

Ratfish cornet,
Rockfish

Salmon cod (bocac o) Sebastodes psuqap_tnis

Black rock &ebaatodes nalampa

Green-stri ed Sebastod,#, elonFiartu,s

Idiot (Spiny-cheeked

rockfish) Se/NA oXorsue, alstscanus

Ocean perch Li,eba ItHaltAa

Red rock (canary, co

rock) atu.10.9.4.11 10-1111.34Ar

Green rook ( ello t ed) SLejaptc..±±,ds., flavidus

3 blefish (black cod) AncIARDoma gmbria

Salmon, chinook Onco ,tehairytscha

Shad Alosa 212111gaima

Skate ELIA binoculata



Sole

Turbot (arr3wtooth)

Bellingham

Curifin
Dover

English

Flathead

Petrale

Rock

Sand

Sand dab

Slender

Starry
Soupfin shark

Sturgeon, green

Sturgeon, white

OA

;Athe'estbes stomias

Xaopecta isolopia
aurorkichthrs decurrens

rostow pacificua
Par_opb,;rrs yoluluti

1,LI2ux1so.s.14el

Lopsetta

Giv z hi

1,..±21Ataaetta, bilinaata

Paetqchthya iael tua

Qi thriahthys, aordidua

Volieetta GXili3

Platiohthys stelitatua

Ga1eorhims /LOA° rus

Aciiesørznedirostris

Acitteriser ransavontanus
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